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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY & RECOMMENDATIONS 

E.1 Introduction 

The definition of a road feature can be very broad and can include anything physically related to the road.   
 
For the purpose of this report, Road Features Inventory (RFI) includes: 
 

 Information on road features and attributes in terms of physical characteristics (such as length, 
condition, location, etc.) 

 The processes and data collection methods involved, and  
 The storage, presentation and updating of that information. 

 
Road Features Inventories in their basic form have been a part of the road maintenance engineers’ tool kit 
for many years, generally in the form of lists and documented personal knowledge.  Recently, these RFIs 
have been utilized to provide base data for automated analytical processes incorporating asset condition, 
residual life and deterioration behaviour in pursuit of management accounting goals.   
 
With changes in technology and the widespread use of geographical information systems, RFIs are now 
used more widely than ever before, and therefore many jurisdictions are introducing, updating and / or 
enhancing their RFIs. 
 
These guidelines cover the entire RFI process and emphasize the fact that the development of an RFI 
needs to be: 
 

 carefully thought out 
 involving all stakeholders from the beginning 
 is well documented along the way 

 
Throughout the work on this Report our research has shown that support (a champion) in Senior 
Management and long term or multi-year funding is essential to the success of these projects. 
 

E.2 Structure of the Report 

The main body of the Report comprises of 10 Chapters, each of which examines a particular aspect of the 
inception, development, structuring and use of a Road Feature Inventory (RFI).   
 
The Chapters are sequenced to introduce the reader gradually into the more complex aspects of RFI.   
 
Following the main text, a Glossary of Terms / Definitions is included to reduce some of the disparity in 
the terminology used by the various agencies across Canada. 
 
An index has been included which identifies key words and phrases in the main body of the Report.  The 
Index therefore, provides a convenient starting point to identify particular aspects, topics and processes 
which are subsequently developed in the surrounding and following text from the reference point. 
 
Also included is a separate Reference Section to publications and websites which have been used by the 
authors and from which some of the information contained in the Report has been taken.   
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RFIs are a huge field with many specialized areas and it is regretted that only passing reference has been 
made to some of these, however, those that we have found particularly interesting have been identified in 
the text but the majority regarding specific aspects or details await the individual reader to review for 
themselves. 
 
In addition to the above there are a number of Appendices in which various aspects of RFI have been 
developed. 
 

E.3 Content of Chapters 

A brief outline follows of the content of each Chapter and a cross reference to the Appendices that go 
with each. 
 
Chapter 1 – Introduction examines the origins of this Road Features Inventory (RFI) Project. 
 
Most chapters contain their own set of Guidelines and Best Practices relevant to the contents of that 
Chapter.  As the document is a “snap-shot” these Best Practices represent the “state of art” in early 2004.   
 
Further, as the results of a survey questionnaire were received, the scope of the Report was expanded and 
reshaped to match conditions in the field with regards to other parties (Stakeholders) who had direct or 
indirect influence on the establishment of Road Features Inventories within different organizations. 
 
Chapter 2 – Methodology to Establish an Inventory approaches the subject from first principles, 
stressing the first step as conducting a “Needs Analysis”.   
 
This analysis steps through the basics of Why, What, How, Where and centers on the use of a “Pilot 
Project” approach to establish within an organization the nature and structure of the RFI and the interfaces 
it requires to have with Design, Maintenance and Operations.   
  
The nature of the work also includes the identification of potential Stakeholders, and their requirements 
and impacts on the establishment of the RFI.   
 
Further the “Pilot Project” format identifies the need to establish a common language for discussion 
within the organization, and the advantage of visual representation of the features in these discussions. 
 
In addition the “Pilot” permits the first opportunity to collect data and to structure this into a skeletal RFI.  
The iterative nature of the work cannot be overstressed. 
 
Having achieved agreement on the “Pilot”, it is then appropriate to proceed with training of data 
collectors, acquisition of equipment and services.   
 
The chapter also addresses the conditions for a successful data collection exercise, based on whether the 
work is being conducted in-house, by external service providers or as a combination approach. 
 
The Chapter culminates in a series of Guidelines and Best Practices related to the “Needs Analysis” and 
“Pilot Project” work. 
 
Chapter 3 – Inventory Data Considerations looks at the broad context of selecting data to consider and 
include in an RFI, and the possible structure for the Inventory.   
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The chapter introduces the most important aspect of inventories:  
 

 the method of referencing 
 the data model 
 meta-data 

 
In addition, discussion takes place on: 
 

 integration and sharing of data 
 interoperability 
 data accuracy and precision 

 
The chapter finishes with a review of the Guidelines and Best Practices associated with the subjects 
examined. 
 
Chapter 4 – Data Collection Considerations examines the background to data collection, and reviews a 
range of techniques that may be used to collect data.  The chapter also examines the productivity that may 
be expected in the field, and the direct costs and the additional factors that need to be taken into account 
with regards to the different techniques.  Having established the principles of the techniques, the chapter 
then elaborates on the Road Feature Inventory feature requirements and the applicability of the different 
technologies in detail. 
 
Also addressed are the training requirements and the assessment process that have to be completed prior 
to making a decision on whether to undertake the work in-house, in partnership or to subcontract various 
parts. 
 
The Chapter concludes in the presentation of a number of Guidelines and Best Practices. 
 
The details in the Chapter should be read in conjunction with: 
 

 Appendix I - Feature Table is a guide to the details, formats and procedures which should be 
considered when documenting, recording and processing the Features and Attributes.   

 
and 
 

 Appendix II - Features Table vs.  Technology addresses the points and issues to be considered in 
selecting the survey methods and the steps associated with populating a RFI. Vendor Capabilities 
examines the range and services offered by RFI equipment supply companies and some specialist 
data collection suppliers. 

 
Also of potential interest are:  
 

 Appendix III – Outsourcing Information provides some salient points to be included in Request 
for Proposal from Vendors and Service Providers, and suggests some provisions in Contract 
Documents. 

 
 Appendix IV – Related Standards identifies existing Standards, which have a bearing on the RFI, 

and reviews the content of the standards in the context of providing additional sources of guidance 
and direction to the reader. 
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Chapter 5 – Data Processing Considerations, a holistic approach has been taken in that end user 
processes, needs and considerations have been given as much weight as developers and software vendors.  
 
This follows from Chapter 4 where data was basically captured but not processed into the database.   
 
The need for comprehensive inclusion of features and attributes has been identified.   
 
Some consideration has been given to the data structure required for a systematic analysis along with 
examples of processes for extraction of information from surveys.   
 
The requirement for quality control of both field data in and data entry has been examined.   
 
The chapter concludes with Guidelines and Best Practices for Data Processing. 
 
Chapter 6 – Data Presentation Considerations examines the generic software available for presentation 
of material and interfacing with end users.   
 
The recommendation of software systems was beyond the scope of the report and therefore, only general 
guidelines were prepared to assist end users identifying their requirements for a Vendor.   
 
Guidelines and Best Practices for data presentation conclude the chapter. 
 
Chapter 7 – Data Maintenance and Updates – information was abstracted from three sources: 
 

 Questionnaire 
 Internet research of other  RFI organizations 
 Agency and Organization publications 

 
The impacts of additional features and changes in features and attributes were examined as was a 
maintenance strategy for updating and a critique on the various approaches which might be employed to 
accomplish updates.   
 
The need for training of maintenance staff in the use of the final product is referenced, as is the need to 
ensure adequate budget for operational staff and for maintenance upgrades.   
 
As in previous chapters, Guidelines and Best Practices conclude the chapter. 
 
Chapter 8 – Survey of RFI Users 
 
Opens by setting out the approach to the development of the Questionnaire,  
 

 Appendix V - Discussion of Survey Results, contains the detail examination and analysis of the 
results from the Detailed Questionnaire, with observations and commentary on the responses.   

 
This is then followed by conclusions based on the responses and the Consultants’ observations from other 
projects. 
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Chapter 9 – RFI Project Examples 
 
Project Examples draws upon the results of some of the direct interviews following on from the 
questionnaire, and also on examples found on the Internet / literature and considered to be of interest to 
would be developers.   
 

 Appendix VI - RFI Project Examples, provides case studies of a variety of organizations, 
examines some examples of what has been done in and by other organizations, and provides 
references and contacts for interested parties to contact these organizations. 

 
The objective being to: 
 

 provide some depth to the facts generated by the questionnaire 
 examine in particular levels of precision required for surveys 
 set RFIs in a context in which a new developer might wish to investigate further with a similar size 

organization or entity 
 learn from other RFI user’s experiences 

 
Chapter 10 – The Future examines briefly:  
 

 where RFI have come from 
 how RFI have developed with shifts in technology 
 how a raft of new and developing technologies might impact future RFI 

 
More consideration therefore is given to those who are in the early stages of commencing or developing 
an RFI. 
 
In the course of developing Best Practices and Recommendations, a large body of information has already 
been reviewed and integrated into the main body.  However, it is considered appropriate to provide the 
reader with additional access, should they so wish, and to provide a source of information complementary 
to the main text.   
 
This information has been included in a collection of References (E.4.3) and a series of Appendices, 
which have been outlined in Section E.5. 

E.4 Glossary/Index and References 

E.4.1 Glossary of Terms/Definitions 
 
RFI have their own culture of terms and definitions.  These have been compiled into a glossary 
which it is hoped will standardize the term or use for many readers, and provide a basis for a 
lexicon for definitions. 
 
E.4.2 Index 
 
To facilitate the user with a method to navigate through the subject, in addition to the Executive 
Summary, the following has been included: 
 

a list of RFI key words and their page references 
bolded page references referring to main issues associated with the key word 
other page references indicating sections which may be of further interest 
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E.4.3 References 
 
The references provide a nucleus of the range of publications, articles and standards associated 
with RFI and their related technologies.  The links provide a starting point should readers wish to 
investigate a particular aspect to a higher level. 

E.5 Appendices 

The six appendices include details and information pertinent to the understanding of the range of topics 
which need to be taken into consideration when developing an RFI.  They provide additional information 
and examples complementary to the various topics and subjects contained in the main body of the Report.  
These appendices are: 
 
Topic - Formats & Standards 
 

 Appendix I – Feature Table is a guide to the details, formats and procedures, which should be 
considered when documenting, recording and processing the Features and Attributes.   

 
 Appendix II – Data Collection Techniques vs.  Features addresses the points and issues to be 

considered in selecting the survey methods and the steps associated with populating a RFI.  
Vendor Capabilities examines the range and services offered by RFI equipment supply companies 
and some specialist data collection suppliers. 

 
 Appendix III – Outsourcing Information provides some salient points to be included in Request 

for Proposal from Vendors and Service Providers, and suggests some provisions in Contract 
Documents. 

 
 Appendix IV – Related Standards identifies existing Standards, which have a bearing on the RFI, 

and reviews the content of the standards in the context of providing additional sources of guidance 
and direction to the reader. 

 
Topic – Survey Results 
 

 Appendix V – Discussion of Survey Results combines in a textural form the Questions, the 
information extracted or inferred from the Responses, along with a commentary and observations 
relevant to the data generated.   

 
Topic - Project Examples 
 

 Appendix VI – RFI Project Examples provides an in-depth examination of some contemporary 
RFI systems and current users.  The examples review the different approaches which have been 
followed in developing particular organizations’ RFI; outline the objectives followed; provide a 
brief commentary on the organizations achievements; and finally provide contact details for parties 
wishing to leverage on “other users” experience.   
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E.6 Guidelines & Best Practices 

Chapters 2 to 7 conclude with Guidelines and Best Practices.  The following is a summary: 
 

1. Executive or senior management support is essential.   
2. RFIs require multi-year funding, therefore it is important that the total cost of the program is 

estimated, budgeted and approved.   
3. Undertake a Needs Analysis of the requirements, including interviews with all stakeholders.  The 

end use of the data must be decided before the design of the program and database is initiated. 
4. The maintenance of the data is as, or even more, important than the first data collection program.  

Consideration of the method of updating must be decided as part of the original program. 
5. Data formats must be developed, tested and adhered to, especially if multiple data companies are 

used. 
6. Before undertaking an extensive data collection program a “proof-of-concept” or “pilot program” 

should be completed and documented in detail.   
7. Metadata data and standards related to the information to be included in the RFI are essential. 
8. Ensure that definitions of the various features and attributes are consistent within an organization 

(across departments). 
9. Data is time sensitive; do not take more than necessary. 
10. There are a number of methods to collect data; where possible use or leverage GPS/GIS data 

collection technology. 
11. Examine the opportunity to consolidate (integrate) the various disparate data sets (paper and 

electronic) that may exist in the organization.  This may include rationalizing various linear 
referencing systems. 

12. Ensure adequate time and resources are allocated for data integration, since this activity is 
typically underestimated. 

13. Interoperability standards should be established in order to facilitate the sharing of data among 
the various stakeholders. 

14. It is likely that more than one method of data collection will be required (unless an inventory is 
being undertaken only for one asset). 

15. Required accuracies should be documented as part of the program.   
16. Data quality is absolutely essential, including the verification of data on a continuous basis. 
17. Document the program in detail. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The Transportation Association of Canada (TAC) commissioned this report in the spring of 2003.  The 
objective of the project was to prepare a national guide to assist practitioners to develop, implement and 
maintain road inventory systems.  Currently there is a lack of a national document to describe the tools, 
techniques and processes to conduct operational reviews.  As a result, there is considerable inconsistency 
in procedures among practitioners and variability between jurisdictions.   
 
Most agencies have spent considerable effort gathering data to support decision making for their 
transportation infrastructure and have invested significantly in Information Technology structure to 
support this effort.  The most familiar of these decision-making tools are:  Transportation Planning, 
Pavement Management, Bridge Management and Maintenance Management Systems.  To understand the 
context of the Road Features Inventory (RFI) and the context of this report, the role of features needs to 
be explored / explained with respect to these tools: 
 

 Transportation Planning through modelling uses a representation of the transport network, typically 
a link-node arrangement, and a tool set that projects future transportation demand and volume 
scenarios for a variety of network options 

 A Pavement Management System (PMS) usually has tools to manage the entire road network, 
reports the present and historical condition of the pavement inventory, and projects its future 
condition to enable more effective use of rehabilitation funds 

 A Bridge Management System (BMS) has similar tools that manage the structure inventory to 
ensure the structures are maintained at the appropriate level 

 A Maintenance Management System (MMS) records those features that require maintenance, plans 
and schedules maintenance activities and estimates budget and resource needs based on a set of 
standards or operational goals.  Typically, a MMS does not optimize the actual work activities 
(doing the right activity and the right time) but optimizes the execution 

 
All of these systems have two things in common: 
 

1. The road network forms the framework to reference the data, as illustrated in Figure 1.1.   
2. They co-exist with the technology that supports them. 

 
However, in these two points there exist a number of problems that need to be considered on an ongoing 
basis: 
 

 The features and attributes of the Planning and Management systems are highly diverse 
 The difference in the level of detail required by each group related to all the others is extreme 
 Technology changes “leap frog” one another and change the method of referencing a feature, often 

in an entirely new way 
 
As illustrated in Figure 1.1 each system relies on road features, which are often different.  For example, 
road links and lanes in the case of the transportation model, an IRI for a PMS, a bridge and abutments for 
the BMS, and catch basins, culverts and guardrails for a MMS.  Maintenance management systems 
usually require the most significant feature inventory.  A key challenge is that the method used to 
reference a feature is rarely the same even though the data relates to the same network.   
 
The Road Features Inventory therefore, can be a plethora of data for any road agency.   
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Figure 1.1 - The Role of Road Features 
 
While a RFI may feed one of the above management systems this report does not discuss those 
management applications or systems i.e., the analysis of the data is not covered in this report but 
endeavours to provide continuity and accessibility through user awareness. 
 
Road Features Inventories in their basic form have been a part of the road maintenance engineers’ tool kit 
for many years, generally in the form of lists and documented personal knowledge used for the 
assessment and maintenance of (but not limited to):  
 

 Pavements  
 Road signs and striping 
 Street lighting 
 Traffic signals 
 Bridges and structures 
 Roadside appurtenances, etc.   

 
Recently, these same RFIs have been utilized to provide base data for automated analytical processes 
incorporating asset condition, residual life and deterioration behaviour in pursuit of management 
accounting goals as well as providing information to: asset management systems, maintenance and 
operations records, as well as fulfilling legal obligations inherent in legislation and by-laws. 
 
With changes in technology and the widespread use in other fields of geographical information systems, 
RFIs are used more widely than before and therefore many jurisdictions are updating and enhancing their 
RFIs. 
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1.2 Objective of the Report 

The objective of this report is to develop technical guidelines and provide recommendations that can be 
used by both municipal and provincial jurisdictions to develop a Road Features Inventory.  The report 
includes information on: 
 

 What data to collect 
 How to collect it 
 How to store it 
 How to update it and  
 How to use it 

 
Available technologies and potential standards for data collection, storage and sharing are also presented.   

1.3 A Definition of a Road Features Inventory 

A Road Features Inventory is defined as the embodiment and structure, as well as the information on an 
agency’s road features and attributes in terms of physical characteristics (such as length, condition, 
location, etc.), using a variety of data collection methods, and to store the collected data in a way that 
ensures its availability for: 
 

 Record purposes 
 Statistical Reporting 
 Decision-making Processes and  
 Updating 

 
Road features in the context of this report are above ground physical features and not derived or 
calculated values about the road network, such as traffic volumes. 

1.4 Research Approach 

The approach used in the preparation of this report was a combination of: 

1.4.1 Literature and Experience Review 

This focused on a number of publications and reports related to Asset Management, Pavement 
Management and Bridge Management.  These are listed in the References.   
 
In addition, recent experience by the authors on a Street Lighting Project, Freeway Construction Audit 
work, a major Regional Project that interfaced Highway Design and Geomatics Departments, and staff’s 
experience on a major Inventory Project in the southern United States was employed as direct reference. 

1.4.2 Internet Search 

A search of the Internet was conducted and the references to Road Feature Inventory are included in the 
back of the report.   

1.4.3 Questionnaire 

A questionnaire was intended to yield information on the current state of practice primarily in Canada.  
Since it was a web-based application, a number of international organizations also were requested to 
respond.  With the assistance of TAC, more than forty (40) organizations were identified and invited to 
respond.  Responses were received from nineteen (19) agencies. 
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The detail in the questionnaire was broken down into seven categories: 
 

 Details of Responding Organization (Federal, Provincial, Municipal etc.) 
 Basis of Current Inventory (History and Development) 
 Interface between Owner Department and Stakeholder Departments 
 Range of Features being Inventoried 
 Systems being used to collect and maintain Inventory information 
 Influence of Other Departments on Development, Operation and Use of the Respondents 

Inventory. 
 
From previous experience on other projects and in other countries it was found that, while Road 
Maintenance Departments were designated as the owner, many other parties both directly and indirectly 
became stakeholders in the final inventory and its subsequent use.  The questionnaire was therefore also 
designed to test the applicability of this finding to Canadian organizations.   

1.4.4 Interview Strategy 

This approach was reserved for Vendors (Proprietary Product suppliers) and Service Providers 
(Consultant Organizations). 
 
Since each product was portrayed as unique and tailored to particular methods of application the use of a 
questionnaire was not considered appropriate, and instead a number of Vendors were approached for 
details of their product.  The responses were then distilled into salient points and used for evaluation of 
other products and services.  In addition, web searches were made of the companies’ sites and details 
abstracted from the Inventory projects being featured.  Where a client organization was identified then a 
web search for that entity was also made to verify the detail on the Vendor’s site. 
 
A number of industry leader agents were interviewed to obtain information on their specialist products.  
The authors’ experience in working with some of these specialist service providers was also incorporated. 

1.5 Report Organization 

The chapters of the report are structured according to the typical inventory development process and 
include: 
 
Chapter 2 Methodology to Establish an Inventory 
Chapter 3 Inventory Data Considerations 
Chapter 4 Data Collection Considerations 
Chapter 5 Data Processing Considerations 
Chapter 6 Data Presentation Considerations 
Chapter 7 Data Maintenance and Updates 
 
In addition, Chapter 8 – Survey of RFI Users, discusses the results from the questionnaires, and Chapter 9 
– RFI Project Examples, describes some real life examples of agencies that either are in the process or 
have completed an RFI. 
 
Finally, Chapter 10 – The Future, offers some thoughts as to how RFIs may evolve in the coming years 
and how technology may impact these changes. 
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Much of the information is summarized in tabular format throughout the report and includes both 
suggested reading and web references at the end of the Report, should the reader wish to explore the topic 
in more detail. 
 
Guidelines and Best Practices are included at the end of the Chapters  2 to 7. 
 
A complete list of references is presented at the end of the Report. 
 
To assist the practitioner in locating the appropriate chapter of the report we have included a road map 
(Figure 1.2) that associates a required decision / consideration with the respective chapter(s). 
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Figure 1.2 - RFI Decision Process and Considerations 
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1.6 Best Practices 

Best Practices in essence represent the distillation of the information gained from the research work, the 
practical experience of RFI developers and the details provided by the specialist vendors and service 
providers. 
 
Best Practices are also Agency Specific as the requirement and interest of a Provincial, Regional, 
Municipal and City agencies are very different (confirmed in Chapter 8). 
 
Best Practices are technology dependent; 
 

 The agency who has a substantial “legacy” based databank will also have a preference for 
developing a linear based reference system 

 The agency who has little current structured information and is looking to bring information in for 
the first time will be prepared to embrace the latest that technology can provide 

 
Best Practices are also culture and environment dependent: 
 

 A diverse and distributed agency structure will be more receptive to an open flexible system in 
which data is collected and stored in silos and then made available across a wide range of 
applications and end users 

 A narrow and highly structured agency will look to having information available to designated end 
users and not wish to have any area wide distribution 

 
With such a potentially wide spectrum of interested parties, stakeholders and end users, the Best Practices 
for one Agency are certainly not necessarily the same for another Agency. 

1.7 Guidelines 

Guidelines have been included to address the challenges inherent in developing an inventory.  
Organizations that already have a system may find that that the guidelines may be of assistance in 
undertaking maintenance and updating work. Recommendations represent the distillation of current 
knowledge as applicable to RFIs in general. 
 
Therefore, there is no one solution, best practice or guideline that satisfies the multiple end users and 
stakeholders.  Rather, this report has been prepared with the objective to help the multiple end users to 
identify possible systems in view of their specific road network characteristics. 

1.8 Stakeholders 

Establishing and supporting an effective Road Feature Inventory requires that a wide range of 
Stakeholders should also be integrated into the development process.  Examples are: 
 

 Department Stakeholders 
 Budget Stakeholders 
 IT Stakeholders 
 Mapping Stakeholders 
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1.8.1 Department Stakeholders 

The RFI will have primary end users within a department.  However, the department has many other 
responsibilities and must provide these services for legal, political or functional reasons.  The provision of 
these parallel function services requires resources, management and budget.  Consequently, senior 
management have to balance their functional services involving capital, maintenance, improvement, 
replacement works with the need to conduct inventories of the road feature assets.  These competing 
factors then become the Department Stakeholders. 

1.8.2 Budget Stakeholders 

The majority of RFI owners are municipal or regional engineering agencies.  These engineering agencies 
form part of a greater entity, the local, provincial or federal governing authorities.  These authorities 
comprise many other departments and divisions all of whom receive funding from one source and 
therefore, competition for funding is often a factor in the establishment, and more importantly 
maintenance, of a RFI.  With limits on budget allocation the scope of an RFI undertaken by an agency 
may be limited.  Thus a finance department may become a Budget Stakeholder by virtue of the fact that 
insufficient budget may be available for all the different demands within an organization. 

1.8.3 IT Stakeholders 

This is a department of the agency in which computing expertise lies, often called Information 
Technology or Geomatics.  These departments generally have the authority to review the entire 
acquisition process and approve the purchase and acquirement of computer software and services.  This 
not only includes the basic operating program software but also the service provider, the technical support 
offered and the compatibility with the other hard and software systems within the whole organization.  
Therefore, the IT stakeholder will have a key influence on: 
 

 Selection of software 
 Operating platform that the software runs on 
 Technical support (interface / problem solving) 
 Compatibility with parallel systems (GIS) 
 Additional training 
 Technology transfer 

 

1.8.4 Mapping Stakeholders 

These are the departments and divisions within an organization responsible for obtaining geographic 
information, without any direct contact with the Road Department who normally is the owner of the RFI.  
These Mapping Stakeholders usually control or are the main client to the GIS unit.  Questionnaire Section 
7.2 confirmed that RFI represented in general less than 25% of the resources used in the operation of GIS, 
IT, Geomatics Units. 
 
Having a need to collect geographic information across the whole region covered by the agency, these 
stakeholders may have an important impact on the RFI and its structure.  Agreement on field data 
collection with this Mapping Stakeholder may be essential to populating and maintaining the RFI in 
future. 
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Only when these four distinct stakeholders’ needs are understood and agreed upon can a 
department responsible for conducting RFI decide whom, what and when the RFI can be 
populated and effectively maintained. 

 

1.9 Conclusion 

Current RFI developers are in a highly advantageous position with the present state of dynamic 
technologies “leap frogging” one another.  The range of opportunities to bring the state-of-the-art 
technology to data collection, processing and display is wider than it has ever been. 
 
The introduction of integrated and interoperable software systems means that pre-existing RFI’s and new 
RFI structures can be meshed seamlessly and with minimal transfer costs. 
 
With unrestrained opportunities in software platforms the greatest challenge facing RFI developers is 
capturing the features and the relevant attributes into digital formats, appropriate to end users and 
complementary to stakeholder transfers. 
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CHAPTER 2 - METHODOLOGY TO ESTABLISH AN INVENTORY 

2.1 Needs Analysis 

The “Needs Analysis” is the first and most important step in the methodology for establishing an RFI.  
The Needs Analysis permits the requirements and the rationale for collecting the features and attributes to 
be clearly documented in terms of: 
 
 Why?  Why do we need an RFI? 
 Counting what?   What feature and attribute requirements do we need? 
 Counting how?   How are we going to use the RFI information? 
 Counting where?   The geographical and territorial limits of the Agency and 

Stakeholders. 

- Pilot Project – When quality makes sense over quantity? 
- 2 Stage Pilot Projects – When all Stakeholders are equal? 

 Counting by whom?   The division of the work load is a function of ability, time, cost 
and efficiency 

 Counting when?  When will we be ready to undertake the work? 
 – Are we “really” Ready to Start the final checks for the RFI 
 – Training – when we do get out into the field, are we ready? 
 
To answer any of the above, it is essential to go to the end of the process and identify what the 
information contained in the inventory is going to be used for.  To illustrate this process a flow chart has 
been included on the following page.  (Figure 2.1) 
 

2.1.1 The “Why” 

The “Why” of Road Features Inventory is the stage at which an organization recognizes that: 
 
 due to the geographical spread of features, more than one maintenance groups or organization is 

required 
 due to many departments and groups directly involved from planning, design, construction, data 

collection and maintenance and operations has become so great and diverse that communications is 
difficult and unwieldy 

 devolution of control of data to “external” parties has become necessary 
 general size of the data to be managed has grown so great that no one group has the time or resources 

to manage, organize and maintain 
 many different and diverse documents, reports and mediums exist and are in use by a number of 

diverse and disparate groups so that content, quality and currency (correct at time) has become 
questionable 

 logistics of keeping and maintaining data in several different locations means that staff, equipment and 
resources are in duplicate or triplicate within the organization 

 obtaining of information from records has become so convoluted and time consuming that the records 
have fallen into disrepute 
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The Why is therefore a function of the recognition that, instead of having a number of duplicated lists, 
similar lists or systems, or a large number of separate lists and documents, or systems held in a number of 
diverse locations, it is more efficient and cost effective to hold, manage and maintain the information in a 
central and common structure.  Further, that the technology of today is such that access to that common 
structure and centrally held information can be achieved from any location be it in the main office, a 
district office, the field or the roadside. 
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Figure 2.1 - Methodology to Establish an Inventory 
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2.1.2 The “What” 

This step requires that the immediate end users (primary end users) and their requirements are identified 
and understood.  Having established the immediate end user requirements the question must also be asked 
what other information might be used by the secondary end users and in what context would they use the 
information 
 

Primary End Users Secondary End Users 
 Maintenance & Operations  Safety Engineers 
 Asset Management  Design Engineers 
 Pavement Management  Procurement 
 Bridge Management  Fleet Managers 
 Street Lighting  Budget 
 Traffic Signals  Auditors 
  Specification Writers 

 
It is not just sufficient to obtain a list of what each end user wants, because those wants will include the 
inevitable “wish list”.  To include the “wish list” of several end users will either lead to the creation of a 
massive and unwieldy inventory or “kill” the project in terms of the cost of the data collection.  Therefore, 
in obtaining the end users’ requirements it is essential that categories of “must have”, “highly desirable” 
to have, “would like” to have and “always wanted to have but couldn’t afford” are agreed with the end 
users.   
 
The next step is to undertake a simple test of the respondents who indicated “must have”, “highly 
desirable”, “would like” and “always wanted”. 
 

 “Must Have” Category test – show examples of how you currently record and keep this 
information – This provides proof of the need and also identifies the key features and attributes 
being collected and how they are being used 

 “Highly Desirable” Category test – the magic phrase “we would like to have” followed by a 
reasonable and rational reason for obtaining the information and an equally plausible reason why it 
is not being used at present – we don’t have the resources; we are getting new or additional 
resources or equipment to do work associated with this; we are going to make a budget case for 
doing this.  This shows commitment to move forward, and while not using the information at 
present, a clear intention exists to use it when available 

 “Would Like” Category test – can you provide a business case for the acquisition of information, 
associated with what you as the end user intend to do with this feature or attribute in your normal 
work?  If we collect it, how will it assist you in your normal work?  A detailed written response 
clearly indicates that there is a potential need.  The depth of analysis will then provide a weighting 
for the inclusion or otherwise in the final inventory 

 “Always Wanted to have” Category test – ask that a detailed written explanation of how the 
collection of this feature or attribute would assist. It may also be prudent to require the requester to 
identify a “highly desirable” or a “would like” item which they would be prepared to drop to 
include this “always wanted to have” feature instead 

 
This latter point is a double edge test as it requires a reasonable effort on the requesting party to justify the 
inclusion as well as offer an already acceptable feature or attribute to be dropped in favour of this 
selection.  A weak justification for a “always wanted to have” attribute along with a nominated 
replacement indicates that both of these need to be revisited for possible inclusion in the inventory.   
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A strong justification along with a nominated replacement indicates that further consideration of the detail 
needs to be made. 
 
Every feature and attribute included will require time and effort to collect, process, review and update.  
Providing checks and controls on data collection builds credibility in the system, and knowing that 
available data are of use, current and accurate is of paramount importance where efficiency and cost 
effectiveness are also pre-requisite in the Agency. 
 
Having tested the “need to have” the next issue is to detail and examine the feature and attributes (the 
what) to be collected and how the information is to be used. 
 
For Pavement and Bridge elements and other specialist areas, consideration also needs to be given as to 
what features or attributes belong in an inventory and what belongs in the complementary management 
system e.g., the IRI for a section of road might be included but the results for various sample segments 
within the section might not. The reason for the exclusion is not in the usefulness of the information but 
in the potentially massive expansion of the size of the inventory, which in turn may either limit the speed 
of operation or the system to be adopted. 
 
The tests here therefore are: 
 

 Is the inventory the best location for this level of information? 
 Will the inclusion of micro levels of information degrade the level of operation or impact the 

choice of system available to support this size of database? 

2.1.3 The “How” 

The “how” like the “what” starts with the end users and examines the forms and methods by which the 
information from the inventory is going to be used. For example: 
 

 For statistical and accounting report - the number and condition are important 
 For maintenance - the condition, location distribution, and number of defective units is important 
 For operations - the area of summer and winter work, the requirement for materials and equipment 

and the distribution of the features becomes important 
 For the procurement and accounts - how are work orders referenced and the work executed and 

recorded 
 For the auditors - how are the completed works documented 
 For the Inventory Manager - how is the inventory database to be informed and record the action 

taken 
 
Each group therefore has a different set of features that the users consider important and one of the early 
tasks is to agree “how” the feature is to be included in the database so that it can be meaningfully 
represented.  To merely count a base, a column, a linear metre of road, of curb or guardrail provides only 
one piece of information; by referencing it either spatially or linearly another set of attributes is added, but 
overall little is provided in terms of “end user information”. 
 
To provide a breakdown of the feature into a number of end user elements (attributes) becomes an 
important step.  The step also leads to a set of “tests” to establish the end use of the attributes.  It must 
always be kept in mind that every attribute field could potentially be filled with information, that the 
information may have to come from field observations, to be measured, recorded, assessed and collected 
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and then to be transferred from field to database.  Then, the populated database will have to be run on a 
possibly daily basis, periodically updated and old and new information and data deleted or added.   
 
The How in this case is “how important” is the information that all of the end users want to have present 
in the database.  The “acid test” is are you prepared to pay for the information to be collected, verified, 
processed, validated and entered into a database?  Each feature does cost money to enter since it involves 
some form of research time to: 
 

 identify, note and record 
 translation from field observations 
 record, process, store 
 retrieve and display 

 
The next “How” is “how many” of these features are present in the network. 
 
A note of caution: the first estimate of Stakeholders who are not RFI users may be very low.  This 
happens primarily because the estimate will be made on the number of complete units and not on the sum 
of all the features and attributes that will eventually require collection, once the “acid test” of how many 
has been applied. 

2.1.4 The “Where” 

Since we are dealing with Road Features Inventory items then the Right of Way represents one boundary 
and the aggregation of the lengths of all the roads, footpaths, walkways, maintenance facilities etc.  in the 
network forms another.  As the examples in subsequent sections of this report will show, the number of 
items contained within these two boundary elements, say for a few hundred or thousand kilometres of 
road, translate into several hundred thousands of features and attributes, all of which are candidates for 
collection.  Where therefore do we start? The starting point is “a Pilot Project”. 

2.1.4.1 Pilot Project 
The Pilot Project will take a sample of the road network and the features present in it between edges of 
Right of Way and by applying the “What” and the “How”, establish the framework for the Inventory.  
This will permit tables to be developed using real information to represent the features and their 
attributes.  The “Pilot” will also provide the opportunity to proof the details being requested to be 
collected, the formats being proposed and the range and nature of the information that will eventually be 
recorded and encoded into the database.   
 

 The use of Pilot data is one of the most important activities in establishing a new Inventory.  Time 
spent on the data collection and processing aspects will be most valuable and cost effective on the 
project.  Successful piloting means that the bulk of the data will be processed using a “production 
line” approach.  Errors and incompatibilities will be detected early, with relatively little archived 
data and the ability to “redesign” without vast quantities of collected data becoming irrelevant 

 The selection of such data is very important, as this should reflect as far as possible the widest 
range of features and attributes to be collected.  Where data is to be stored in a database using a 
drop down menu with reference numbers or abbreviations, the pilot data permits a full display to be 
developed at the outset, before the bulk of data collection starts 

 For cases where the Terms of Reference were not clear, the pilot data system allows one last 
opportunity to refine both input and test the output field structure 

 The sample data should also include material from existing legacy systems.  Successfully creating a 
new RFI will in part require uploading this existing data into the “new” data structure.  Transfer 
protocols should be documented and data which cannot be transferred flagged.  Non transferable 
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data will either have to be recollected, or recourse will require to be made to the original source 
material 

 
The next significant step is digital photography, in the form of a library, of each feature and cross 
referencing of these photographs to the proposed encoding menus.  A picture, literally worth a thousand 
words, would provide a visual representation of the feature in the field and also allows the features and 
attributes to be annotated.  The encoding exercise allows field codes to be developed to permit the 
transition from “in field” collection to “recorded” in the database with minimal translation errors.  These 
photographs are doubly important in term of consistency of assessing condition.  Deriving the codes in 
the office is also a more consistent approach than trying to do the same in the field. 
 
Ideally sign-off of final output data fields and structure should be made at this point of time. 

2.1.4.2 Two Stage Pilot 
In circumstances where there are a number of Stakeholders or a diverse group of contributors to the RFI 
structure, it may be necessary to employ a two stage pilot where Stage 1, (as described in previous 
section) is providing the basics including the photographic images. 
 
Stage 2 then builds on the Stage 1 by providing the opportunity for further review and identification of 
features and attributes not fully documented in the first round. 
 
For example, a stakeholder in the first round may have forwarded the requirement enquiry to only a 
limited number of key staff.  With the provision and catalyst of a feature and attribute table coupled to an 
annotated photograph then a wider distribution may become feasible and practicable. 
 
A two stage “pilot” may also be more beneficial in reducing the use of “other” as an entry code. 
The second stage would obtain “buy-in” of the end users to the photographically presented “feature and 
attributes” to the proposed “encoding” abbreviations.  Invariably it is found that the end users suddenly 
realise that they have numerous other “types” of features and attributes that need to be coded. 
 
Why digital photography? The photograph is going to become part of the field manual for the array of 
“field” workers who will eventually collect (and update) the information.  This photograph and a short 
textural explanation can accompany these workers into the field, is clearly a better aid than textural 
description and an equally cryptic encoding table.   
 
In addition, digital photography is media friendly in that it can be represented in hard copy, on screen, or 
attached in the form of a file in an attribute column.  The advantages of this medium will be discussed in 
later chapters of this report.   
 

2.1.5 The “By Whom” 

The “by whom” depends upon the size and type of organization and the geographical distribution of the 
features. 
 
There are no hard and fast rules for who formulates the Pilot Project or who undertakes the data collection 
in the field. 
 
However, a small organization covering a small road network or a compact road network, is more likely 
to undertake the task work on its own than to use an outside source.   
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Likewise a medium or large organization covering a large network, if well organized and structured, with 
good lines of communication and budgeted staff time for the effort involved, can undertake the RFI 
system “in-house”. 
 
Employing Vendors and/or Service Providers is a costly exercise, but costly only if:   
 

 The Client organization has a large number of experienced engineers and technicians who are 
currently underutilized or  

 Client staff are able to work extensive overtime hours or  
 The Client has no time constraint and  
 Where the internal accountancy system does not take into account latent overhead costs (vehicle 

provision and use, office space, supervisory staff, administrative and management staff, holiday 
and vacation time etc.), or 

 Where the accountancy system does not differentiate between hours spent on RFI data collection 
and entry and time associated with everyday operations 

 
The number of agencies to which the above parameters apply in 2004 are somewhat limited.  This was 
not always the case and many of the earlier RFIs were developed when in-house staff numbers were 
larger and accountancy rules were less stringent. 
 
Employing Vendors and Service Providers is nowadays a preferred route (based on responses received to 
Chapter 8 Questionnaire), regardless of size of organization, when: 
 

 The majority of existing staff are working at full capacity 
 There are limits or constraints on new staff and/or overtime 
 Real costs are taken into account rather than labour rates 
 There is IT and/or Geomatics “buy-in” but with conditions such as they will need to employ more 

staff, their staff will work when available, etc. 
 Time is considered important 
 The number of features and attributes are unknowns 
 A detailed and comprehensive Terms of Reference (TOR) can be prepared 
 Staff can be made available for milestone events only 

 
For many medium and large size road network organizations where staff is fully utilized, there are 
constraints on transport availability, IT and Geomatic resources. Employing Vendor and/or Service 
Providers is an effective way to achieve the RFI in a timely manner and without increasing staff costs and 
agency overheads and expenses. 
 
Regardless of the size of the organization, Vendor and/or Service Providers are not the correct choice 
when the Client organization: 
 

 As a whole does not “know” what it wants from the RFI 
 Is not prepared to spend time identifying the “real” needs (poorly defined TOR for the RFI) 
 Expects the Vendor and/or Service Provider to intuitively “know” their every requirement 
 Wants the product at a fixed price, but in the bidding document has no concept of how many 

features or attributes are to be finally represented 
 Treats the service provided as “all-inclusive” 
 Does not recognize that unit costs quoted cover not only staff time, but also transport, direct and 

indirect overheads, risk and profit 
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In Appendix III – Outsourcing Information sets out a number of considerations that should be addressed 
when preparing a TOR for an RFI.  These points are not “all inclusive” and each organization is expected 
to have additional areas of special interest.  However, the detail does look at the advantages and pitfalls 
for the respective parties in a Contract involving a TOR. 
 
Each agency has its own particular preferences and circumstances which will influence its decision as to 
whether to undertake the RFI in-house or to outsource the work. 
 
The following paragraphs are intended to provide readers with some broad guidelines and identify 
conditions which may lead to success or failure (if not mitigated). The details are somewhat general as 
each individual agency will have its own critical criteria for choosing which route to follow. 
 
In general there are three approaches that can be taken by an organization in establishing a RFI: 
 

 The in-house approach 
 The combined approach 
 The Vendor / Service Provider complete package approach 

 
For any one of these approaches there are a number of conditions that will likely result in a trouble free 
implementation and a number of conditions that will result in problems, which may impact the end result.  
In the following paragraphs the three types are briefly described and following each are the salient points 
either contributing to success or to failure. 
 

1. The “In-House” Approach whereby an agency undertakes the pilot with the intention of also 
doing the full process.   

 
Trouble Free Conditions: 

 Small or compact municipality, town or district organization 
 Medium to large municipality, region or district organization prepared to complete work 

over extended period of time, or in multiple steps 
 One strong lead group (project champion) 
 Limited (in number) management tier structure 
 Short communication tree 
 Easy flow of information up and down between tiers 
 Controlled and managed work load 
 Agency’s “buy-in” to pilot and full project 
 Budgeted staff time allocated to “project” 
 Stakeholder “buy-in” 

 
Problematic Conditions: 

 Large diverse organization, distributed over many areas 
 Many strong lead groups (mixed direction, disagreement in priorities) 
 Complex management tier structure 
 Long communication tree 
 Concept and Application bodies separated and isolated from each other 
 “Politically” controlled flow of information (committees & sub Consultants) 
 High work load; making committees less productive 
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 Non uniform “buy-in” within the communication tree 
 Limited resource commitment; work to be done in parallel with other priority 
 Stakeholder disagreement 
 “Turf War” between Stakeholders 

 
2. The Combined Approach – whereby an organization combines its own staff with a Vendor or 

Service Provider in undertaking the project including pilot and full data collection. 
 

Trouble Free Conditions: 
 Any size of agency 
 Strong budget commitment 
 One strong lead group 
 Agency’s “buy-in” 
 Budgeted staff time allocated to project 
 Committee formed from Stakeholders 
 Stakeholders’ “blessing” 
 Vendor or Service Provider with range of experienced staff 
 Vendor or Service Provider with a flexible and open architecture system 
 Forum for explanation and discussion of proposed actions  
 Flexibility in staffing levels 
 Payment schedule by hour / number / product 

 
Problematic Conditions: 

 Small agency (cost / benefit ratio small) 
 Limited budget (under funding) 
 Many strong lead groups 
 No budgeted staff time (Vendor / Service Provider will “do it all”) 
 Stakeholder “opposition” 
 Vendor or Service Provider with “one size fits all product” 
 Vendor or Service Provider with “only expert staff” 
 No proposal for explanation, discussion and dialogue 
 Same staff level from start to finish 
 Capped remuneration based on minimum inputs 
 Remuneration based on deliverables only 

 
3. The Vendor / Service Provider Complete Package Approach – in which work is entrusted to 

a Vendor or Service Provider to formulate a complete package that matches Client’s needs.   
 

Trouble Free Conditions: 
 Any size of agency 
 Well thought out and comprehensive TOR 
 One lead group (point contact for Vendor or Service Provider) 
 Organization “buy-in” 
 Budgeted staff time allocated to project 
 Strong budget commitment 
 Stakeholders’ “blessing” 
 Vendor and or Service Provider with range of experienced staff 
 Vendor and or Service Provider with a flexible and open architecture system 
 Pilot Stage Presentation Milestone 
 Pilot Stage Review Milestone 
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 Flexibility in staffing levels 
 Payment schedule by how / number of features / product 

 
Problematic Conditions: 

 Poorly structured or defined TOR 
 Small agency (cost / benefit ratio small) 
 Limited budget (under funding) 
 Many strong lead groups 
 Budget time for TOR only 
 Stakeholder opposition 
 No time allocated by Client for milestone reviews 
 Expectation that Vendor / Service Provider “knows” organization inside out 
 Vendor and Service Provider with “one size fits all” product 
 Vendor and Service Provider with “only expert staff” 
 No provision for Client buy-in at milestones 
 Lump sum contract format 
 Capped remuneration based on minimum inputs 
 Remuneration based on deliverables only. 

 
Note:  
 

 The items identified as trouble free conditions should be achieved in general, and over as large a 
number of points as are possible.  However, even with all points achieved, there is no guarantee 
that implementation will be absolutely trouble free. 

 The items identified as problematic conditions are in most cases stand-alone, and any one is 
sufficient to cause delays and cost over runs.  The best solution is to recognize these areas early, 
develop mitigation strategies, and carefully monitor the situation and at the first sign of a problem 
take the appropriate mitigation action. 

 
Therefore, a detailed “Needs Analysis” coupled with a “Pilot Project” supported by a Pictorial Reference 
and Training in field coding, and based on “Strategic” Program of execution will lead to a cost effective 
and time efficient establishment of comprehensive and effective Road Feature Inventory. 
 

2.1.6 The “When” 

The “When” does not come before the “What”, “How” and “Where”; simply because, to rush into the 
collection of “everything” is going to ultimately yield “nothing” in the final structured and documented 
form. 
 
Certainly the numbers of units will be known, but invariably the significant and the less significant 
features and attributes will not have been identified and effectively recorded, thus repeated visits to the 
same location to collect the “missing data” to clarify the generic where the specific is required all become 
time and money consuming aspects. 
 
The “When” also requires the priority to be placed on the collection of the features and attributes along 
the road network. To start at one end of the road and work to the other may be practicable but to do the 
same for a whole network has its own problems.  When will we finish, will we have enough resources, 
will we have enough money, how do we process all this data, how do we store it, what is the accuracy and 
quality, when can we get some answers out, are all important questions.  As one US state found after 2 
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years and $24 million, they had mountains of data, insufficient resources to process it and no money to 
enter and develop the system.   
 
Thus by placing the priority on the most important roads in the network and then working down the 
hierarchy, the most effective use will be made of the resources and the staff, as well as having information 
on the most important assets.  To be able to demonstrate on the most critical infrastructure almost 
certainly guarantees the way to collect data on the whole network, and in the worst case if funding 
becomes an issue then the previous investment will be demonstrated as sound. 
 
The Final “When” in the Pilot Stage is to take the Pictorial Record, the Coded Features and Attributes, 
and the Priority Program back to the primary and secondary end users for their sign-off on the details.  
Only when this is done can it be considered appropriate to start full field collection. 
 

2.1.6.1 Are we “really” ready to start? 
Almost the last remaining element is the training of the “field” staff and distribution of the Pictorial 
Reference with the Field Codes.  This is so that information is systematically and completely collected in 
the field, but also, that exceptions can be effectively identified.  Consideration should be given to the 
pattern and number of “exceptions” occurring: 
 

 Random and scattered occurrences may be functions of collection errors, poor training, difficult in 
differentiating features or attributes – accept that there will be errors 

 Clustered occurrences indicate the need to examine differences between field models and reference 
material in the pilot; they may also indicate poor training of a single or group of operatives – 
investigate and correct 

 Regular widespread occurrences indicate the use of a feature or attribute not included in the pilot 
project drop down codes.  Pictorial References and Field Codes should be revised and reissued as a 
“living” document.  It is significantly easier to revise the document and issue ten or twenty new 
copies than to post process the collected features and coding into a new format for potentially ten 
thousand items 

 

2.1.6.2 Training Staff – an essential aspect of the RFI 
Prior to training of field staff, ensure the following have been done: 
 

 Established the content (features and preliminary attributes) of the RFI and obtained the “buy-in” 
of all Stakeholders 

 Decided who is going to collect the information for the full RFI – in-house, combination of in-
House and Vendor / Service Provider, or Vendor / Service Provider only, and 

 Produced a pictorial guide of the content of the RFI 
 
The next and probably most important step is to commence training of field staff that will be responsible 
for transfer of data from field to RFI, and for those who will be responsible for subsequent updates and 
maintenance.   
 
Not only does the Pilot Project provide a test of the range and scope of features and attributes, it also 
deals with real data for setting up the office procedures that will be followed for running the RFI, 
analyzing the content, and producing output reports. 
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At this point “buy-in” of end users changes from the “theoretical” acceptance to the full commitment that 
the end product is indeed something that satisfies their end use needs and work programs.  The surest way 
of testing this is by undertaking hands on training and working with the information that is going to be 
collected from the field.   
 
Observation and audits of trainee’s experiences and reactions to working with the “pilot” data should be 
made, as this is a stage where end user feedback can be most effectively applied.  Comments on the two 
or three thousand items of data in the “pilot” data may save ten of thousands of attributes being collected, 
which will never be used; similarly the omission / inclusion of a few marginal features may also be 
verified by end user reactions. 
 
Time and effort spent on training at this time will reap its own rewards as staff become familiar with all 
the workings, the capabilities and idiosyncrasies of the developing RFI. 
 
Good and bad habits will be formed; the good should be encouraged, the bad eliminated through 
refinement and additional training of affected staff. 
 
Care should be taken to tailor training to the actual needs of the staff who will be undertaking the 
particular activities dictated by their role in the RFI i.e., providing detailed field training to staff who will 
be office based and providing the output reports is wasteful and often counter-productive.  Thus training 
programs need to be established for individual groups: field data collectors, data entry and operators and 
report / end action developers. 
 
Where in-house staff are to be trained on new equipment, whether it be field collection and survey 
equipment, software or hardware, then in addition to any purchase or licensing agreement, a provision 
should be made for training and support assistance with the Vendor or Manufacturer.  The offer of free 
training or inclusive training with purchase should be closely examined to ensure that it meets the Client’s 
requirements. 
 
The cost of training should be taken seriously at all times.  Trainee groups should be small, training 
material should be both by tutorial and hands-on, provision for additional trainees should be included, 
since first numbers are generally underestimated. In addition, consider the following: 
 

 The trainers should be required to assess and evaluate the knowledge of the trainees after the 
course 

 Trainees should be asked to rate the trainers 
 Problems identified at this stage may save countless hours compared to once the RFI is up and 

running and then found not to be working as expected because of wrong information 
 The cost of training at this stage will always be competitive, however if subsequently found to be 

inappropriate then a budget exists to correct the situation 
 Consider two stage training, essential training for the role the trainee will fill and secondary 

voluntary training for a role they may be required to fill on a temporary basis 
 Staff training costs the employer money (as the work that that person would have done while 

training will not have been done); however look upon it as an investment, and for the trainee as a 
reward in learning a new skill – always budget for the training and the work to be done. 

 Choose a training time in working hours when staff demands are low, keep tutorial groups small, 
and select attendees from different teams and units, that way staff units continue to function, work 
gets done and attendees do not feel they are being punished by having their regular work 
accumulate 
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2.2 Guidelines & Best Practices   

Policy Issues 

 Senior management “buy-in” is required for the duration of the project.  This includes access to 
appropriate funding during the capital and maintenance phases 

 Strategic planning should include all stakeholders 
 A comprehensive “needs analysis” is required, including requirement for all stakeholders and the 

enterprise 
 Focus on the final product to reap efficiency in cost and inventory collection 

Communication Issues 

 Communication of user requirements is very important.  Users do not always see the benefits of an 
integrated GIS; the developer has to ask the right questions to draw the relevant information from 
the users 

 Involve the end user in the set-up of the extraction process and pilot project –field staff are the 
most familiar with the features and the results need to reflect the way they do business 

 From the Vendor’s perspective the pilot data provides an opportunity to demonstrate the products 
ability to respond to the Client’s particular demands and expectations – a confidence building 
opportunity between Client and Vendor.  From the Service provider’s view this is an especially 
important step as it provides a level of confidence that the data to be collected will be in an agreed 
pre-coded format and that field data formats and collection routines are in their final format 

Benefits of Piloting 

 Do not trivialize the time spent on the pilot project in a rush to begin.  To do so may jeopardize the 
whole success of the eventual Inventory format and structure 

 Large inventories take a long time to extract so to begin, consider a focused approach on a small 
number of features 

Planning Aspects  

 Allocate time to bring disparate paper information to the field and integrate spatially and digitally 
with little extra effort 

 Spend time reviewing and discussing the output formats, and the content of the “pilot” data output 
results, to make sure these match with the perceived intention.  Changes at this stage represent only 
a minor adjustment 

 No two projects are ever identical; therefore reliance on “what we did before” is no guarantee that 
the new project will perform the same way 

Training – key component 

 Allow for extended user training and product acceptance time or to have dedicated staff 
 The training / acceptance plan should include end user staff becoming directly involved with 

developers as early as the alpha version 

Timing Realities 

 To press ahead as quickly as possible or to some “ideal” schedule, based on very preliminary data, 
is a recipe for either an unsatisfied Client or a frustrated service provider, squeezed to complete a 
somewhat loose and contrived contract 
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 New Inventories do take time; therefore it is necessary to allow a reasonable period for pilot data 
collection, data processing and formatting, and for review and discussion.  The major process of 
collecting all relevant data and attributes should start only after a complete review of the pilot 
project, and after the necessary adjustments have been made 

 Clients should endeavour to develop flexible timescales and budgets when creating an inventory 
from scratch 
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CHAPTER 3 – INVENTORY DATA CONSIDERATIONS 

3.1 Criteria for Selecting Data 

While all agencies will never agree on all the specific elements to be gathered and managed it is possible 
to provide a consistent framework for the various processes and items involved. 
 
However, prior to describing the approach and results of this model it is important that a review of rules 
or guidelines for the collection of transportation related data (or any data for that matter) be documented.  
The following methodology is described in a World Bank document (DOC1100 Issue: 1 Date: March 
1997).  In this document the authors describe that for effective management decision making, the choices 
as to what data, how much data etc.  must be carefully thought through and related to their needs.  There 
is an obvious link between the type, nature and accuracy of the data to the end use of that data, be it for 
planning, technical decisions, financial decisions or a combination.  The end result or analysis of the data 
will yield information to be used for a variety of goals, including long and short term planning, 
discussions with elected officials and monitoring of standards. 
 
The World Bank developed a matrix of Information Quality Levels (IQLs) against end use and while we 
will not repeat those guides in this report (they can be viewed on the World Bank website: 
www.worldbank.org), it is worth reviewing the process.   
 
The cost of data acquisition can be very expensive, and will likely be the most expensive aspect of 
implementing and operating any asset or road management system.  The current rule of thumb is that data 
collection accounts for 70-80% of the project cost.  As such, it is essential that appropriate data design is 
undertaken if a cost-effective result is to be obtained. 
 
The following are the criteria that should be considered when selecting data items: 
 

 Relevance 
 Appropriateness 
 Reliability 
 Affordability 
 Information Quality 
 Data/Time Relationship 
 Updating 

3.1.1 Relevance 

Every data item (feature and attribute) collected and stored must have a direct influence on the output that 
is required from the system, which should already have been determined.  Other data items which may be 
considered as desirable, interesting or, possibly, useful in the future, should be omitted in favour of those 
that are essential, relevant and of immediate use, unless a very good cost-benefit case can be made for 
their collection. 

3.1.2 Appropriateness 

The volume of data and the frequency of updating them are major determinants of the cost of operating 
the management system.  Some types of data are collected at different times in a staged process, and the 
intensity and detail of measurement may differ between these stages, usually adding progressively more 
detail to the basic information acquired originally.  For example: for pavement structural assessment as 
part of a strategic planning process, data on road condition would need broad coverage across the 
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network, but would have a low sampling rate; however, for engineering design of a project at the later 
preparation stage, intensive sampling over the limited extent of the project would be necessary to refine 
the design and contract quantities. 
 
The technology and resources involved in acquiring, processing and managing the data should be 
appropriate to the administration's capacity for maintaining the equipment, conducting the surveys, and 
sustaining the data processing. 

3.1.3 Reliability 

Data reliability is determined from the following: 
 

- Its accuracy, defined by a combination of precision (the error associated with repeated 
measurements made at separate times or places, or by separate operators and / or instruments) and 
bias (the degree to which the mean measurement reflects the range and variability of all data 
points) 

- Its spatial coverage; for network-level planning, low intensity sampling is adequate whereas, for 
engineering design of projects at the preparation stage, intensive sampling is needed with full 
coverage of the project area 

- Completeness of data is important because missing items degrade the reliability of the outcome 
- Currentness ensures that data which change rapidly from year-to-year, or which have a large 

impact on the ultimate decision, are kept up-to-date more than data which do not change so rapidly 
or are less sensitive.  A balance between the reliability of data and certainty of outcome should be 
sought.  For example: high precision, intensive sampling of entire networks, such as those that can 
be obtained using automated methods, may represent over-investment if the analysis method used 
is very general or approximate, or if the results are only to be used for broad planning. 

 
Note: • these are terms that require careful consideration 

• when data collection is outsourced not only do these terms require to be considered but  
also a verification method and acceptance criteria should be defined by the agency 

3.1.4 Affordability 

The volume and quality of the data items, and the associated data acquisition, must be affordable in terms 
of the financial and staff resources available to collect data and keep them current.  The scope and quality 
of data are choices that must be weighed against the resources required to sustain them in the long-term, 
and against the value of the management decisions that rely upon them. 
 
Available resources and skills vary between road administrations, and may change over time.  For small 
organizations, or where skills and resources are scarce in a larger organization, simple and basic types of 
data, quality and collection methods must suffice.  Where skills and resources are more abundant, a wider 
range of data, including the use of automatic collection methods, may be appropriate.   

3.1.5 Information Quality 

As the management process moves from planning, through programming and preparation to operations, 
the amount of data detail required can be seen to increase progressively in intensity, but to reduce in the 
extent of its network coverage.  Determining the appropriate level of data detail to be used by a system, 
therefore, depends on the management function for which it will be used.  The functional approach to 
system classification is preferable to an application basis, such as pavement management, bridge 
management, or traffic management, since the function more clearly delineates the amount of data detail 
required. 
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This feature can be used to assist the data design process by combining the functional levels of road 
management with information groupings, to provide a rigorous basis for classifying data needs.   
 
It is also important to recognize and understand that the method of referencing used is critical to the 
integration and long-term success of any RFI.  This is discussed in more depth in Chapter 6 – Data 
Presentation Considerations. 
 
A final comment about data is that it is essential to “walk before you can run”.  Many organizations 
undertake an extensive data collection program only to get bogged down in the verification, storing, 
accessing of the data.  As discussed in Chapter 2 we highlight the importance of completing a proof-of-
concept or pilot study before undertaking the entire program. 

3.1.6 Data / Time Relationship 

In structuring the database it will be necessary to consider the length of time the feature and attribute data 
will be held in the database, over what period it will be valid (or considered valid) and when it may be 
archived.  Items with a short “shelf life” may require to be collected on more frequent intervals.  The 
inclusion of many attributes associated with these items may result in highly expensive data collection 
work with little actual return on the investment. 
 
Unless the intention is to constantly survey and collect information, inventories should be “lean and 
mean” to ensure the accuracy and the current status of the data in the inventory does in fact represent the 
conditions in the field. 

3.1.7 Updating 

Consideration of updating requirements must also be taken into account in structuring the database and 
the survey.  While the initial survey looks at collecting all features and attributes, it is unlikely that 
subsequent surveys will do the same.  Therefore, when follow up surveys are undertaken only a limited 
number of attributes will actually be of interest.  The majority of features and attributes will be the same 
as before.  To re-record the same information will serve little purpose.  Therefore, the ability to retain 
selected information along with its metadata, and add new information with its metadata becomes a 
requirement of the system.  Further archiving information no longer required, with or without its 
metadata, must also be achieved. 

3.2 Types of Inventory 

It is apparent that the types of data (feature, attribute) and quantity vary with the type of agency under 
consideration.  Provincial and municipal agencies’ assets can be both mutually exclusive to each other as 
well as similar or the same.  For example: 
 
Most municipal and provincial agencies manage roads or streets but their functional use is often very 
different.  Most municipal agencies manage water supply and wastewater facilities but provincial 
agencies typically do not.   
 
Therefore, any listing or data model of potential features and attributes needs to reflect some flexibility in 
the structure to account for these differences.  The content of the model, discussed later in this section, 
and included in Appendix I, represents all agencies and therefore can be used as a pick list for necessary 
features and attributes.   
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Roadway Features fall into three categories: 
 

 A point feature i.e., a street light or traffic sign 
 A linear feature, a feature that has a start and end reference and therefore length i.e., a concrete 

barrier or guide / guard rail 
 An area feature such as a car park or a maintenance yard 

3.3 Referencing 

During the evolution of the road / highway organizations various types of data collection activities have 
been carried out.  In turn, departments within these organizations developed different ways to reference 
the road in question and the activities or events that occur on it.  These methods were essentially driven 
by the needs of individual departments.  Until fairly recently most organizations used a method referred to 
as a Linear Referencing Methods / Models (LRM).  With the increase in use of Global Positioning 
Systems (GPS) data it is possible to now reference data using only coordinates and there has been a shift 
toward using GPS data as the only way to reference.  However, depending on the organization it may be 
difficult to change or switch methods in the short term, given the existing investment in linear referenced 
data.  These methods are not mutually exclusive and often both sets of data are collected in the field.  In 
addition it is not uncommon for an agency to use multiple linear referencing methods the combined set of 
methods being referred to as a Linear Referencing System (LRS). 
 
Linear methods are relative (to another point or feature) whereas GPS methods are absolute (independent 
of other points or features).  Where a linear method is employed, agencies use one of, or a combination of 
three methods to reference their assets and activities: 
 

 Road Name and Milepost / Mile point 
 Control Section 
 Link & Node 

 
A brief description of each follows: 
 

Road Name and Milepost / Mile point  
This method is used to reference physical road infrastructure such as the pavement condition, bridges 
and signs.  This method is characterized by a road naming convention (which may be unique to an 
agency) and a number of milepost / mile point references.   
 
Figure 3.1 illustrates this concept and is in wide use at the provincial and state level of highway 
organizations.   
 

 
 

Figure 3.1 - Illustration of Mile Post / Mile point reference method 
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The Mileposts (MM) are located as measured offsets of the route  The use of the word “offset” in this 
case is along the direction of road.  The sign is referenced to the road designation (route name) and a 
milepost / marker plus a distance or offset past or relative to that marker.  This results in a Mile point.  
In addition a direction may be added.  Some problems can arise with this method in that the Route 
name (and maybe number) needs to be unique.  This is not always the case for rural highways or for 
municipal agencies.  In addition, it is possible to have more than one route / highway name applied to 
the same section of road.  Overlapping jurisdictions may have different names / numbers for the same 
road, such as a provincial highway number and a regional or county road number.  The zero point of a 
highway is the “start” of that road.  In a provincial context, this may be the provincial border and in 
the municipal context, the city boundary or adjacent jurisdiction. 

 
In addition to the linear distance along the road, some features may also require to be located by the 
distance from a control line (centerline or edge of road) – the right angled distance from the control 
line to the feature, as shown. 

 

MM2

R     R

Offset 
Distance

 
 

When a road is first constructed the linear distance along the highway will be accurate.  But as 
improvements are carried out, for example road straightening, both the mile markers (some relocated) 
and mile points do not reflect the true linear distance.  Hence, the concept of chainage equations needs 
to be introduced i.e., a method that relates the original chainage to the new chainage. 

 
Using this method, point assets are referenced as the sign in the sketch above, while linear assets (e.g., 
guard rails) are referenced with a start mile point / an end mile point and / or chainage or distance 
(length). 
 
Control Section 
This method uses common road characteristics or data to divide the road into sections – Control 
Sections.  The sketch below illustrates this concept and could refer for example, to pavement condition 
data. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2 - Illustration of a Control Section reference system 
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Link & Node 
The third method is a link-node concept where nodes are typically intersecting roads on the main road 
under consideration.  The network is then divided up into a number of nodes connected together.  This 
method is often used to reference traffic data by municipal agencies.  Traffic Management systems and 
planners use this method extensively.   

 

 
 

Figure 3.3 - Illustration of a Link-Node reference method 
 
 

This adoption of a variety of ways to reference has lead to other potential problems.  These relate to 
the correctness of a particular road inventory (paper or electronic) within one organization.  
Notwithstanding the accuracy or relative accuracy of any single departmental inventory, problems 
arise when a “master inventory” is required to collect road features.  Many times the various network 
inventory lists do not agree between themselves and the question “Which one is correct?” needs to be 
asked.  The correctness becomes even more of a concern when GPS data is also collected.  A potential 
major problem that needs to be worked through when changing from paper to electronic data 
(coordinates) and merging disparate data, relates to the overlaying of map and data which does not  
“line-up” and this requires correction. 

 
An agency should expect problems with their existing inventory data and develop a process to resolve 
any differences.  As most of these errors are found in the field the time to respond and resolve 
differences is critical.  This is especially true when data is being gathered using a contractor.   

 
As mentioned, consideration needs to be given to the concept of multiple referencing methods when 
reviewing the inventory.  Some reasons to adopt this concept include:  
 
 No single LRM appears to meet all user needs across the enterprise 
 Owners of departmental data have adopted specific Linear Referencing Methods / Models (LRMs) 

that best suit their needs 
 The use of multiple and different LRMs is common 
 The best LRM for field work (e.g., data collection, inspection, locating) may not be the preferred 

LRM for reporting purposes 
 
As mentioned, GPS technologies are now commonly being used as a component of field data 
collection systems. This allows field staff unfamiliar with location referencing to easily capture asset 
and event locations as geographic coordinates that can be subsequently imported into GIS for data 
update, display and analysis purposes.  A GIS can be defined as an electronic information system that 
analyzes, integrates and displays geographically referenced information or information based on its 
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location.  A Geographic Information System (GIS) can be used to emphasize the spatial relationships 
among features being mapped and has powerful visual display capabilities that present the results of 
analysis on maps on a wide variety of scales.  GIS is an excellent technology to understand and solve 
problems associated with data whose common attributes are related to location and geography.   

 
However, the use of GIS in the transportation field adds another layer of complexity to its 
implementation as most of the information that a transportation management or operation facility 
utilizes is along a linear feature – a road, railroad, or river.  Since many attributes about a road change 
as you traverse along that road, it is often difficult to find a section of road where all the attributes are 
the same.  If we look at all the attributes associated with a road (road width, surface type, traffic 
volumes, lane count, pavement condition, etc.), it is difficult to identify a single stretch of road where 
all these things are constant.   
 
As discussed, road related data has been linear referenced using a number of possible methods.  When 
additional dimensions are introduced those coordinates need to be converted or referenced to the linear 
system in question.  In addition, when spatial analysis is done on road data complications occur 
because the network itself does not lend itself to coordinating geometry calculations as a road rarely 
follows a straight line between two coordinates. 

 

 
Figure 3.4 - Actual vs.  Straight Line Distance 

 
The problem is illustrated by the sketch above – if the coordinates of node A and B were known the 
true distance along the highway is longer then the straight line distance between nodes A and B.  
While this can be mitigated by collecting enough GPS points along the alignment to properly define it, 
solutions were developed to these problems: the concept of dynamic segmentation was developed or 
dynamic sectioning as it was referred to prior to GPS / GIS becoming the norm. 
 
Dynamic segmentation refers to the ability or process to generate a point or linear geometry for 
database record events referenced by their position along a linear feature.  Using dynamic 
segmentation, information originally stored in a tabular report can be visualized on a map and 
displayed, queried and analyzed in a GIS. 
 
Prior to GIS applications, this required a number of complex algorithms to be developed to accurately 
calculate the resulting value(s) where none was stored in the database.  There were very few analysis 
applications capable of performing these complex derivations as the vast majority (of analysis 
applications) required pre-selection of a section before data collection and analysis began.  The notable 
exception was the dRoad™ application by Deighton Associates.  Now, many of the GIS applications 
have this capability and it is considered essential for the management of roadway data, especially at 
the provincial level.   
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3.4 Data Model / Standards 

The main purpose of a standard is to facilitate or enable data sharing.  Data sharing can be 
interdepartmental or within a single organization or with external agencies.  Standards also enable 
interoperability among various systems. 
 
Data Models are structures [a set of objects and the relationships between them] into which data is placed.  
The Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) explains their approach as “the basic goal in 
developing data models is to simplify the process of implementing projects and to promote standards with 
our user communities”.   
 
These models may include field names such as freeways vs. highways vs. roads etc.  as well as the 
number of attributes for each feature.  Model development has evolved over the past 10 to 15 years in that 
they are more complex and hold more intelligence.  These types of models reduce errors in data creation 
(assuming the model is correct).  In the early models the “intelligence” was often incorporated in the 
application or in the mind of its creator. 
 
Most of the common suppliers of GIS application software have developed some data models for the use 
of their clients.  It appears that existing models cover about 75% of an agency’s needs.  The data model 
acts as a starting point for an organization.   
 
[Sources: Geographic Information Systems for Transportation: Principles and Applications by Harvey J.  
Miller and Shih-Lung Shaw; Oracle White Paper 1999; “The Wave of the Future Information Analysis” 
James Natoli Director of State Operations (NY)] 
 
For those organizations that share data externally the model can also act as a translation tool to enable one 
set of data to be interpreted or used by another or reference model.   
 
In the municipal context, a couple of different initiatives have been undertaken over the past 10 years or 
so to try to document and standardize the approach to storing feature or asset data.  These are not 
necessarily applications or tools but repositories for the data.  The early approaches encountered problems 
with lack of standardization in the technology industry.  This resulted in the use of proprietary 
applications or databases, which severely limited their initial acceptance and ultimately, success.  More 
recently progress has been made by a number of groups including: 
 

 Municipal Infrastructure Data Standard (MIDS) Ontario: Tri-Committee – 
MIDS is a platform for a Roads Feature Inventory.  It is comprehensive, and its goal is promoting 
the use of standards / best practices among their members.  There is a clear process for reviewing 
and approving enhancements and additions to the standard through the Technical Advisory Group 
(TAG) and an active user group (MUG).  The standard also represents the collective work of 
private and public sector professionals involved in the business of Public Works.   

 
 In response to the requests and needs of municipalities to gain a better understanding of their 

infrastructure, the government of Alberta has introduced the Municipal Infrastructure Management 
System (MIMS).   
 
One of the purposes of MIMS is to standardize the approach to the collection of road feature data 
including sub-surface features.  Part of the tool kit includes a data model, data dictionary and a set 
of metadata standards.  MIMS provides tools that will assist Alberta municipalities in managing 
and ultimately sustaining their infrastructure.  The MIMS tools are targeted to the province's small 
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to medium-size municipalities.  The program is voluntary for municipalities, and the MIMS tool 
set are being supplied to Albertan municipalities at no cost.   

 
For more information on these two models refer to Chapter 9 – RFI Project Examples. 
 
For the development of this report we have prepared a data model table that is included in Appendix I.  
This table illustrates: 
 

 The feature 
 The feature attributes 
 Whether it is a point or linear feature 
 The format of the feature and attribute 
 A note whether the feature / attribute is considered optional or mandatory 
 A comment field 

3.5 Metadata and Metadata Standards 

Metadata is defined as: data about the content, quality, condition, and other characteristics of data. It’s 
data about data.  The importance of knowing about data (collection, processing etc.) cannot be overstated.  
As an example: a map legend is pure metadata.  The legend contains information about the publisher of 
the map, the publication date, the type of map, a description of the map, spatial references, the map's scale 
and its accuracy, among many other things.  Complete metadata on all existing collected data provides the 
only means to ensure that end users / interested parties understand the limitations and appropriate uses of 
the data.  Like many cases, metadata for RFI describes more than how, when and by whom a particular 
set of data was collected and formatted.  Metadata is essential for understanding information stored in 
data warehouses - a collection of data designed to support management decision-making.  Metadata 
provides a guide to the casual and novice user's question, while for spatial data professionals, metadata 
provides feature- and attribute item-level metadata management. 
 
The data related to Road Feature Inventory are mostly geospatial in nature.  The purpose of geospatial 
standards is to facilitate data sharing and increase interoperability among automated geospatial 
information systems.  The usefulness of collected data is remarkably increased through storing / logging 
them in a way that allows sharing among different stakeholders and other interested agencies.  This 
interoperability is achievable by having an acceptable and useful standard.  Metadata standards allow 
finding a specific piece of information in the record much more easily; it enables quick and easy searches 
through computer programming. 
 
The information laid out by a standard helps the users to determine the type and location of data that 
exists, conditions for accessing them, and suitability of the data for desired purpose(s).   
 
A metadata specialist / writer should have an appreciable knowledge on: 
 

 Metadata content 
 Metadata standards 
 Metadata formats 
 Some tools for metadata creation 
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3.5.1 Metadata content 

Content of metadata is important for both its creation and use.  The content ties in directly to the 
conceptual foundations of data in the dataset, and the implications of its use.  Metadata represents a set of 
characteristics / texts about the data that are normally not contained within the data itself.  Metadata could 
include: 
 

 An inventory of existing data  
 Definitions of the names and data items  
 A keyword list of names and definitions  
 An index of the inventory and the keyword list for access  
 A record of the steps performed on the data including how it was collected  
 Documentation of the data structures and data models used  
 A recording of the steps used on the data for analysis 

 
In line with the US Federal Geographic Data Committee’s standard (described below) the RFI dataset 
may contain the following main sections to complete metadata documentation: 
 

 Identification Information.  Deals with the introduction of the content of metadata through a brief 
description of its title, purpose, originator, publication date, time period of content, status, 
maintenance frequency, etc. 

 Data Quality Information.  This refers to attribute or thematic accuracy (including verification), 
completeness report, horizontal positional accuracy, etc. 

 Spatial Data Organization Information.  This section describes how information is represented 
in the dataset.  This is mostly done by direct spatial reference that includes three options - point, 
vector, and raster.  These are data structures referenced by coordinates 

 Spatial Reference Information.  The projection and datum of the source map / images or the 
coordinates that GPS data was collected in, as well as the final projection and datum that the 
dataset is in 

 Entity and Attribute Information.  This section contains a description of the content of all 
entities and attributes for each feature associated with the dataset 

 Distribution Information.  May be optional 
 Metadata Reference Information.  Contains the name and contact information for the person 

responsible for creating and / or maintaining the metadata document 

3.5.2 Metadata Standards 

There are many standards for metadata (mostly isolated) as there are many uses for it.  In USA Content 
Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata (CSDGM) developed by Federal Geographic Data Committee 
(FGDC) has been regarded as ‘the standard’ since 1994 for entering metadata for geospatial data.  There 
are developing "profiles" of this standard which are more appropriate for certain types of data.  However, 
in its generic form, it is fairly flexible for entering different types of data. 
 
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) Technical Committee 211 has been drafting an 
International Metadata Standard since 1996, known as International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO) Standard for Metadata.  ISO Metadata Standard is closely aligned with the CSDGM as the FGDC 
has been an active participant in this project.  The proposed ISO Metadata Standard allows the maximum 
compatibility with existing FGDC-CSDGM compliant metadata records in order to protect the significant 
already existing metadata investment. 
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Each agency is expected to develop specific profiles to their own needs, using the framework of the ISO 
Metadata Standard for data of Road Feature Inventories.  These profiles may contain additional elements 
that are useful for describing specific elements of the dataset.  Profiles are designed to make the 
documentation for a dataset more efficient by removing elements that are too generic and do not apply to 
the dataset being profiled. 
 
A suggested metadata standard for Road Feature Inventory data has been included in Appendix I Feature 
Table.   

3.5.3 Metadata Format 

Metadata format refers to the layout of electronic text files or documents, which is primarily concerned 
with structure and not with the content of the file or document.  The use of standardized metadata formats 
provides the documentation necessary for data sharing.  Many Languages are being used to define such 
structures of different metadata formats.  For example, Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML), 
the ISO standard is one of such languages that are designed primarily for defining the structure of 
electronic documents and not for direct viewing by the user. 
 
A metadata format should provide a convenient mechanism for exchange of metadata entries easily from 
one hardware and software environment to another.  Databases and programs for searching, checking, 
reporting and other functions should also easily read the format. 
 
A successful metadata format must allow for changes in record content to match the inevitable changes in 
the resources themselves.  A metadata format needs to incorporate changes in addressing, as well as 
allowing for changes in the form of the resources themselves.  This means there must be flexibility in the 
change control for the format. 

3.5.4 Metadata creation Tools 

Following are the two widely used metadata creation tools available in the market: 
 

 Spatial Metadata Management System (SMMS) from Intergraph is an intelligent CSDGM (1998) 
metadata creation tool, which works on MS-Windows 95, 98, NT, 2000 with GeoMedia 

 ArcCatalog from ESRI is an intelligent CSDGM (1998) and ISO metadata creation tool for Arc / 
Info and ArcView, which works on MS-Windows NT / 2000 

 
Besides the above two, the following are also available: 
 

 MetaStar Data Entry from Blue Angel Technologies 
 MetaManager Toolkit from Compusult Ltd. (www.compusult.net and www.fgdctoolkit.com)  
 GEOSCOPE from Intelec Geomatics Inc Newfoundland. 
 Data Tracker™ GIS 
 Data Tracker™ FGDC from AXON Systems, Inc. 
 DataLogr from IMAGIN 
 M³Cat from Intelec Geomatics Inc. 
 xtme from Peter Schweitzer (USGS) 
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3.6 Data Integration / Sharing 

Data integration is the process of combining or linking two or more data sets from different sources to 
facilitate data sharing, promote effective data gathering and analysis, and support overall information 
management activities in an organization. 
 
Numerous information silos, many of which reflect departmental perspectives, characterize transportation 
organizations.  Data are collected and recorded in a manner that best suits the responsible department.  
Various Management Systems related to transportation have evolved over the past 20 years and illustrate 
this tendency: 
 

 Maintenance Management Systems 
 Pavement Management Systems 
 Bridge Management Systems 
 Sign Management Systems 

 
One of the most important considerations is to bring these disparate systems into a common referencing 
framework that will: 
 

 Combine data sets (existing and future – depending on how large the agency’s needs are) 
 Support ‘location-based’ (decentralized) decision-making  
 Facilitate integration of enterprise business functions 

 
It should be recognized that data could potentially be integrated at the local level or internally within an 
organization and externally with other agencies or jurisdictions.  The latter cannot be achieved without the 
former.  This process, of course, requires the adoption of some standards.  As agencies look for different 
and better methods to manage their assets, “Asset Management” can only be realistically achieved with 
the integration of data and ensuring that valid comparisons, and therefore conclusions, are being made. 
The extent to which an agency may benefit from Data Integration depends on the flow of data within that 
organization.  [Source: Data Integration Primer, FHWA] Although there may be disincentives to 
combining or linking databases, these disincentives are generally far outweighed by the long-term 
benefits.  The potential benefits are summarized below (the details can be found in the above document): 
 

 Availability /  Accessibility 
 Timeliness 
 Accuracy / Correctness / Integrity 
 Consistency and clarity 
 Completeness 
 Reduced duplication – Identical data sets stored in disparate locations 
 Faster processing and turnaround time 
 Lower data acquisition and Storage Cost 
 Informed and defensible decisions 
 Integrated decision making 

 
However, data integration should not be undertaken lightly and without due process.  This effort will take 
time, as it not only involves technical issues to be resolved but human ones as well.  Time will be needed 
to allocate to getting buy-in from the various owners of the existing data, checking, confirming and 
scrubbing the data prior to import into any “new” combined decision tool.  Data scrubbing, also referred 
to as data cleansing, is the process of amending or removing data in a database that is incorrect, 
incomplete, improperly formatted or duplicated.  The extent of this activity should not be underestimated.   
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Finally, it should be noted that if an agency has existing data related to road features and needs to either 
import this legacy data into the new system or import new data into the existing system, then data 
compatibility needs to be confirmed.  As mentioned in Chapter 2 Methodologies to Establish an 
Inventory, this is best accomplished as part of the pilot project. 

3.7 Data Interoperability 

Data integration and data interoperability are closely linked but different.  Integration refers to bringing 
distributed and diverse information into a common single structure.  Interoperability refers to the ability to 
exchange data freely between systems, because each system would have knowledge of other systems’ 
formats.  Thus, it is allowing a user of one Vendor's products to make use of data prepared using another 
Vendor's products, because data can be transferred in a standard format.  Or put another way: the ability 
of software systems (such as: asset management, CAD, GIS, maintenance management, pavement 
management and financial systems) to communicate with each other independent of Vendors and 
platforms.  Interoperability also means commonality in user interaction, as system designers build 
interfaces that can be customized to a ‘look and feel’ familiar to the user. 
 
Interoperability also means openness in the software industry, because open publication of internal data 
structures allows say GIS users to build applications that integrate software components from different 
developers, and allows new Vendors to enter the market with competing products that are interchangeable 
with existing components, just as the concept of interchangeable parts helps competition in the 
automobile industry.  In the past few years the Open GIS Consortium (OGC) has emerged as a major 
force in the trend to openness, as a consortium of GIS vendors, agencies, and academic institutions 
(http://www.opengis.org).   
 
Another term with particular relevance to interoperability is similarity, a measure of the degree to which 
two data sets, software systems, disciplines, or agencies use the same vocabulary, follow the same 
conventions, and thus find it easy to interoperate.   
 
Currently, interoperation is possible only over the narrowest of domains.  The effort to achieve 
interoperability is thus an effort to extend domains, or to raise the threshold of similarity below which 
interoperability is possible.  [Report of a Specialist Meeting Held under the Auspices of the Varenius 
Project, Panel on Computational Implementations of Geographic Concepts December 5-6, 1997, Santa 
Barbara, California] 
 
Interoperability between systems is actively being developed by a number of industry organizations and 
has made some progress.  There is a long way to go before true interoperability is achieved, as there are 
many technical and business hurdles to overcome.   
 

3.8 Data Accuracy & Precision  

Important concepts to understand include accuracy and precision of available and collected data.  
Information on these items has been included in the metadata standards description and is also part of the 
content in Appendix I.  One of the more referenced papers on this subject entitled “Error, Accuracy and 
Precision” and written by Kenneth E.  Foote and Donald J.  Huebner, Department of Geography, 
University of Texas at Austin, 1995 is available at http://www.colorado.edu/geography/gcraft/notes/error 
/ error_f.html, and provides a very good primer on these issues and the consequences of ignoring them.   
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Note: The definitions for some of these terms are inconsistent between various professions 
(Geographers / Engineers) and Vendors and therefore it is critical to ensure that all  
stakeholders are “on the same page” and your metadata standard includes “your” definitions. 

 

3.9 Units of Measurement 

As discussed, a roadway feature’s geographical location can be represented by three separate types of 
elements (depending upon the physical shape of the feature): 
 

 Points – a single feature of limited physical dimensions such as a light column, traffic signal, catch 
basin can be represented by a single point location 

 Linear – a linear feature is one that can be represented by two end points and the line joining these 
end points, thus guide rails, curbs and road markings are linear features 

 Area – a feature which comprises a length and width and which represents a single entity that can 
be referenced as an area feature, with a control location about its centroid, or a point on its edge or 
by some other defined point relative to the areas’ edges, examples are car parking areas, verges, 
landscape areas, etc. 

 
Having identified the types, the need now is to represent these in the two common reference systems used 
in Inventories, namely - linear and spatial. 
 

Linear Reference Systems 
The basic concept of a linear reference system is to use an enumerated control line parallel to the long 
axis of the roadway and to define the location of features along the line, measured from one end (the start 
chainage) to the point on the control line perpendicular to the control line passing through the feature, and 
the transverse offset of the feature from the control line.  The control line will normally run from a 
defined start point along an axis of the roadway parallel to the Right of Way to a defined end point.  In a 
road network these start and end points are usually the intersections of the centre lines of intersecting 
streets.  This may be the roadway centerline, the corridor centerline, a lane centerline, a curb lane line or 
any linear line provided it is logical in terms of the features to be surveyed and well documented. 
 
Measurement Units for this control line should be in whole metres i.e., 250, 345, 657, 1891 etc. 
 
The selection of a whole metre unit for linear measurement has the following advantages: 
 

 Produces a number, which does not require a decimal place, and therefore eliminates rows of zeros 
in forms and databases 

 Defines a linear location within the level of accuracy required for road features in a road linear 
referenced system 

 Provides a level of accuracy commensurate with the physical size and spacing of all road features 
 Easily verified in tabulated data 
 Duplication of chainage numbers does not frequently occur and, if it does, does not affect the 

recording of features 
 Can be used with nearly all field collection systems 
 Reduces manual inputs in the field 
 Reduces transcription errors 
 User-friendly for those required to “action” data reproduced from the inventory  
 Does not convey a level of precision that in reality does not exist 
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The use of whole metre unit for linear measurement has the following disadvantages: 
 

 Minor degradation of location from field to database.  (Values rounded to nearest metre, maximum 
error 0.5m) 

 Miniscule degradation of location from database to field.  (Note, however, a 0.5m error for field 
staff is unlikely to result in them not being able to find a prescribed feature.) 

 
Transverse Measurement Units are treated differently than the linear measurement values; this is as a 
result of the overall dimension of the road corridor width being proportionately less than the length of the 
street.   
Also the selection of widths for roads, lanes, sidewalks and offsets for features are in general metre or 
sub-metre values, e.g., road width 6.0m, 7.0m, 11.5m etc., lane widths 3.0, 3.5, 3.65, 3.3 etc., sidewalk 
widths 1.5m, 1.8m, 2.0m, offsets to signs, lamp poles 3.75m, 5.25m, 6.75m, 8.9m etc. 
 
Adopting a decimetre value (0.1 m) unit may have merit in some cases, thus the above examples would be 
shown as follows: 60, 70, 115, 30, 35, 37, 33, 15, 18, 20, 38, 53, 68, 89. The advantages being: 
 

 Produces a number, which does not require a decimal place, and therefore eliminates rows of zeros 
in forms and databases 

 Defines a transverse location within the level of accuracy required for road features in a road cross 
section 

 Provides a level of accuracy commensurate with the physical size and offset of all road features 
 Easily verified in tabulated data (a 6.0m value mistakenly recorded as 6 will immediately show in a 

table) 
 Duplication of offset numbers does not frequently occur and, if it does, does not affect the 

recording of features 
 Can be used with nearly all field collection systems 
 Reduces manual inputs in the field 
 Reduces transcription errors 
 User-friendly for those required to “action” data reproduced from the inventory 

 
The use of decimetre unit for transverse measurement has the following disadvantages: 
 

 Minor degradation of location from field to database (values rounded to nearest decimetre, 
maximum error 0.05m) 

 Miniscule degradation of location from database to field (note, however, a 0.05m error for field 
staff is unlikely to result in them not being able to find a prescribed feature) 

 The use of a decimetre requires field data collection staff to accept a “new” unit.  However, the 
number of staff who will actually require to change their thought process is small, and if collection 
forms and verification printouts clearly indicate values in terms of decimetres, the learning process 
is short 

 
The use of chainage and offset applies to both point and linear features, a linear feature having at least 
two reference end points and a single offset value.  Where a linear feature comprises a number of corners 
or bends, which do not correspond to the reference chainage, then a series of chords would be introduced 
to express the geometry of the feature. 
 
Dimensioning of Features falls into a logical and practical category and the use of centimetres is efficient 
for field data collection.  Most dimensions to be recorded are in the range 1cm to 300cm (0.01 to 3.0m). 
The advantages being: 
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 Produces a number, which does not require a decimal place, and therefore eliminates rows of zeros 
in forms and databases 

 Defines a measured value within the level of accuracy required for road features dimensions 
 Provides a level of accuracy commensurate with the physical size of most road features 
 Easily verified in tabulated data (a 6.0m value mistakenly recorded as 6 instead of 600 will 

immediately show in a table) 
 Reduces manual inputs in the field 
 Reduces transcription errors 
 User-friendly for those required to “action” data reproduced from the inventory 

 
The use of centimetre unit for dimension measurement has the following disadvantages: 
 

 Minor degradation of location from field to database  (values rounded to nearest centimetre, 
maximum error 0.005m) 

 Miniscule degradation of location from database to field since a 0.005m error for field staff is 
unlikely to result in them not being able to recognize a prescribed feature.  

Spatial Reference Units 
The situation with spatial reference units is somewhat different from linear referencing units in that data is 
generally collected electronically and digitized as part of the recording process.  These values are 
recorded from survey, adjusted to the required datum (NAD83, etc.), and typically converted to UTM 
coordinates where six digits are used for west, seven digits are used for north and the values are indicated 
with three or four decimals.   Distances along alignments and offset to alignments are derived from 
coordinate geometry principals and numerical results are expressed with three decimals. Points and linear 
features are again expressed either as a single point or as two points and a joining line respectively. 
 
The advantages of spatial data measurement units are: 
 

 The survey process automatically identifies a value 
 Algorithms can be used to derive dimensions 
 Differences in position between adjacent points can be derived directly 
 Linear References can be derived from the field and office data 
 Outputs can be expressed to three decimals 
 Position within the UTM coordinate system is fixed 

 
On the other hand, the disadvantages are: 
 

 The algorithms require that all alignment data be present to permit the offset function to be 
achieved 

 Errors can be cumulative, error in alignment and error in survey position may increase or decrease 
relative dimensions (signs may appear in roadways) 

 Field data errors or tolerances may produce incorrect results 
 Field location of a feature from the database may not be so easily achieved if all corrections, both 

at time of survey and of field re-identification, cannot be made 
 A false level of confidence may be imparted by the apparent level of accuracy in generating long 

strings of numbers with three or four decimals 
 Other than through GPS, the method of survey and the method of re-finding have to be different, 

e.g., aerial survey in, Linear Reference out 
 GPS values are subject to local distortions and a level of confidence in re-setting out a location 

better than 1 metre should not be assumed 
 Verification of information requires intense scrutiny 
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The possibility of downloading construction drawings into the database exists.  This however relies on the 
condition that the field dimensions have been truly and accurately reproduced in the digital drawing file.  
Conditions on site often necessitate minor alterations, which may not be reflected through into documents 
to the precision assumed in extracting information from the database.  Inclusion of Metadata with regards 
to the survey and the level of confidence in the recovered data are essential for both linear referenced 
systems and spatial data systems. 
 
 

A field should be included with each entry to record the accuracy and precision that should be 
attributed to the information in the database.  Thus, when new survey or updates are introduced, 
some level of confidence in the precision and detail of the information being input can be 
immediately assessed.  While old data may be achieved along with its level of confidence marker 
new data may also be input with a new confidence marker.  Performing relative calculations with old 
and new data may yield different results and knowing the level of confidence may save much wasted 
effort in trying to resolve anomalies. 
 

3.10 Quality Plan 

Quality Control and Quality Assurance procedures should be addressed at this stage of the development 
of the inventory.  These procedures should be documented into the RFI Quality Plan.  This plan should 
permeate every stage of the development, population, operation and updating of the inventory. 
 
Various components for consideration are: 
 

 Check list for Stakeholders’ requirements and buy-in 
 Security levels for access to data population 
 Procedures for data collection from field collection to archiving 
 Verification, checks and safeguards through the various stages 
 Control of access and updating to the populated inventory, etc. 

3.11 Guidelines & Best Practices 

 
 Establish the metadata standards after consultation with all stakeholders 
 Plan on investing a lot of time in establishing data standards, if you want them to be able to support 

multiple business processes such as system modeling, asset management and work management.  
Accept that you may not always be able to satisfy all requirements with one view of what an asset 
is, and additional views of an asset may need to be constructed from the core data sets to satisfy the 
business requirements of all groups concerned 

 Ensure that the appropriate tests such as relevance, appropriateness, reliability and affordability are 
applied to the data elements 

 Carefully examine the existing methods of referencing (there are nearly always more than one) and 
decide which are needed for the RFI data 

 Determine the need for data integration and sharing – the ability for different applications and 
different departments to use the same data 

 Develop an update plan (maintenance of data) 
 Data formats must be developed, tested and adhered to, especially if multiple data companies are 

used 
 Quality Assurance is a necessity and data should be verified on a continuous basis and not at the 

end of the project.  Establish quality guidelines (accuracy, completeness) and a quality plan 
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 Document the results 
 Data is time sensitive – ensure in the planning stage that the size of the project can be completed in 

a reasonable time frame 
 Although it is important to try to include the enterprise, stay focused on the final product to reap 

the best efficiency in cost and inventory collection 
 
Some words of caution: 
 
Most organizations have more than one inventory or listing of their road network, and they are rarely the 
same.  These discrepancies need to be reconciled prior to the start of data collection or a methodology 
needs to be in place to resolve them as they occur.  This is especially true when using a consultant / 
contractor, as additional costs can be incurred by the client agency for delays. Consider carefully how the 
incoming data will be verified.  Decide on the acceptance and rejection criteria. 
 
Suggested Reading / Websites: 
 

 Data Modeling  
By Michael D.  Walls [Available from URISA-Quick Studies] http: /  / www.urisa.org / store.htm 
 
Bridging the gap between the real world and an information processing system with data modeling 
helps to determine what data is required for a successful project.  "Data Modeling" presents an 
applied approach to data modeling for the novice.  This book details the role of data modeling in 
overall system planning and the relationship to database design.  This 40-page publication includes 
definitions, reasons for data modeling, how a relational database works, and the steps involved in 
actually doing data modeling.  The Appendix offers a listing of organizations and additional 
publications for those seeking more information or tools for performing data modeling. 

 
 GIS Database Concepts 

Prepared with the support of PlanGraphics, Inc.  [Available from URISA-Quick Studies] 
http: /  / www.urisa.org / store.htm 
 
Data storage techniques of graphic and non-graphic data are established in a variety of formats to 
facilitate processing and retrieval.  "GIS Database Concepts" reviews all types of data repositories, 
data collection, development and conversion approaches, discussions on scale, accuracy, data 
quality and metadata, and the management of a relational spatial database.   

 
 GIS Glossary of Terms 

Edited by Daniel Parr [Available from URISA-Quick Studies] 
http: /  / www.urisa.org / store.htm 
 
This reference guide was written in order to equip the IT / GIS professional with the definitions, 
terms and concepts that are central to the GIS community.  The GIS Glossary contains hundreds of 
definitions that pertain to GIS, IT, and related fields.   

 
 A methodology for design of a linear referencing system for surface transportation by Sandia 

National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, Vonderohe, Alan.  University of Wisconsin, Madison, 
WI., Hepworth, Todd University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI.  June 1997 http: /  / 
infoserve.sandia.gov / sand_doc / 1997 / 970637.pdf  
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The transportation community has recently placed significant emphasis on development of data 
models, procedural standards, and policies for management of linearly-referenced data.  There is an 
Intelligent Transportation Systems initiative underway to create a spatial datum for location 
referencing in one, two, and three dimensions.  Most recently, a call was made for development of 
a unified linear referencing system to support public, private, and military surface transportation 
needs. 
 
Before a unified linear referencing system can be produced, it must be designed.  Before it can be 
designed, a design methodology must be developed.  The linear referencing systems in use today 
were never designed, they merely evolved.  An appropriate design methodology must provide 
supportable assurances that the linear referencing system will meet the accuracy requirements of 
users. 
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CHAPTER 4 – DATA COLLECTION CONSIDERATIONS 

4.1 Background 

The previous chapters discussed how to decide what you need in order to manage the various features and 
attributes, and the implications surrounding those requirements.  This section will examine the various 
methods of actually collecting the data.   
 
Data and its method of collection are crucial to the population of the inventory.  Methods (both manual 
and automated) for collecting pavement related data have been available for many years and the relative 
use of each has been well documented.  More recently, there has been an increased focus on collecting 
feature data, such as signs, street lighting and fences i.e., road features. 
 
The previous chapters discuss the approach to take concerning the “standards” for setting up a data 
collection plan, and whether internal or external personnel would collect the data.  There is little 
commonality between organizations in the way data is collected and measured.  The drive toward “best 
practices” and “benchmarking” infers that there is a need to establish a common way to view the data – to 
compare apples with apples – otherwise the process is meaningless. 
 
Methods of collecting, viewing and locating inventory features (physical data such as street lights, 
culverts etc.) often vary within an organization and / or from organization to organization.  When 
additional data collection is required, some organizations assume that there is no need to document or 
explain how it is done or the various conventions in use.  Failure to document the conventions leads to a 
lack of understanding between the developer of the RFI and the data collector and results in “bad” data. 
 
The latter part of the chapter discusses in detail the various technologies available for the data collection 
process.  For comparison purposes, they are grouped into four categories to compare their advantages and 
disadvantages as well as uses. The groups are defined as outlined in Table 4.1: 
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Table 4.1 - Data Collection Groups 
 

Group Name / Technique Characteristics - Definition 

Basic This technique usually focuses or targets on a small number of specific features.  Data 
is entered real time and post processing is limited to database population. 

 Ground based Ground based walking surveys using a wheel recording data with pen and paper.  At 
the low end: distance is gathered with a wheel with no coordinates, and at the high 
end: a mobile GPS (PDA or backpack) is used to establish coordinates but not 
distance.  For the latter a data dictionary of features and attributes is pre-loaded into 
data collection / logger application.  A single individual can collect data with this 
technique. 

 Vehicle based Typically a GPS receiver mounted in a vehicle with a 2-person crew.  Depending on 
logistics one person drives while one either walks alongside or rides with the vehicle 
and exits to stand adjacent to feature (if using backpack GPS) to obtain a reading.  
Where antennae are fixed, other tools (e.g., laser range finder) can assist in obtaining 
the coordinates of features.  Similar to the ground survey, a data dictionary of features 
and attributes is pre-loaded into data collection / logger application.  Distance can be 
measured using a DMI or through GPS data. 

VideoLog or PhotoLog Typically collected by vehicle based cameras and used for viewing only.  Visual 
record only using a videolog (S-VHS or digital images) system.  Images recorded at 
specific spacing.  A visual inventory accessed by inventory naming convention but no 
intelligence associated with features (in a separate database).   
Typically outsourced to specialist company. 
Note that aerial photography could be used as well. 
Data is post processed. 

Mobile Mapping Vehicle based technique with on board GPS  / DGS / Kinematic GPS / Inertial 
Navigation /  Single or multiple digital cameras.  Digital Images are post processed 
for features (semi-automatic). 
Typically outsourced to specialist company. 
Data is post processed. 

Multi-Functional As above but with additional capability to collect “other” road related data e.g., IRI, 
rut depths etc.  Digital Images are post processed for features (semi-automatic). 
Typically outsourced to specialist company. 
Data is post processed. 

 
A summary of data collection technologies is presented in Table 4.2.  Following the summary table is a 
more detailed discussion on the various techniques. 
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Table 4.2 - Data Collection Techniques:  Advantages and Disadvantages 
 

 Relative Advantages Relative Disadvantages 

1.  Basic – Ground Based   

Survey Wheel and 
Manual Record 

Inexpensive. 
Can be completed by in-house 
personnel. 
All features visible. 

Physically demanding, very slow and time 
consuming, many data crews required, 
affected by adverse weather, questionable 
accuracy. 
Data transfer required to electronic format 
required, relative distance only. 
Some attributes not feasible without 
additional equipment (e.g., sign height). 

PDA 
Plus data capture 
application 

Customized data dictionary. 
Electronic data transfer. 
Can be used to update existing records. 
Choice of hardware and software. 
Efficient in areas of multiple features. 
All features visible. 
GPS data. 
Can be completed by in-house 
personnel. 

Physically demanding. 
Some attributes not feasible without 
additional equipment (e.g., sign height). 
Potentially very slow depending on feature 
density. 
Linear distance not measured. 

Backpack GPS Plus data 
capture application 

Customized data dictionary. 
Electronic data transfer. 
Can be used to update existing records. 
Choice of hardware and software. 
Efficient in areas of multiple features. 
All features visible. 
GPS data. 
Can be completed by in-house 
personnel. 

Physically demanding. 
Some attributes not feasible without 
additional equipment (e.g., sign height). 
Potentially very slow depending on feature 
density. 
Linear distance not measured. 

Voice Recognition Plus 
data capture application 

Customized data dictionary. 
Electronic data transfer. 
Efficient in areas of high density 
features. 
All features visible. 
GPS data. 
Can be completed by in-house 
personnel. 

Physically demanding. 
Some attributes not feasible without 
additional equipment (e.g., height of large 
sign). 
Potentially very slow depending on feature 
density. 
Linear distance not measured. 

2.  Basic – Vehicle Based   

GPS and DMI Customized data dictionary. 
Electronic data transfer. 
Efficient in areas of high density 
features. 
All features visible. 
GPS and linear data. 
Can be completed by in-house 
personnel. 
 
 

Requires data collection crew to input data 
via a keyboard or other device. 
Variable accuracy. 
Some attributes not feasible without 
additional equipment (e.g., sign height). 
Potentially very slow depending on feature 
density. 
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 Relative Advantages Relative Disadvantages 

Voice Recognition Plus 
data capture application 

Customized data dictionary. 
Electronic data transfer. 
Efficient in areas of high density 
features. 
All features visible. 
GPS and linear data. 
Can be completed by in-house 
personnel. 

Variable accuracy. 
Some attributes not feasible without 
additional equipment (e.g., sign height). 
Potentially very slow depending on feature 
density. 

VideoLog or PhotoLog Data collection at prevailing highway 
speed. 
Permanent record of visible features and 
attributes. 

No intelligence to feature data 

Mobile Mapping Data collection at prevailing highway 
speed. 
Permanent record of visible features and 
attributes. 
GIS and Linear data. 
Potential for visible feature extraction. 

More expensive than Group 1. 
Not all features visible (e.g., culverts). 

Multi-functional Data collection at prevailing highway 
speed. 
Permanent record of visible features and 
attributes. 
GIS and Linear data. 
Potential for visible feature extraction. 
One pass data collection for features 
and pavement condition. 

More expensive than Group 1. 
Not all features visible (e.g., culverts). 
Pavement data may not “conform” to 
standard. 
 

 
 
When examining the various options to collect feature and attribute data it is very possible that more than 
one method or technique will need to be used.  The decision obviously is a function of the type of feature 
and attributes required.  For example, if all features / assets are required then it is unlikely that they are all 
visible from the roadway, and therefore a mobile mapping application will need to be supplemented with 
some form of ground survey to “fill in the blanks” (culvert data, for example).  The following chart 
matches potential requirements against the “Group” definitions. 
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Potential GroupRequirements

Basic 1a
Walking/Bicycle

Low Cost
Small or compact network/inventory

(Relatively) few features
Optional use of in-house staff

GPS optional
All required features to be collected 

in one activity

Multi functional

Need permanent visual record of 
network

GPS data required
Extensive network to be gathered

Only visible features (from the road) 
needed 

Pavement  data - IRI, Rut Values 
required

Mobile Mapping

Need permanent visual record of 
network

GPS data required
Extensive network to be gathered

Only visible features (from the road) 
needed 

Optional use of in-house staff
GPS optional

All required features to be collected 
in one activity

Basic 1b
Vehicle Based

VideoLog or PhotoLog

Need permanent visual record of 
network

Not necessary for a database of 
features and attributes

GPS optional
Only visible features (from the road) 

needed

 
 
 

Figure 4.1 - Matching Requirements to Techniques 
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Shown below is a series of tables illustrating the various activities for the data collection process. 
 

Table 4.3 - Activities for Manual (Real time data entry in field) Feature Capture 
 

Input Activity Output 

Office Based Field Based  

Inventory Lists Data Collection Feature & Attribute Data Files 
Feature List  GPS Data 

Attribute List   
Referencing Methodology   

Routing Methodology   
Data Model and Dictionary   

After Field Work:   

Input Activity Output 

Data Files Data Verification and Database 
Population 

Accurate Datasets 

 
Table 4.4 - Percentage of Time for Project Tasks for Manual  

(Real time data entry) Feature Capture 
 

15% 70% 15% 

Project Set Up Data Collection Database Population & 
Verification 

 
Table 4.5 - Activities for Digital Image Capture & Feature Extraction  

 

Input Activity Output 

Office Based Field Based  

Inventory Lists Data Collection Images 
Feature List  GPS Trace Data 

Attribute List  GPS Data 
Data Model and Dictionary   
Referencing Methodology   

Routing Methodology   
After Field Work:   

Input Activity - Office Based Output 

 Conversion for use with 
extraction software 

Feature & Attribute files 

Image & GPS Data Files Feature & Attribute Extraction Images at required spacing 
 Image extraction  
 Database Population  
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Table 4.6 - Percentage of Time for Project Tasks for Digital Image Capture  

and Feature Extraction (For Groups 3 and 4) 
 

10% 10% 60% 20% 

Project Set Up Data Collection Post Processing: Image conversion (if 
required) 

Feature and Attribute Extraction 
Image production 

Database Population & 
Verification 

 
The final Table 4.7 illustrates the production rates for the different types of data collection.  Production 
rates can vary widely, as the table shows.  Data collection companies are hesitant to provide specific 
figures due the variation in logistics, environment, amount and type of data required vs. length to be 
driven, amount of deadheading, to name a few.  This also applies to Table 4.8 on Relative Costs. 
 

Table 4.7 - Production Rates for Data Capture (Field Work) Technology 
 

Technology Typical Production Rate* 

 Freeways - 
Highways 

 
lane-kms per 

day 

Rural 
 

lane-kms per 
day 

Urban Arterial 
Collector 

lane-kms per 
day 

Urban 
 

Residential 
lane-kms per 

day 

 
No.  of points 
(features) per 

day 

1. Walking Survey - Manual 
Data Entry 

Not 
recommended

Not 
recommended 3-8 3-8 100-150 

2. Vehicle Based – Manual 
Data Entry 

Unlikely to be 
used 10-20 5-10 5-10 150-200 

3. Van Based – Semi-
Automatic Digital Images 
Collected – post processing 
of data required 

200 to 350 90 to 150 60 to 100 35 to 50 N/A 

 *Note: 
 These rates are for comparison purposes only to give the reader an 

appreciation of the time involved.  They cover initial data collection – not 
updates. 

 For methods 1 & 2 a single 2-man crew is assumed 
 Rates for all methods will vary depending on number of features / 

attributes to be inventoried, their type and location and whether digital 
pictures are required (method 1 and 2) 

 Number of points per day will vary and depend on distance traveled.   
 

4.2 Relative Costs of Data Collection  

Table 4.8 illustrates the comparison of costs between various data collection methodologies.  Note that 
figures are meant to be a guide and should be used for comparison purposes and NOT as factual values.  
In speaking with the various companies that provide these types of services, they emphasized that each 
project has unique characteristics and there are many variables that can affect the final project cost.   
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Table 4.8 - Typical Range of Costs for Data Capture (Field Work) Technology & Post Processing 
 

Technology Typical Cost Data* 

 Highways 
per lane-km 

 

Rural 
per lane-km 

Urban 
Arterial 

Collector 
per lane-km 

Urban 
Residential 
per lane km 

Feature 
Extraction per 

feature 

1. Walking Survey -  
Manual Data Entry 

Not 
Applicable 

Not 
Applicable $20-$40 $10-$50 Not Required

2. Vehicle Based - 
Manual Data Entry $40-$90 $30-$65 $75-$200 $75-$150 Not Required

3.Van Based -  
Semi-Automatic Digital 
Images Collected - post 
processing of data required 

$20-$50 $30-$75 $100-$200 $150-$200 $2 to $5 

 *Note: 
 Highways are typically the Freeways and Interstates with limited access 

points and therefore data collection can proceed without external 
interruptions. 

 Rural roads are typically low volume (compared to urban 
environments) and again where data collection can proceed without too 
many external interruptions. 

 These rates are for comparisons purposes only to give the reader an 
appreciation of the cost involved.  They cover initial data collection – 
not updates. 

 There is a potential large variance in data collection costs largely due to 
logistics and environment. 

 Feature extraction prices vary depending on the number of associated 
attributes. 
These costs vary widely and depend on how an agency accounts for 
labour and equipment costs within their organization. 

 

4.3 Data Collection Protocols / Procedures 

Once the decisions have been made as to what features and attributes are required and the techniques have 
been selected, some additional questions need to be addressed prior to the start of data collection.  The 
resolutions should be formally documented (Step 5 of Figure 2.1). 
 
These questions include: 
 

 Referencing  
 GPS Data Requirements  
 Define inventory  
 Define data collection needs based on classification, multi-lane and direction 

 
Referencing of the various features is obviously critical.  Various approaches have been discussed in the 
chapter on Inventory Data Considerations.  Development of the data collection protocols should include 
the appropriate method, taking into account the number of roads, but also considering whether a single 
Linear Referencing System (LRS) will be used or multiple LRSs.  This decision will likely be simpler for 
agencies that have a relatively small road network and those that have little or no legacy referencing 
systems in place. 
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Another important decision is whether coordinates are required – while it seems that GPS is a standard 
requirement these days, the collection and provision of these characteristics is not mandatory.  It raises the 
level of complexity of the data collection process and provides immediate benefits when an agency has a 
functioning GIS, complete with network mapping and intelligence.  Note that an agency can still opt to 
collect GPS data for latter use in a GIS.  If they are required then acceptable accuracies (see Table 4.10 as 
a guide) should be agreed.   
 
The next question is what roadway classifications will be collected.  Many roadway classifications exist 
for the spectrum of agencies covered for this report – for example: 
 

 Provincial Highway (in Ontario the 400 series) 
 Rural Highway  
 Arterial 
 Collector 
 Residential 

 
Each one of these classifications infers some level of “importance” for traffic and use.  As well, there are 
many variations on these names specific to a jurisdiction.  In addition to these descriptors many of them 
have different characteristics within one group.  For example each one of these classifications could have 
different number of lanes or be divided (centre median) or undivided.  Therefore when reviewing the 
options to collect the data the “number of passes” or the number of times a road is driven or walked needs 
to be evaluated.   
 
Where a walking survey is proposed the procedure is normally a choice between gathering all data in one 
direction, which means crossing the road (zigzag fashion) to collect data, or walking down one side and 
crossing the road once and returning in the opposite direction.  Safety should be the main driver for 
determining which method is appropriate, taking into account the type and location of features.  In an 
urban environment with a moderate level of traffic, continually crossing the road is unsafe, impractical 
and dangerous.   
 
For vehicle based, manual data entry, where some or all of the data collection relies on a person exiting 
the vehicle (to examine the asset or take a GPS reading), safety again is the predominant factor in 
deciding whether one or two passes is required. 
 
Where a vehicle is used to capture digital images there are a number of possible procedures and the 
appropriate choice will again depend on what features and attributes are being collected (only those that 
are visible on the images will be inventoried).  Note that many companies (both equipment suppliers and 
Consultants) offer a variety of camera positions so that a number of different views of the highway can be 
collected on the same pass.  The illustration below shows a single facing camera preceded by a vehicle 
with a forward and side facing cameras.  The triangles show the cameras approximate field of vision. 
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asset and roadway 
d

asset and roadway 
d t

The following sketches illustrate the choices. 
 
a) Single Pass – one direction 

In this case both the pavement data (if collected) 
and the asset data are gathered in one direction 
only.  While this may be acceptable in some cases 
for pavement data, it is unlikely that it will be 
acceptable for asset data because the assets on the 
left hand side of the pavement edge can be 
difficult to see and only the rear of signs can be 
observed.  While this can be overcome by the 
placement of additional cameras (side and rear 
facing), the accuracy and completeness of the data 
may be a problem. 
 

b) Two Passes –both directions 
This procedure can be used where accurate data is 
required in both directions – two separate runs are 
completed and the pavement and asset data is 
processed separately.  This procedure can be used 
for two lane and four lane undivided roads.  Note 
however, that some features at intersections may 
not be visible to the cameras – for example signs 
located in the left turn centre median. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
c) Multiple Passes – both directions 

For divided roadways or roadways with 6 lanes or more 
additional passes in the same direction may be required. 
Number of passes depends on the type and location of 
assets being collected. 
 
For example, if signs or catchbasins are required to be 
inventoried for a centre median, confirmation is 
required that either the features are visible from the lane 
driven by the vehicle and the camera(s) are placed so 
that those features are captured in the field of view, or 
two passes of the vehicle may be required.   
 
 
 
 
 

 
The importance of the Pilot Study becomes evident, as it will be very apparent if the features required are 
not visible enough for data extraction purposes from the pilot data.  For any methodology, whether it is 
manual (walking or van based) or automatic, an essential part of the set up process is the training of the 
data capture / extraction personnel.  If data capture is being undertaken by in-house staff, they need to be 

asset and roadway data 

asset and roadway 

asset and roadway 
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educated in the standards and conventions of the process.  Likewise, if an external Consultant / Contractor 
is being hired they also must be made aware of the standards and conventions of the extraction process. 

4.4 Technologies 

4.4.1 Manual / Driven Methods 

The method involves placing an observer at the position of the feature and then undertaking a series of 
measurements of the attributes or the conducting of tests to establish desired parameters. 
 
The most efficient way to gather this information is using set form data sheets or recording (see Voice 
Recognition) information in a medium to be transposed using post processing into the database. 
 
This is a very well tried and traditional approach to data collection and it can be used wherever an 
observer can be placed inside the road corridor.  The method however, is only as good as the observer’s 
capabilities.  Different observers will produce different results and the quality of the data can be highly 
variable. 
The use of set formats and visual standard references can improve the quality and uniformity of data 
being collected. 
 
In rural areas due to the low density of points to be collected, a vehicle is used to place the observer at the 
desired location. 
 
In urban areas where the use of a vehicle or the parking of a vehicle becomes a problem, foot surveys and 
bicycle surveys become viable.  The latter has the advantage of a greater transport carrying capability and 
faster between feature surveys.  Where condition of the element is also being gathered then the use of the 
observer method retains considerable flexibility in collecting selected data related to condition. 

1. Guidelines 
For data collection surveys requiring only the verification of the existence of a feature and the 
location of that feature either by coordinates or linear referencing, the use of semi skilled staff is 
feasible and in most cases cost effective. 
 
Where condition requirements are also included based on a simple scale or related to directly 
measured attributes then the use of semi skilled staff is still feasible. 
 
However, where complex levels of condition assessment are called for or the classification of 
features is not easily or effectively measured, then trained and experienced staff are required.  This 
in turn means that data collection costs will now be substantially greater.  In general a three to four 
fold increase may be expected. For example: 

 
Table 4.9 - Observer Skills 

 

Observer 
Feature Attribute 

Semi Skilled Skilled 
Location, face type Yes  

Condition (legible or illegible) Yes  

Road Sign 

Condition (line of sight) Yes Yes 
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Observer 
Feature Attribute 

Semi Skilled Skilled 
Part observed, condition (day or night)  Yes 

Legal compliance  Yes 

Bridge Inspection  Yes 

Pavement Surface Geometry  Yes  

 Record distress evaluation Yes Yes 

 

4.4.2 Aerial Mapping 

Aerial mapping supported by ground control survey has been part of the road designer’s tool kit for many 
years.  However, other than a base for referencing road centreline and edges and major items of road 
furniture – paved shoulders, sidewalks, urban and rural sections, it has not been detailed enough to permit 
the abstraction of inventory information.  Up until the year 2000 the resolution of aerial photography 
other than flying at very low levels presented difficulty in identifying individual objects less than 1 metre 
in dimension. 
 
Post year 2000, improvements in digital photography resulted in improvements in resolution and allowed 
objects with a dimension of 0.2m to be identified and generally located.  Thus a large number of road 
features can now be effectively located within an acceptable tolerance of location and offset or by 
coordinate from aerial survey.  Coordinate position can be greatly enhanced by combining aerial 
photography frames with digital road centreline mapping using ground survey referencing. 
 
This composite aerial photography frame covering an area of 500m square and coordinated centreline 
permits objects such as traffic signal poles, street lights, road markings, traffic signs, guide rails, curb 
lines etc.  to be identified and logged with generally acceptable precision.  The former statement holds 
true where contrast between ground surface or road surface and the feature is sufficient to permit 
identification of the feature.  Where extensive tree cover, foliage or deep shadow exists then the photo 
location technique is not viable.  The technique provides no detail of condition nor is it suitable for 
objects with plan dimensions less than 0.2 m. 

1. Guidelines 
An aerial digital photograph with a resolution of 0.2m per pixel will provide sufficient detail to 
identify and locate most road features.  Each frame will cover an area of 500m square.  This 
corresponds to a scale of 1:3500.  With road centreline coordinates merged onto the photograph, 
image objects can be located to 1.0m tolerance with high contrast and 1.5m tolerance with medium 
contrast. 

 
Sun angles between 9:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. provide sufficient feature 
shadow to permit lamp columns to be easily identified and plotted. 
 
The technique is unsuitable with: 

 
 Very low sun angles or limited shadow 
 Where adjacent buildings cast deep shadow 
 Where tree cover exists or foliage causes shadows 
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 Aerial photography in late March, April and May is feasible as mid morning or mid afternoon 
flights produce acceptable shadow contrast at this time of year. 

2. Comment 
While field collection of the images is fast - an urban district can be flown in an hour or two - the 
abstraction of data can be tedious and time consuming.  Abstraction of more than 150 points per day 
per operator can generally be expected in urban areas.  For rural areas a lower value will be 
achieved because of the larger number of photographic plates that will have to be reviewed. 
 
Colour digital photography improves the contrast conditions.  In high-rise urban areas building 
shadows may preclude identification of any features. 

 

4.4.3 Digital Mapping 

This section covers a large field of digitally recorded maps.  At one end of the spectrum is the total survey 
station, capable of locating a feature to centimetre precision and with a library of codes for selecting 
features and allocating a reference attribute to an individual locationally corrected position. 
 
At the other end is satellite photography which, depending upon filters and scanners, can record general 
characteristics or easily distinguished features such as roads, railways, canals and urban or rural localities.  
However, these are of limited value in terms of road feature identification. 
 
This situation however is changing through military related developments of aerial photography and the 
ability, through the computer technology industry, to improve pixel resolution on sensor displays.  
General use of this technique is not widely available and is more expensive than ground based 
approaches.  However, a leader is this field considers that for certain specialist applications the technique 
currently using aircraft is finding acceptance and will over time become more widely used in road feature 
surveys. 
 
When using aerial or digital mapping the extent of feature capture will be limited to those visible on the 
photographs and most attributes will not be visible.  However, existing mapping with an acceptable level 
of accuracy can be used as a first step to data capture (See Chapter 9 RFI Project Examples – Florida 
Turnpike).  The table below summarizes the relative advantages and disadvantages.   
 

Table 4.10 - Mapping Options  
 

 Relative Advantages Relative Disadvantages 

Mapping 
Low Resolution 

Covers large area quickly 
 

Image quality affected by 
inclement weather  
Not all features can be seen 
Most attributes not visible 

Mapping  
High Resolution 

Covers large area quickly 
More features visible than low-res 

Image quality affected by 
inclement weather  
Not all features can be seen 
Most attributes not visible 

Aerial Photography- Low 
Level 

High level of Accuracy suitable for 
design 

Expensive 
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4.4.4 Semi-Automatic (Mobile Mapping & Multi-Functional types) 

For position and classification purposes a number of techniques have been developed with varying levels 
of sophistication.  All use GPS and varying numbers of digital video cameras mounted on a vehicle, 
which traverses the target road network at posted (both urban and rural) traffic speeds.   
 
The digital video cameras are set up in a fixed position to record the location of the road feature item 
being collected and to document the visible feature of this item.  The vehicle may be equipped with 
several fixed view cameras to enable several different features to be captured in the same drive by.  The 
technique uses the principle of stereoscopy in that two digital video frames a known distance apart are 
used to locate the road feature item. 
 
The system uses a data logger to coordinate the position of the vehicle at the time of each digital video 
frame capture as well as the speed and orientation of the vehicle.  Various enhancements in the position of 
the vehicle in addition to the GPS may be included.  These primarily use gyroscopes and wheel sensors to 
improve the quality of the position and orientation of the vehicle at the instant the digital video frame is 
taken. The system then uses the image from two frames to provide information on the position of the road 
feature item relative to the known position of the camera taking the frames. 
 
The location of the road feature item is derived through coordinate geometry applied to the stereoscope 
images of the two frames taken by the camera.  By knowing the position of the camera at the time of the 
frame capture, the time between frames, the speed of the vehicle and hence the distance traveled and the 
shift of the road feature in the optical field, the application of the coordinate geometry permits the 
position of the road feature item to be calculated to centimetre accuracy. 
 
The field data capture of image, frame location, speed and orientation is automatic but the selection of the 
image to be analyzed and its position within the optical field is derived by an operator in a post data 
capture editing process, hence the use of the title Semi Automatic. 
 
Data capture, although achieved at traffic flow speed, is then offset by data extraction by office-based 
operators.  The operator selects the points and the software and then derives the coordinates.  Any 
attributes being derived from the images are also dependent upon the operator selecting these.  Hence 
offset from curb line, height above ground level, etc. can be derived by using differences between the 
same two points selected from the two video images. 
 
Advantages of the system: 
 

 Weather does not play too large a role in the capture of the data, provided the feature is visible and 
the optical characteristics of the video are not impaired 

 Data is captured in the field at traffic speeds 
 Sensors enable the distance traveled between frames to be accurately recorded 
 Additional features such as inertial sensors can enhance quality of data capture 
 GPS can provide base locations for the vehicle 
 Camera optical characteristics can be accurately documented 
 Multiple cameras can be used to record specific features at the same time as position is being 

established 
 
Disadvantages of the system: 
 

 Capital cost of equipment is high (high quality cameras and specialist electronics) 
 Two operators are required in the vehicle, one to tend the electronics, the other to drive the route 
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 Data capture on both sides of the road may require a second pass depending upon traffic 
congestion and pedestrian activity 

 The office processing of data to derive coordinates may reduce the productivity of data output to 
that of other non-optical techniques 

 The operator must undertake a selection of targets 
 Potential for features to be “not visible” on the video due to parked cars, traffic etc.  This is 

especially true in an urban environment 
 Calculation of secondary dimensions requires three-dimensional coordinate geometry 
 Data storage requirements of the digital video image may be considerable 
 Calibration of the equipment requires specialist laboratories 

 
Examples of Camera Equipped Vehicle and the Data Capture achievable using Proprietary 
software now follow (reference to specific company or brand names is purely for illustrative purposes 
and in no way should be interpreted as an endorsement). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Plate 1 
Plate 1 illustrates the location of cameras in forward 
and side positions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  
 

Plates 2 and 3 
Plates 2 and 3 depict various arrangements of cameras and GPS antenna 
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Plate 4 
Plate 4 depicts a double GPS antenna, multiple 
camera locations, DGPS correction through a signal 
antenna, and DMI (Distance Measuring Instrument) 
correction for GPS outages through a counter 
mounted on the right rear wheel hub.  Internally the 
position is further compensated by an inertial 
navigation system (INS) using gyroscopic principles.  
The DMI and INS augment the DGPS and correct for 
GPS multipath signals. 
 
 

 

 
Plate 5 Plate 6 

Plate 5 shows a typical camera calibration frame used 
to calibrate the optical field of the roof mounted 
cameras and correct for distortions in the camera lens 
when the stereoscopic images are electronically 
created. 

Plate 6 shows a typical frame capture using the roof 
mounted digital camera 
 

 

 
 

Plate 7 
Plate 7 indicates the process used to capture, correct and process the images into RFI and GIS 
mediums.  The GIS data are post processed along with data abstraction of required features from 
the photo images captured in Plate 6. 
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Plate 8 
Plate 8 shows the processed image and a data abstraction screen. 
 

 
 

Plate 9 
Plate 9 shows the versatility of the computer-retained images from an aerial capture and a ground image 
merged together for abstraction of features and attributes. 
 

The following photographs show multi-functional vehicles that have been used successfully for many 
years to gather pavement condition data at roadway speeds and which have been modified to include 
digital image capture as part of the data collection exercise.  They are the Stereo Road Surface Tester  
(S-RST) and an ARAN vehicle.   
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Stereo Road Surface Tester 
 

  
 

ARAN Vehicle 

Guidelines on Semi Automatic Surveys 
For most agencies the cost of the equipment, its calibration and maintenance as well as staffing preclude 
any thoughts of ownership.  Therefore, third party Service Providers are required. 
 
These third party Service Providers are able to offer competitive pricing for provision of the data 
collection and processing of the information to populate the database. 
 
Caution needs to be taken in requesting data to be captured in any one expedition.  Various factors need to 
be considered in collecting data in heavily trafficked areas.  The camera must be able to see the target in 
two consecutive frames.  Where data capture in these circumstances is an issue then the route may have to 
be driven in both directions.  Multiple cameras assemblies must be run continuously and therefore, the 
volume of data that will have to be stored prior to processing will be significant. 
 
GPS outages can be offset by inertial guidance system; however, again significant data storage 
requirements are generated. 
 
The switching on and off of cameras or systems until particular conditions are met is not easily achieved 
and therefore continuous data logging is undertaken.  This generates large quantities of image frames, all 
of which again must be viewed in the office to select features to be documented. 
 
Deriving feature classification and condition information depends upon how much information can be 
viewed a reasonable distance away from the object using the digital image taken from a moving vehicle. 
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4.4.5 Voice Recognition 

This technique converts operators’ commentaries recorded on data collection expeditions into data to be 
stored in an inventory.  The technique requires the use of a dictionary of words to be consistently used so 
that voice recognition software can convert these into equivalent database formats.  The operator's speech 
can be combined with any digital sensor information (GPS, bar code scanners, RFID readers, digital 
cameras, testing equipment, etc.) and a detailed record is entered into the database.  The most common of 
this type is VoCarta (Field) offered by Dàtria. 
 
Advantages are: 
 

 The major advantage is labour costs savings.  If driving, an operator can record many data 
elements while keeping the hands free to drive the vehicle 

 Voice recognition technology is generally faster than keyboard entry or writing on paper 
 
Disadvantages are:  
 

 Potential fatigue during the course of a day’s work 
 Depending on the environment, background noise may be a problem 
 Range of phrases that can be recognized can be limited although with the more recent advances in 

the technology this problem is being reduced 

4.4.6 Impulse Beams 

Impulse Beams cover a wide spectrum of instruments using a scanning beam to detect and record the 
position of the feature.  These techniques extend from the simple Impulse Radar Gun to aerial borne 
LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) equipment. 
 
Impulse Radar Guns use a hand held tripod supported unit, a derivative of the Traffic Police Speed Radar 
equipment, to measure angle and distance from a series of known survey stations to local road feature 
targets.  Since the equipment relies on detecting the impulse signal returned by the target, the effective 
range of the equipment is limited by the following: 
 

 Physical size of the target (small target object-reduced signal return) 
 Spread of the beam with distance (typically 0.3m at 100m range) 
 Clear line of sight. 

 
See also 4.4.7 DMI Transverse Measurement. 
 
LIDAR equipped aircraft use a combination of DGPS (WAAS) and a “radar gun” to fly aerial surveys 
and collect topographical features.  The position of the aircraft is determined from the DGPS using 
aircraft (WAAS) technology to correct for its position, the LIDAR equipment is mounted in an aerial 
photograph camera assembly and its motion and orientation relative to the airplanes frame is recorded.  
The LIDAR equipment emits a scanning beam and the beams Doppler wave effect is used to compute an 
image of the ground below, measurement of the absorption of the beam by the ground surface permits the 
determination of the type of surface being scanned.  Accuracies in the range of + / - 5cm are achievable.  
While the technology is mentioned in US research studies (NCHRP 437) there does not seem to be wide 
spread use amongst agencies in Canada for RFI. 
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4.4.7 Distance Measuring Instrument (DMI) 

Longitudinal Measurement 
Distance Measuring Instruments (DMI) –linear DMI in general comprise a wheel being propelled along a 
road, parallel either to the centerline or to a curb line, each revolution or part revolution of the wheel 
being counted or calculated.  In their crudest form the odometer of a car will measure in tenth of a 
kilometre.  Stepping up a level of sophistication we find that DMI have branched into two competing 
technologies, those that rely on a separate calibrated wheel and those that use the engine and transmission 
of the vehicle to record distance travelled.   
 
In the former case these independent wheels may vary from a hand / measuring wheel graduated in tenths 
of a metre and propelled along the road by a person walking along, or in the road.   
 
The advantages of the hand / measuring wheel system is that it is: 
 

 easy to control and precisely set 
 can be fitted with a counter to log total distance travelled 
 can be set and reset to record particular features 
 portable and convenient for ad hoc surveys 

 
The disadvantages of the hand / measuring wheel are: 
 

 method is slow and limited to walking / cycling pace 
 safety issues arise in live traffic 
 invariably walker is tied to curb line and on twisting sections of road elapsed distance may be 

considerably in error 
 
Another form of this measuring wheel is the electronic wheel, which is fitted with fixed targets that pass 
in front of a sensor as the wheel is rotated.  Each target causes the sensor to send out a pulse, which is in 
turn electronically counted and recorded.  This type of measuring wheel can be either fitted to a vehicle or 
one can use the vehicles wheel hub as the target. 
 
The advantages are: 
 

 operated at vehicle speed 
 vehicle now placed in the lane as opposed to the walker 
 can be accurate and precise under good conditions 
 system may be used in conjunction with GPS to facilitate continuity of measurement where GPS 

signal breaks occur (bridges, tunnels, high rise areas, “canyon” affects / shadows etc.) 
 
The disadvantages are: 
 

 maintenance of wheel or hub becomes critical, lost or missing target creates major errors 
 wheel is more vulnerable to road damage 
 less precise to record features, requires stop and start to be effective 
 effectiveness of calibration will depend upon both tire condition / pressure and road surface texture 

 
The other direction taken by linear measuring DMIs is the vehicle engine transmission type, Nu-Metrics 
et al.  These systems use the vehicle engines ignition electronics or pulses generated by sensors mounted 
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on the transmission.  The Nu-Metrics versions in addition use a dashboard unit to start and stop the 
recording as well as permit input of information on a limited number of road features. 
 
The advantages are: 
 

 operated at vehicle speed 
 recorder can be used to measure distance between successive objects 
 recorder also logs total distance 
 data on a limited number of features can be logged by simple code 

 
The disadvantages are: 
 

 the vehicle has to be calibrated over a fixed distance to assess counter error 
 operations outside calibration speed range may produce errors 
 tire condition and tire pressure will affect accuracy of readings 
 operator judgment is critical in recording end and intermediate distance points 
 driving and recording at same time may introduce position errors 
 congested traffic conditions make use of equipment difficult, if not impossible, to maintain any 

type of position accuracy 
 
Despite the long list of negatives these types of DMI systems have been used successfully by road 
organizations for many years, linear reference systems distance along the road axis is less important than 
offset from control line and feature.  Further, many RFI inventories were primarily interested in recording 
the presence of the feature, rather than its absolute position.  In comparison with GPS measurement, DMI 
of the powered wheel type are less reliable.  However the question arises whether the interest is in 
location linearly or presence in number.  Only in a highly developed and feature populated area would the 
need really arise for being able to differentiate absolutely between two similar features. 
 

Transverse Measurement 
The above DMI have been referred to in terms of longitudinal position, but there are also requirements to 
measure transversely.  The simplest transverse measurement device is the tape, the next is the hand / 
measuring wheel; beyond these two we then venture into the field of electronic measurement or more 
precisely prism free laser technology using impulse lasers.  Impulse lasers perform in a similar manner to 
police speed guns, in that they send out a pulse signal and time the period between transmission and 
reception of the reflected image from the target object (refer to www.lasertech.com).  These lasers use a 
conical diverging beam, which is typically 0.3m wide over a 100m range.  Where the target is narrower 
than 0.3m then the reflection may be off not just the target object but the objects behind, which in turn 
may give errors in readings.  A variety of solutions is possible and is covered in the above reference. 
However, seldom are road corridors in excess of 100m in width and the need for transverse measurements 
above 5m range will seldom arise; at this distance an object 0.2m wide would reflect the whole beam. 
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Advantages for transverse measurement: 
 

Tape 
 ease and flexibility of use, 
 ideal for horizontal surfaces 
 accuracy 1-3cm 

 
Measuring wheel 
 hard surface –same as tape 

 
Impulse laser 
 independent of surface covered, offsets can be measured over any type of surface, ditch, 

verge, verge slope etc. 
 ease of use in heavy traffic situation for median island work 
 record can be electronically downloaded for office use 
 additional equipment provide horizontal and vertical correction 
 accuracy 3-5cm 

 
Disadvantages for transverse measurement: 
 

Tape 
 requires accessibility to both ends of tape 
 difficult to take measurements near traffic or median islands 
 no vertical compensation, adjustment are estimated 

 
Measuring wheel 
 as tape 
 measures slope values 
 requires complete access over surfaces 
 error in soft and slippery conditions 

 
Impulse laser 
 requires clean line of sight 
 more expensive versions available for light brush conditions 
 horizontal and vertical correction requires additional equipment 
 on longer sights several readings may be required 

 

Vertical Measurement 
There are two groups of interest in vertical measurement: 
 

 Placement above ground surface 
 Clearance of a feature over the travelled way 

 
The first group, placement above ground surface, generally applies to signs, since they are normally 
placed so that they are in the driver’s line of sight.  As a consequence they tend to be below 2.5m above 
adjacent ground level.  This in turn makes them within measuring distance of a hand held tape, or most of 
the instruments used for transverse measurement with the exception of the wheel.  Rounding 
measurements to the nearest centimetre for hard surfaces and decimetre for verges is acceptable. 
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The exception to this generalization is safety barriers and guiderails.  These have specific settings relative 
to the travelled way.  In view of the legal liability associated with the settings it is prudent to use either a 
level and staff or a trammel fitted with a spirit level and scale measuring in millimetres to record values. 
 
The second group, clearance of a feature over the travelled way, normally is associated with overpasses, 
tunnels and gantry signs. These features are invariably greater than 4.0m above the travelled way.  To 
measure these it is therefore required to either use extensible equipment (e.g., survey staff) or use 
geometric calculations through optical means to determine the clearance. 
 
Short range distance measuring equipment is also available, which rely on light pulse or sonic reflections 
to measure distance either vertically or horizontally.  Measurements in this group should either be to the 
nearest centimetre or rounded down to the nearest decimetre. 

4.4.8 Hand-held / Backpack 

This represents one of the most widely used techniques of field data collection both to populate the initial 
database and to maintain it through periodic visits. 
 
The primary elements are a position referencing system and a classification and condition recording 
system. A combined GPS system and data logging software provided by the GPS manufacturer are used 
for convenience.  Thus an operator uses one unit to locate the position and to record the data input. 
 
In general, these systems have been around for some time and are highly automated and menu-driven. 
Therefore the level of skill required from an operator can be quite low.  Getting the equipment to the 
location of feature is the primary responsibility of the operator.  This can be achieved by backpack or by 
use of a small hand-held unit. 
 
Getting the operator to the location of the road feature can be achieved in various ways: on foot, on 
bicycle, in a car with an offset measuring device.  Different techniques are used depending upon the 
nature of the road feature being recorded and the type of area being examined, i.e., urban or rural, suburb 
or city centre. The accuracy of the recorded data in terms of the position is also important; sub-metre 
accuracy is achievable but may require the use of a post processing routine and some attention to detail in 
the field. 
 
For road feature classification, condition collection and reporting, it is essential to use menu driven 
routines which can be stored in the device along with the position information.  The keyboard on the 
device can also be used for inputting specific site-related features or values. 
 
Having collected the information in the field, upon return to the office, the stored information can be 
downloaded directly into processing software.  This software at a minimum will correct for GPS position 
but may also scan for quality of the data related to ranges of input parameters.  The system can be 
completely automated from this point to process and store the information into the database fields and 
geographical information system displays. 
 
There is a wide range of equipment available providing multiple levels of sophistication; too many to 
document in this report.  All these units basically comprise the GPS recording equipment and a PDA or 
PDA software for recording data in the field. 
 
Advantages are: 

 Light, easily transported unit with sophisticated position system and user interface 
 Does not require highly skilled operator 
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 Ideal for collecting information from scattered point locations 
 Combines position and field collected classification and condition information through keypad 

interface 
 Data already in electronically downloaded and database friendly format 
 Field variables can be easily documented 
 Requires very limited post processing 

 
Disadvantages are: 

 Sub-metre accuracy may only be achievable with high end machines or through post processing 
 GPS quality may be variable 
 Field data collection limited to speed of operator between locations and down time at locations 

scrolling through data 
 Ability to receive a signal may not always be consistent or reliable 
 Large buildings may shield or redirect signal giving poor readings 

 
The following are a selection taken at random from the internet.  A specific company or brand name 
reference has been made purely for illustrative purposes and in no way should this be interpreted as an 
endorsement of these products or their suitability or performance. 
 

  
Data Recorder GPS Unit & Data Logger 

 
 

   
Hand Held Unit Hand Held in Logging Mode Back Pack Unit 
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Data Logger Hand Held Unit Hand Held with Antenna 

 

 
 

Total Station Radio Link to Total Station 
 

4.4.9 GPS / DMI Considerations 

GPS and DGPS equipment rely on satellites, which orbit in a plane at 55 degree to the equatorial plane.  
Under normal satellite availability conditions a minimum of four satellite signals is required to fix a 
position.  In most Canadian locations satellites will either be directly overhead or in the sky to the south 
of the receiving position.  Placing the receiver south of the feature to be referenced will therefore increase 
availability of signals to the GPS receiver.   
 
The table below identifies the GPS errors that typically arise at the receiver from a single satellite 
transmission.  These fall into three groups: 
 

 the satellite time and orbit errors,  
 the atmospheric errors (ionosphere and troposphere) 
 ground affects (receiver noise and multipath) 
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Table 4.11 - Summary of GPS Error Sources 
 

Magnitude of Error in Metres Type of Error 
(per satellite) Standard GPS Differential GPS 

Satellite Clocks 1.5 0 
Orbit Errors 2.5 0 
Ionosphere 5.0 0.4 
Troposphere 0.5 0.2 
Receiver Noise 0.3 0.3 
Multipath 0.6 0.6 

 
The satellite errors are correctable by feedback from the operators, each satellite being tracked from one 
of five ground stations, and errors in their clock signals and variation in orbits being recorded by the 
ground stations and transmitted as corrections “at source”. 
 
The atmospheric errors can be reduced by the use of a local station of known coordinates, which is 
providing a local differential correction through virtue of the fact that the satellite position and the ground 
position difference is known at the time, or recorded for post processing applications. Differential GPS is 
therefore able to provide both corrections either in “real time” or “as post processing” information.   
 
The latter two errors – receiver noise and multipath – are dependent upon local conditions and no method 
exists to correct absolutely; however, by using multiple satellite fixes over a reasonable time period (1 
minute plus) the magnitude of error can be reduced through root mean square difference corrections. 
 
To facilitate an accurate “fix” the satellites being tracked by the GPS should be well distributed and in the 
line of sight of the receiver.  Given the satellite orbit paths, this will result in signals being selected from 
anywhere from an azimuth position to the southern horizon.  Placing the receiving to the south of the 
target may increase the availability of signals to the GPS receiver. 
 
Where large reflective surfaces are present, building facia, car parks and storage yards, multipath signals 
may be generated. Tall buildings or close proximity to buildings may also shield the receiver from 
satellite signals. 
 
Table 4.12 summarizes the potential accuracy of measurements using a Distance Measuring Instrument 
(DMI) and various GPS data collection instruments.  DMIs are normally a relative measure, whereas GPS 
accuracy can be defined in two ways, relative and absolute.  Relative accuracy typically refers to the 
accuracy of an element (feature) to another feature i.e., a streetlight is measured from a curb (that may 
also be measured as part of the survey).  This is different from the absolute accuracy of a feature and its 
“true” location in space using a defined coordinate system. 
 
GPS accuracy is expressed as a relationship to Latitude, Longitude and Height, or Northing Easting, 
Height when GPS coordinates are converted to a reference to a projection (e.g., Mercator).  GPS accuracy 
is actually expressed as a position plus an associated standard deviation or RMS value.  For example a 
position is Lat A, Long B, Height C + / - the accuracy (expressed in Table 4.12).  This is also true for grid 
coordinates, Northing A, Easting B + / - associated accuracy. 
 
Note that in October 2003, the Canadian Differential Global Positioning System (CDGPS) 
(www.cdgps.com) was launched.  CDGPS is a new nation-wide DGPS service developed for the 
Canadian market that provides an option for additional post processing accuracy and coverage for 
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positioning applications across Canada.  As a wide-area, or satellite-based service, the broadcast CDGPS 
corrections can be accessed anywhere in Canada using a custom-built CDGPS receiver.  The correction 
data - based on algorithms developed by Natural Resources Canada and positioning data from Canadian 
reference stations - is optimized for Canada, resulting in metre-level accuracy with most GPS receivers 
and sub-meter with dual frequency technology.   
 
The service is being offered as a free utility with no recurring subscription charges.  End users must 
purchase a CDGPS receiver to access the CDGPS signal.  This unit has been custom developed by 
Ottawa-based Mobile Knowledge Inc. to complement the CDGPS service and support real-time, in-field 
requirements.  The approximate cost is $1,500. 
 
GPS is a line of sight system.  In order for the user to consistently receive GPS signals, the GPS receiver 
must always have an unobstructed view of the sky.  Failure to do so will result in loss of GPS information 
and thus positional data gaps within the vehicle trajectory.  (This applies for GPS only integrations; 
adding inertial technology allows the user to have continuous position.) 
 
Differential GPS (DGPS) makes use of an external correction source.  These sources can be any of the 
following: OMNIStar, LandStar, Beacon, etc.  (Note: accuracies associated with DGPS services are a 
function of the correction network as well as the operator’s location within that network.) 
 
The final comment is that all companies that provide the equipment and/or personnel to complete surveys 
involving GPS receivers emphasize the importance of Project Planning (or Mission-Planning).  This 
refers to establishing parameters for when data collection can be achieved taking into account such items 
as: time of day, location (on the earth), satellite availability, etc., prior to any fieldwork.  Many of the 
more sophisticated or higher end equipment include mission-planning software as part of their desktop 
software package.  If this planning exercise is not done prior to fieldwork, then the accuracies noted 
below may be compromised. 
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Table 4.12 - Characteristics and accuracy of measuring methods 
 

Method Description Measurements Application Accuracy 

Measuring Wheel 

Walking  Relative 
distance 

Maintenance Relative: 1->2m and is 
expressed as a % of 
the distance being 
measured 

Distance 
Measuring 
Instrument (DMI) 

Mounted on 
vehicle with a 
data logger  

Relative 
distance 

Maintenance, 
some feature 
location 

Relative: Expressed as 
uncertainty of distance 
traveled – 0.5 to 1% 

DMI + Global 
Positioning System 
(GPS) 
Autonomous or 
Stand alone 

DMI mounted in 
vehicle tied to a 
data logger with a 
single GPS 

x,y,z Feature location 
and GIS data Absolute: 

+ / - 5 m 

DMI + Differential 
GPS (DGPS) no 
post processing 

Single or Dual 
frequency GPS 
(Potential blank 
spots) 

x,y,z Feature location 
and GIS data Absolute: 

0.5 to 1m 

(DMI)⌦ + GPS + 
Real Time 
Kinematic (RTK)  

GPS with base 
stations  

x,y,z Feature location 
and GIS data Absolute: 

+ / - 10cm 

(DMI) + GPS + 
(aided) Inertial 
Navigation 
(INS)  

 
Continuous 
position with INS 

x,y,z 
Vehicle roll and 
pitch, Heading  

Feature location 
and GIS data 

Absolute: 
 [If GPS is stand alone 
+ / - 5m, If GPS is 
DGPS 0.5 to 1m, If 
GPS is RTK it is + / - 
10cm.] 

(DMI) + GPS + 
Post processed 
Potential gaps in 
GPS solution due 
to outages 

 
GPS with base 
stations  

x,y,z Feature location 
and GIS data Absolute: 

+ / - 5-10cm 

(DMI) + GPS + 
INS + Post 
processed 

GPS with base 
stations  

x,y,z Feature location 
and GIS data Absolute: 

+ / - 5-10cm 

Aerial Mapping / 
Photogrammetry 

 
Stereo plotting  

x,y,z Limited feature 
location, 
Engineering 
design and GIS 
data 

Absolute: 
70->100mm 

 

                                                        
⌦ Where the DMI is shown in brackets it is considered optional 

 Note that these techniques can be combined in a number of other ways – such as DMI+DGPS+INS; 
DMI+INS+Post processed GPS each achieving their own level of accuracy. 
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4.5 Training 

This Chapter on data collection considerations has been compiled on the basis and from the perspective of 
in-house data collection supplemented by specialist survey work, such as LIDAR, video camera capture 
and post processing etc.  The information is being provided to permit an understanding of the process 
involved, and is not an in-depth analysis.  The data collection techniques however have applications both 
for initial population of the RFI and subsequent updating.  Therefore staff training in the use of these 
types of equipment and in the units selected for the actual work will prove useful at all levels of data 
collection, processing and presentation. 
 
The caution contained in Chapter 2 with regards to number of staff to be trained and the method of 
training still applies. 
 
As Chapter 8 shows there is often a shift between the technologies used to populate the initial RFI, or to 
verify information transferred from a “legacy” system, and the techniques and process used for updating 
the RFI over time.  Chapter 8 showed that once the RFI was populated, the spread in the number of 
techniques being used has diminished.  More emphasis was placed on transfer from “as designed / 
constructed” documents than on undertaking complete in field data collection.  This in essence recognized 
that RFIs are as dependent upon Design as they were on the field survey.  By transferring data at or close 
to time of construction, considerable savings in fieldwork can be made. In this type of scenario training 
should centre on established good procedures and “housekeeping”.  Details should be transferred from 
Design to RFI documents in a well regulated and structured manner – office to office with field work 
limited to verification of quality, accuracy and completeness of features and attributes.  Keep in mind that 
design bidding requirements normally identify a generic product while the RFI should record the actual 
item used, including manufacturer where appropriate.  As an example, when an automobile manufacturer 
recalls a vehicle because of a defect or safety concern, it is referred to by its make and model, and it does 
not mean that all cars and all manufacturers have the same problem.  Likewise it would not be logical to 
replace all street light poles (steel or concrete) after 20 years when the problem is associated with aging of 
steel poles and concrete poles have a life of 40 years, or manufacturer M used one type of pigment in his 
product and manufacturer Z used another for their road sign material, and manufacturer Z finds he has a 
UV problem after 2 years. 
 
Therefore before commencing on a full training program, assess the following: 
 

 How is the initial RFI data to be collected? 
 What equipment will be used in the field? 
 Who will operate that equipment? 
 Where will they be employed after the RFI is populated? 
 How soon will an update of the content of the RFI be required? 
 How will this update be performed? 
 What equipment will be used? 
 What procedure is being used to add ongoing design / construction information? 
 Who will do this transfer? 
 What audit procedure is in place to verify quality and completeness? 

 
The response to the above 10 questions will provide a road map for the need for training, the numbers of 
individuals to be trained and what the ongoing requirements are in terms of staff, equipment and budget to 
ensure a continued maintenance and operation of the RFI systems and its data.  Upgrades of computer 
hardware and software need also to be factored into the equation. 
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A few considerations with regards to training: 
 

 If all the data collection is done in-house (requires permanent staff, additional field counters, 
equipment and transport), training of permanent and temporary staff will cover the following 
topics: use of selected equipment, use of formats and guides, quality check and audit procedures, 
maintenance and calibration, correct recording, operation and identification of problems, personal 
safety, setting up of traffic diversions, coding and data entry, knowledge of what and how to 
extract information from as constructed drawings and documents 

 If data collection is part in-house and part by Vendor / Supplier (requires some permanent staff, 
some field counters, basic equipment), training will cover the following aspects: use of formats and 
guides, audits and reviews, basic maintenance, other minor works, and equipment to be used for 
upgrades and new works, knowledge of what to abstract from as constructed drawings and 
documents, etc. 

 If most data is to be provided by Vendor / Service Provider (requires very limited permanent staff 
involvement), training would be in maintenance and operation of equipment to be handed over and 
used for upgrade and limited new work, knowledge of what to abstract from as constructed 
drawings and documents, etc. 

4.6 As Built Drawings 

4.6.1 As Built Drawings as Source of Data 

The results from the Questionnaire (as described in Chapter 8) revealed that As Built drawings were being 
used as a source to populate RFI.  Certainly, As Built drawings do provide a source of features and 
attributes being employed on current works. Furthermore, the use of drawings also provides a source of 
both linear and spatially referenced points to represent these features.  Traditionally the problem has been 
that alterations on site have not been well documented and therefore, to include information on position 
requires that this discrepancy be addressed.  A number of options are available: the detail is flagged under 
metadata based on uncorrected position; the position is surveyed using survey grade equipment and 
separately recorded; the information is recorded using the equipment generally used for the collection of 
data as a separate exercise at the time of project handover. 

4.6.2 Communication of Requirements 

In all circumstances where As Built information is to be used, it is essential that the end user requirements 
be clearly made known to those expected to provide the information.  If it is intended that the detail be 
provided as part of the As constructed package, then the details to be provided should be tabulated and 
documented, so that the field staff are required only to fill in and complete a simple table.  Further, by 
making known the fact that the data is to be used in a subsequent process, the emphasis on accuracy and 
reliability of the information will be understood and appreciated.  In some circumstances this has not been 
done on a regular or formal basis and information coming from the field has been of poor quality.  This 
reduction in quality leads to a degradation of the whole database.  A duplication of effort could be 
eliminated with proper communication of requirements. 
 
Emphasis therefore on why data is being collected, what the standard of survey should be, and exactly 
what features and attributes are required for the RFI will ensure that the RFI itself reflects the most 
current status of work in the field.  It will not only record what has been removed but also what is 
currently being installed. 
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4.7 Guidelines & Best Practices 

There are a number of techniques that are available to an agency for data collection.  The final decision 
will be related to what features and attributes are being collected.  It is very likely that if a variety of 
features are being collected, more than one method or technique is required.  Essential to the success of 
this part of the program is to be very clear as to the expectations of the various stakeholders and what is 
acceptable to them.  A table (Data Collection Techniques vs. Features) has been included in Appendix II 
that illustrates which method of data collection applies to which feature. 
 
Data is time sensitive, and some features and attributes more so than others.  Data collection can take a 
long time depending on the techniques selected.  Even if data is collected using vehicles traveling at 
highway speed, the subsequent extraction of the features and attributes from the digital images can also 
take a long time.  
 
Therefore: 
 
Organizational Aspects 

 No single method of data collection technology can collect every feature and attribute 
 Institutional barriers to efficient data collection are often more difficult to overcome than the 

technical ones  
 User expectation must be set.  RFI data collection cannot equal survey accuracy, and collection of 

attributes of appurtenances from videologs does not completely replace field surveys 
 
Technical Components 

 Identify potential data collection technologies – initial data set 
 Identify potential data collection technologies – to maintain the data set (they may not be the same 

as for the initial data set)  
 Review your technology needs  - whether any additional hardware or software is required 

internally 
 
Survey Conditions 

 Geospatially referenced data is becoming the norm in roadway data collection and should be 
collected as part of any RFI program 

 Match feature types to techniques 
 Match accuracies to techniques 
 Culverts should be pre-marked on the asphalt.  This can expedite maintenance collection by almost 

50% 
 Consider pre-marking other assets that are not easily visible 

 
Collection Considerations 

 Select a method of transport 
 Select a geographical technology(s) 
 Select data collection technology(s) 
 Define the data collection environment (urban rural, two-lane, multi-lane) and how many passes 

are needed to collect the data 
 Plan travel routes to minimize back tracking and repeating travel areas. 

 
Collections Tips 

 If using a handheld computer in the field, ensure a good accurate menu driven application with all 
features and attributes is available 
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 Road centerline does not always accurately fit the actual GPS tracklog.  Keeping the GPS track log 
on all the time at one-second intervals is an effective way to determine road track logs and 
centerlines.  This background information helps determine spatial discrepancies whenever there are 
differences with the position of data being collected and the existing digital maps 

 Don’t overload or overwhelm the data collector with too much information to collect.  This leads to 
errors and “punch-drunk” collectors.  Separate collection process to 2 or 3 features if necessary, 
keeping in mind the final cost 

 
Technology 

 Projects must be able to react to information technology advancements.  For example, if the 
original specification called for delivery of data on DVD, during the course of the project this may 
be changed to large capacity portable USB drives 

 
Cost 

 Select in-house, outsourced or a combination (equipment purchase or not) for data collection 
 Determine whether any additional hardware or software is required internally 
 Establish initial budget and develop on-going budget needs (maintenance) 

 
Quality 

 Establish how to verify and evaluate “ground truthing” (and pay for, if outsourced) of incoming 
data 

 Document the data collection protocols / procedures 
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Suggested Reading / Websites: 
 

 Primer on Wireless GIS 
By Paul Braun [Available from URISA-Quick Studies] 
http: /  / www.urisa.org / store.htm 

 
The explosive growth of the wireless telecommunications market has taken mobile computing to 
another level: wireless GIS.  Predominant uses of wireless GIS are in areas such as utilities, asset 
tracking, maintenance management, land management, public safety and environmental 
management.  This Quick Study will minimize the hype related to wireless computing by 
providing a realistic look into the wireless GIS market along with outlining an actionable approach 
for planning and implementing wireless GIS within an organization.  This Primer will provide an 
overview of the industry and dissect each of the critical components; the telecommunications 
industry, hardware availability, software capabilities, data design and security.  The guide will 
clarify the differences between mobile and wireless computing, review the history and current state 
of the industry, and provide a vision as to where each component is going. 

 
 Aerial Imagery Guidelines 

Compiled by: John Deck, University of California, Santa Cruz Mary Tsui, Land Systems Group, 
Monterey, California [Available from URISA-Quick Studies] http: /  / www.urisa.org / store.htm  

 
Many agencies have a need for aerial and satellite imagery.  Since aerial imagery is an expensive 
and complex commodity, the intent of this publication is to define the basic terms and to discuss 
and explain the common issues surrounding aerial imagery acquisition.  In addition, negotiating 
tips and minimum standards for imagery are suggested, along with a listing of resources for 
learning more about this subject.  This publication also includes sections on: photographic vs. 
digital imagery, uncorrected vs. corrected orthophotography, and flight planning. 
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CHAPTER 5 – DATA PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS 

5.1 Background 

As discussed in previous chapters, the amount of processing of collected data will depend on the methods 
selected to collect the data.  For example, if one of the “basic” methods (van mounted or hand held PDA, 
Laptop, DMI and / or GPS units) is used to populate the database, then the collected data only requires 
validation and loading into the database.  In some cases the loading of the data is as simple as 
downloading the files from the field unit.  Conversely, if a mobile mapping or multi-functional vehicle is 
used and data is collected, including digital images at highway speeds, then feature data cannot be 
extracted and populated in real time and must be post processed.   
 
The operation of ‘Data Processing’ may be easily understood under the following headings: 
 

 Pre-processing 
 Correction / Adjustment (GPS) 
 Storage  
 Analysis 

 

5.1.1 Pre-Processing 

Before populating any collected data into the system for total processing, it is important to check that the 
data is "reasonable".  Optimum usefulness from a database cannot be obtained with poor, insufficient and 
/ or incomplete data.  Depending on the feature and its attribute(s), the standard for checking / testing the 
data quality may vary, and there might be special features (such as checking that a linear asset has a start 
and end GPS data or distance) in the data that may be used in testing data quality.   
 
Pre-processing is a transformation or conditioning of data designed to make processing easier and more 
productive.  It is important to note that removing outliers or unwanted data will improve the accuracy of 
the data processing.  Thus, we should consider the possibility of transforming and conditioning the data 
in some useful way.  In this regard a thoughtful complete data structure (discussed in Chapter 3) is 
imperative.  The range of the data, for example digits after decimal, should stay well within the machine 
precision of the computer.   
 
Pre processing may include some or all of the following tasks: 
 

 Initial data transfer: This transfer refers to the shifting of data from the collector’s data source to 
the data processing PC 

 Data Preparation and Cleaning: Data preparation and cleaning is often neglected, but is an 
extremely important step in the data pre-processing.  The purpose of data cleaning is to find and 
correct errors in data entry.  For example, typing errors happen frequently when dates are entered.  
The data cleaning attempts to deal with these problems.  Large data sets collected via some 
advanced methods, for example using mobile mapping vehicle or aircraft, that has not been 
carefully screened, can produce highly misleading results when analyzed 

 Data Reduction: The aim of data reduction is to aggregate or amalgamate the information 
contained in large datasets into manageable information nuggets (a useful and valuable 
information package).  Data reduction methods can include simple tabulation, clustering etc. 

 
The data processing process is illustrated in a Flow Chart shown in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 - RFI Data Processing 
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5.1.2 Correction / Adjustment (GPS) 

GPS data corrections have been discussed in detail in Chapter 4 and represent a data processing exercise.  
As noted there are a variety of methods in use to increase the accuracy of the GPS data; some are real-
time and some are processes completed in the office.  Real time and post processed GPS corrections are 
referred to as Differential GPS (DGPS).  The correction process relies on synchronized timings and the 
use of “fixed” base stations of known position. 
 
To calculate the correction it is necessary to determine the difference of apparent position and actual 
location of the base station.  As this difference varies constantly, it is recorded against the satellite system 
time clock.  This time related difference is then compared with the record in the GPS receiver and the 
position differential applied to the GPS receiver’s apparent position. 
 
Post process correction is achieved by downloading the GPS receiver data into an external computer 
which holds information on the base station.  Real time correction use radio signals carrying the base 
station difference correction information, which is then provided to the GPS receiver during position 
recording.  When downloaded from the receiver the position has already been corrected for the error 
difference. 
 
Both DGPS methods are capable of delivering positional information to centimetre accuracies. 

5.1.3 Storage 

Looking at the forms of analysis likely to be carried out from the pre-processed data it becomes 
significant that a compatible electronic storage in the form of database is essentially required.  Data 
should be stored in a database program where it is possible to take advantage of the record manipulation 
option of database management systems, for example feature ownership, budget forecast, etc.  Storage 
operation should involve the following two tasks: 

 Database creation: The databases must be designed and structured to enable the system to analyze 
the data according to end users’ need.  Its creation should exploit the advantage of its inter-
changeability with other systems such as spreadsheet, graphics packages and statistical packages 

 Data entry: Entered data should be organized appropriately so that it can be converted and / or 
exported, if necessary 

5.1.4 Analysis 

The main objective of data processing is to provide the successful implementation of primary data 
analysis.  Such an analysis should be carried out in order to: 

 aid in highway design, operation, and maintenance 
 provide road network and feature information for planners and program managers 
 potentially integrate information of road features inventory with other highway related information 

systems such as pavement, accident, traffic, etc. 
 
In a large database the concept of drill-down analysis may be applied for data analysis.  This will 
facilitate the interactive exploration of data by considering some simple breakdowns of the data by a few 
variables of interest, for example highway type, owner, etc.  Different statistics, tables, and graphical 
images can be computed for each group.  In addition, a user may want to "drill-down" towards the base 
information through analyzing the data "underneath", for example, review of the data for expressways for 
a province.  Again, different statistical and graphical information can be computed.  These might indicate 
further breakdowns by other variables for example pavement type, its age, etc.   
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5.2 Interoperability & Integration 

Other considerations that need to be taken into account during data processing are interoperability and 
integration.  Both of these topics have been discussed in Chapter 3 Inventory Data Considerations.  
Interoperability requires open systems and open data formats so that competitive products can work with 
each other.  Whereas data integration requires a common or associated methods of referencing so that 
data can be combined or linked from two or more data sets from different sources.  If either of these 
goals were identified during the Needs Analysis, care must be taken during processing to meet the 
various needs of the end users.  This may mean additional processing on the data to account for a number 
of different referencing systems. 

5.3 Software and Operating Platforms 

The examination of the many available software applications and operating platforms available for a 
Road Features Inventory was outside the scope and therefore not included in these guidelines.  
Technology advances continue to evolve.  These changes occur very rapidly and conclusions become 
dated very quickly.  Both of these topics affect interoperability and data integration. 

5.4 Feature Extraction  

Feature extraction refers to the technique of processing digital images to extract geo-referenced data 
relating to a feature and its attributes.  These images have been collected using mobile mapping vehicles.  
This activity is not required if the data for the features was directly input into a data logger (PDA, Laptop 
etc.).   
 
Some companies (such as Roadware, LambdaTech) that collect digital images also have proprietary 
software to extract the data from those images.  Others (such as IMS, Stantec, EBA) use third party 
software.  Based on our survey results and research, the GEO3D Trident application appears to be the 
most common.  The extraction process can be very time consuming and is a function of the number of 
features and attributes being inventoried.  The time to extract each feature can be between 2 and 3 
minutes.  Our surveys indicate that most agencies need a feature extraction contract with the data 
collection company to provide the data.  Only the larger agencies purchase the feature extraction 
application.  As discussed in Chapter 4, this involves an operator viewing the digital images and visually 
identifying the features and attributes using the various tools of the software application.   
 
Feature extraction from digital images takes a long time (a function of distance covered and features to 
be extracted) and those agencies that contract out this service need to be aware that if time overruns 
occur in the project, the original images may become “stale” and extracted features may not represent 
today’s reality. 

5.5 Quality Control 

Whatever method is used to collect the data, procedures must be in place to ensure quality data is 
provided.  Quality control means that the same standardized services / results are obtained every time 
when there is a data related operation.  In this context quality is about the data meeting the pre-defined 
requirements of the end user.  Quality Plan has to be developed and documented (see Section 5.5 – 
Guidelines of Best Practices). 
 
For those data collection methods that rely on visual, real-time data entry in the field, the feature and 
attribute are totally “observable” and therefore easy to see and categorize.  Therefore, one aspect of 
uncertainty or potential source of error (incorrect identification of a feature) is greatly reduced.  This is 
especially true for those features that could be hidden from a van-mounted camera such as culverts or 
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catch basins.  Using feature extraction software relies on the ability of a computer operator to “see” and 
accurately categorize all required features and assets as viewed on a monitor. 
 
Therefore, in the context of Road Feature Inventories data quality can refer to a number of 
characteristics.  Terms such as completeness, correctness, accuracy (relative or absolute) and precision 
all come into play for inventory, distances, and the location of the features associated with the Right-of-
Way.   
 

 Completeness means - were all required features along with appropriate attribute(s) collected? 
 Correctness means - were all features identified correctly? 
 Relative Accuracy refers to a pre-defined level of accuracy of one feature with respect to another 

(i.e., a street light may be referenced to a distance from another feature - a curb) 
 Absolute Accuracy refers to a pre-defined level of accuracy of a feature independent of other 

features, using a defined / approved coordinate system  
 Precision refers to the ability to place the same feature in the same location on two different data 

collection activities (i.e., repeatability) 
 
As mentioned earlier under pre-processing, it is a good idea to have a duplicate data set as a “test set” in 
addition to the real data.  The real data should not be used while testing but, instead, be reserved for the 
quality checks and also exercises such as training. 
 
As with any data process the quality of the extracted features needs to be verified.  If an agency contracts 
out this process the chance of a misidentification (i.e., is it a catch basin or an inlet?) becomes much 
higher as the Consultant / Contractor is never as familiar with the features as an agency’s own personnel.  
The documentation of the feature descriptions becomes critical, as does the pilot data review.  Note that 
an “accuracy and quality clause” needs to be built into any outsourcing contract for payment purposes. 

5.6 Guidelines & Best Practices 

 Quality assurance must be performed continuously from the outset of the project.  For a large 
number of features, automated quality assurance functions are required to verify the substantial 
amounts of data generated.   

 
 It is strongly suggested that an agency develop and document a Quality Control Plan that covers 

the following topics: 
- Documented requirements for the collection, addressing each of the following items where 

relevant: 
 Completeness 
 Correctness 
 Accuracy 
 Precision 

 
- A method to verify supplied data against the requirements.  For example, complete a manual 

field check on a pre-determined sample (the size can range from 5% to 20% and will depend 
on the amount of data being collected and availability of staff) or if a multi-phase approach 
is used, use phase 2 to verify a sample of phase 1 data 

- Make a duplicate data set to carry out testing, debugging etc.  prior to operational release  
- A method to correct any errors.  If a field verification is undertaken then the original data 

should be with the team in the field so that corrections can be recorded and the database 
corrected (and not simply to make a note) 

- A method to add any missed features 
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- If the data collection is outsourced then contract language needs to be in place to cover 
accuracy, errors, omissions and location issues 
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CHAPTER 6 DATA PRESENTATION CONSIDERATIONS 

6.1 Background 

The technologies for data presentation and reporting are discussed in this chapter.  A variety of methods 
exist and as mentioned throughout this report the decisions concerning feature choice, data collection 
methods and accuracy will have an effect on the options available for presentation to the user.  For 
example, if coordinates were not collected then the data cannot be spatially displayed using a GIS. 
 
Agencies and the departments within those agencies have been storing and maintaining data using 
mainframe systems, client-server databases and desktop databases.  These are in addition to the paper-
based systems.  Reporting of this data has been mostly tabular, using either standard mainframe reports 
or desktop reporting applications and may include a GIS interface.  More recently the Internet and 
intranets are also being used. 
 
In the following section we discuss the importance of involving the end user in setting guidelines and 
requirements for the reporting requirements.  While many of these reports can and will be built-in to the 
system, it is essential that a user has the ability to generate ad-hoc reports. 

6.2 RFI End Users 

As indicated in Chapter 1- Introduction, Road Feature Inventories are the building blocks on which many 
operation and management systems rely.  While the RFI itself can stand alone and provide a number of 
end users with basic data, the real benefit of RFIs lie in the situation where they are operated in 
conjunction with other traditional management systems.   
 
These management systems incorporate, amongst other aspects, specific testing results, current condition 
data, predictive life cycle, deterioration models, maintenance strategies and options, costing of preventive 
maintenance, rehabilitation and re-construction options, analysis tools etc., as well as dedicated 
prioritizing, ranking and reporting facilities.   
 
These systems therefore include a level of detail, analysis and specialization, which places them beyond 
the realm of what can fairly be termed an RFI.  Both input information and output results from these 
systems may and are appropriate to be documented in an RFI.   
 
As discussed in Chapter 3 – Inventory Data Considerations, there is a strong management and operations 
case for having an integrated system, in which input data and output results can be shared between the 
units or divisions responsible for the respective elements of RFI and Management Systems.  RFI end 
users typically fall into direct and indirect users.   
 
The direct end users are: 
 

 Statistical Management Reporting 
 Pavement / Bridge Management Operations 
 Maintenance Management Operations 
 Operations Programming 
 Budget and Asset Management 
 Field Operatives 
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The potential indirect end users are: 
 

 Planning and Road Design Engineering 
 Stock Control 
 Accounts Departments 
 Legal Departments 

6.2.1 Potential for an RFI to support direct end users through an integrated system 

Statistical management 
Agencies are increasingly being called on to provide to the public, through public relations officers and 
politicians, statistics relating to what has been provided, what condition it is in, and how effectively it is 
being used.   
 
Ownership of this information was traditionally with the roads and maintenance departments.  However, 
with the advent of GIS this ownership has been broadened to include Geomatics and IT departments.  
These latter departments have more efficiently “mined” the information to provide statistics to the non-
technical end users.  The data in RFIs is no longer the sole interest of the originators. This could be 
considered a constraint and an opportunity.  
 
This is clearly an opportunity for the “real” RFI end user, in that the non-technical end users want and are 
prepared to pay for the most current and up-to-date information.  The astute RFI manager will therefore 
base his needs and business case for expansion and integration of the RFI not only on the efficiency that 
may accrue in the field, but also, the ability to provide more and detailed current information to the 
statistic hungry non-technical end user.   
 
 
From the funding and exchange of information aspects then the integration of RFI through reporting 
capabilities is essential with other statistical end users 
 
 
Pavement management 
Pavement management requires that condition data and pavement performance models are known.  
Pavement Management predictive modeling therefore exceeds the details that would be kept in an RFI.  
RFI should hold location and physical features but other than identification of road sample sectors, and 
general pavement conditions such as ride, roughness, pavement condition index etc.  the RFI would not 
provide sufficient detail for Pavement Management engineer. 
 
Much of the pavement condition survey updates and testing is undertaken using equipment requiring 
specialist training and inputs, but this type of expertise cannot be utilized efficiently on the remainder of 
the features in the road inventory.  There is little synergy in combining these two data collection teams.  
The information being collected on the pavement material is of no interest in the RFI without 
considerable post processing and analysis. 
 
From the integration stand point, there are benefits in sharing reference data and final report outputs. 
 
Bridge management 
Bridge management is even more specialized than pavement management.  Features that most bridge 
management systems would hold are generally too detailed to be represented in an RFI.  However, 
having a shared reference structure and documenting some specific items in a shared environment is 
clearly advantageous. 
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Like pavement management, updating condition details is the work of specialist teams and it is unlikely 
that these teams would efficiently collect road feature details; similarly, road feature collection teams 
would not be in a position to record current bridge conditions.   
 
In addition, from the public safety liability obligations, this function has normally resided with the 
Structural Engineering Division, a group separate from those traditionally responsible for maintaining 
and operating an RFI. 
 
Sharing of a reference system and some specific feature details basically represents the limit of 
integration. 
 
Maintenance management 
Not unnaturally the RFI feature and attribute entries are a subset of any maintenance management 
system.  The “legacy” systems on which so many RFIs were developed was born out of the needs of the 
maintenance staff.  Knowing the quantum of features by location is the essence of an RFI. 
 
However, the extent that maintenance management and RFI can be integrated depends upon the method 
of maintenance operations.  Operations based on replacement after a set period could be easily managed 
within an RFI.  Maintenance operations based on ad-hoc or current condition is achievable but with 
considerable effort.   
 
 

The “buy-in” of maintenance engineers to the RFI is an essential prerequisite, as this group represents the 
principle end user. 
 
 

Programming 
Quantum related activities by location could be programmed. Programming replacement or maintenance 
operations such as grass cutting and snow clearance can also be done provided current condition details 
are non-critical.  Beyond these activities the use of RFI becomes a minor or small part of the much larger 
picture of maintenance programming.  On balance however, the programming engineer is a major end 
user for RFI data. 
 
Budget 
An RFI is also a subset of Asset Management / Budget in terms of the quantum of features and the book 
value based on condition as recorded or date installed.   
 
Currently budget linkage is not one of the primary considerations when it comes to RFI features, 
attributes and data. 
 
Field Operatives 
Having gone to the considerable expense of establishing, populating and staffing an RFI it seems logical 
that the most frequent and important end user be considered as a Key Stakeholder, that is the Field 
Operative staff.  The more user friendly and accessible the system can be made then the more use will be 
found for the data on features and attributes that the RFI contains.   
 
Two conditions pertain with the field operatives: the inputting or reporting of defect reports, and the 
outputting of maintenance action reports.   
 
A primary consideration with regard to both reports is the referencing system.  Key questions to ask are: 
can information be input or abstracted from the RFI program and will this end user find the system 
logical and comfortable. In essence the fewer steps involved in the process the better. 
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In the context of reporting, is each feature uniquely referenced in the field- reference number, bar coded, 
tagged etc? If yes, then recording of the reference number will be sufficient to identify it within the RFI 
database. 
 
If no, then field measurement is going to be required, this could be done by either using a: 

 Linear Reference System - provides a method and can require very little transformation for the end 
user.  In the linear system a common reference point is identified (mile / kilometre post or 
monument) and a distance relative to this point given. Also, the descriptions of the feature to be 
maintained are provided. 

 
 GPS Spatial Reference System – provides a location, along with a confirmation of the feature to 

be maintained.  This too can be as simple as a number of key clicks and the tapping in of reference 
data. 

 
Recovery of information or issuing of action reports is basically a reverse of the original report in that 
Field Operatives are either given a distance from a known feature (LRS) and an offset, or are provided 
with coordinates. 
 
Third Party Reporting 
Third party reporting poses a major challenge for any RFI in which complaints and reports are called in 
by third parties, invariably the general public but also emergency services.  The problem here is that 
referencing will not be in accordance with any of the methods previously used to either collect the field 
data or store the information in the RFI.   
 
Third Party referencing will in general be by a mixture of postal address, approximate distance and 
description of defect.  Even if the feature is coded or tagged it is unlikely that this information will be 
forth coming. 
 
Distance (approximate) may be related to a known point (intersection, monument), or more probably an 
unknown point (house address, opposite some local feature).  This may be enough with a linear system 
and a known point to identify the feature. It is highly unlikely that reference by coordinates will be given. 
Invariably the only remedy to third party reporting is to send a field operative to identify and confirm the 
defect and to document its location. 
 
Which of the above field operative systems is the best? This depends upon what the current practice is; in 
general, this is a linear based memory system, because of tradition and familiarity of the field operatives 
with instructing and referencing crews by local features, knowledge of position of features in the ROW, 
and the sequential location of features from memory. 
 
If GPS equipment is to be used, introduced or made available, then the cost of acquiring equipment for a 
large number of field operatives and field crews needs to be considered and factored into the cost.  Units 
may cost upwards of $250 for a simple hand-held, to $6,000 per unit, to which training and peripheral 
equipment will have to be added.   
 
It should also be noted that in using the cheaper units the accuracy of the location would be of the order 
of 3-5m.  The recording of points in the RFI database to three figures of decimals of a metre therefore 
becomes somewhat superfluous. 
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6.2.2 Potential for an RFI to Support Indirect End Users Through an Integrated System 

Planning and Road Design Engineering 
Planning and Road Design Engineers have been ranked as indirect end users primarily from the fact that 
the nature of their work is localized and usually requires a level of detail inconsistent with that under 
which RFI are recorded and operated. 
 
From the Planning perspective, attributes such as ROW, location of intersections and levels of 
development rather than features are of interest.  For a planner, use of a GIS platform rather than of RFI 
is more probable. 
 
For the Road Design engineer the requirement is for a high quality survey taking into account ROW, 
existing curb lines, existing edge of pavement, sidewalks, embankments, slopes, ditches and culverts, as 
well as all above and below ground utilities, and capped by the requirement for detailed levels for all of 
these.  It is not economically justified to hold and maintain current level of detail required by a design 
engineer for a local area over the whole network.  What is sensible and practical is to undertake a survey 
pertinent to the design location at the time of the intended design.  This ensures that information is 
current, accurate to the degree required for the design and certifiable by an accredited surveyor.  
However what is required from the designer is to provide feedback information from the design drawings 
and documents into the RFI.  Chapter 8 Questionnaire identified that all agencies were using information 
from “As Designed / As Constructed” documents to update and populate the RFI. 
 
Stock Control 
This is an area of the maintenance operation that could be linked to the activity in the RFI.  By 
monitoring report activity, work orders and spares could be automatically generated and the RFI updated 
with a sign off of work completed.  This is particularly important in carrying stock with potentially long 
lead times or in identifying high turnover items.  These high turnover items might also provide indication 
of poor location of feature items, manufacturer defects, life cycle information etc.  The retention of 
historical information associated with the RFI is therefore advantageous in addition to the need to have 
updating capabilities. 
 
Accounts / Finance Departments  
Current relationship between Account / Finance Departments and RFI end users is normally limited to 
approval and administration of budget expenditure.  However if World Bank “End User Pays” Models or 
GASB 34 models were to be introduced then this remoteness would require to be changed.   
 
The World Bank approach, under the guidance of Ian Heggie (Management and Financing of Roads: An 
Agenda for Reform (World Bank Technical Paper)) has been for the motorist or transporter to pay for the 
cost of provision and upkeep of infrastructure, which is used by them.  Funding for many overseas 
agencies, coming under the influence of WB, now comes through road user fees and charges, the money 
being held in accounts only accessible by non-government controlled Road Authorities. 
 
In the US the movement is towards financial accountability to the public and the financial institutions 
(bond agencies) through GASB 34 (Governmental Accounting Standards Board, Statement 34).  The 
GASB 34 was introduced in 1999 and came into full affect for all state governments by June 2003.  The 
general requirements are as set out below: 
 

“To be in compliance with Statement 34, governments must report capital assets—including 
infrastructure—at historical cost and then depreciate those assets over their useful lives. 
However, if infrastructure assets are maintained so as to preserve remaining service potential, the 
“modified approach” may be employed instead of reporting depreciation for the assets. 
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GASB recognizes that when assets are consistently maintained and renewed so as to ensure 
essentially an indefinite life, they are not being “used up” as is assumed under traditional 
depreciation rules. 
 
Under the modified approach, governments must inventory and assess the condition of the assets 
comprising a network (or subsystem), decide on a minimum level of acceptable condition, estimate 
the amount necessary to maintain and renew the assets, and then demonstrate that investment has 
been sufficient to maintain the target condition level established by the government. 

 
If these requirements are met, the government may report as expense the cost of maintaining and 
preserving or renewing the asset network as opposed to reporting depreciation. 
Another potential advantage of the modified approach is its requirement for documentation, which 
may provide trend information indicating changes in condition over time.  This material may be a 
useful avenue for transportation agencies to outline the effectiveness of their stewardship 
activities and to demonstrate the requirement for and use of future resources.” 
 
The government should perform condition assessments at least every three years, and the results 
of the three most recent assessments should show that the infrastructure assets are being 
preserved at or above the established condition level.” 

 
The need under GASB 34 for an RFI is therefore paramount in being able to account for assets, further 
the inclusion in the RFI of condition details, date of installation and value are essential attributes. 
 
Currently this type of financial accountability is not required in Canada, however, policy and/or political 
changes do occur and new requirements are introduced.  Any new RFI or any update to an existing RFI 
should take such an occurrence into account. 
 
Legal Departments 
Litigation is currently not a common word in the lexicon of the RFI engineer. In the stakeholders’ survey 
(summarized in Chapter 8), a question was specifically included to test whether legal obligations were a 
factor or consideration for RFI staff.  Only one agency’s response indicated that they took such 
obligations into account, as a secondary function. 
 
On the other hand the only private organization to respond gave litigation a much higher profile, and had 
in fact shaped their maintenance program around mitigating liability as a consequence of defects or 
damages going unattended.   
 
With Provinces issuing criteria for maintenance standards for defects and repairs, the legal ground has 
been set for errant agencies to be in breach of legal obligations as well as being negligent in their 
maintenance activities.  An agency operating without an RFI linked to its maintenance activity and 
condition records may well leave itself highly vulnerable in a court of law.  Legal Departments may 
therefore become a key driver in ensuring that RFIs include condition details, track updates and 
document maintenance activity. 
 

6.3 Options for DATA Presentation 

Figure 6.1 provides a guide with respect to options for data presentation in the left column and suitability 
on the right hand side.  Each option is briefly discussed.  Note that these options are not mutually 
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exclusive and a number of them can be used together.  The intent of these descriptions is to provide the 
reader with dialogue with regard to the needs, limitations and uses of each. 

6.3.1 Searchable Database / Line Diagrams 

A basic implementation where the data is stored in a simple database application (Microsoft© Access or 
similar) that enables data to be retrieved, sorted and queried but analysis cannot be completed.  Tabular 
reports can be generated with linear diagrams but with no mapping capability.  This option is considered 
the basic starting point for those agencies that have nothing at present and have limited funding to 
develop additional capabilities.  Typically the data will reside on one computer and therefore have 
limited exposure to other departments.   
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Likely more suitable for smaller agencies no 
GPS necessary 
Data limited for integration purposes

Comments

DATA PRESENTATION OPTIONS

Linear or Line Diagrams

Mapping - GIS

Image Viewing and feature 
extraction needs

Image Viewing (Videolog) Only

Options

Maximum potential use of features and 
attributes PROVIDED they are VISIBLE
Requires GPS and sophisticated technology
Maximum potential for visible  feature capture 
Maximum potential for information overload

Limited to a visual presentation
Requires a software application to access the 
appropriate section of images (tape or digital)
No searchable database of features

Need to import collected data into GIS
Need to assess and define the accuracies of 
the data and the RELATIVE accuracies

Single PC

Multiple PCs (Same department)

Internet/Intranet 

Searchable database

Limited exposure of data
Simple data integrity
Future integration of data may be difficult 
Potential for redundant data sets

Managed computer network required
Database management required
Potential server needs
Centralized or distributed database
Department or agency exposure of data
Redundant data potentially eliminated 
Integration of data potentially required

Requires managed internet and portal, FTP
Maximum potential exposure of data at 
minimum cost (for existing internet/intranet)
Centralized or distributed database
Single database - no redundancy of data
Potential ease of updating data
Required mutual cooperation of all 
departments (who collect data)
Requires conformity of use of data
More flexibility for presentation options

Multiple PCs (Agency wide)

Mainframe Computers

 
 

Figure 6.1 - Data Presentation Options 

6.3.2 Mapping / GIS 

A sophisticated display option that requires that any collected data include GPS coordinates for each 
feature, which will need to be imported into the GIS and requires conformance to (existing) data 
standards.   
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This option offers the best potential exposure of the data (assuming desktop access to the GIS) for an 
agency as well the best possible presentation – a map.  It also offers a potential solution for data sharing 
and data integration and, if implemented correctly, will reduce or eliminate redundant data.   
 
As one set of data is being imported into another set of data and being viewed concurrently, it is 
important to understand and document the accuracies of each set.  For example, to collect the position of 
a traffic sign to an absolute accuracy of 1 metre and then view that feature on a map with an accuracy of  
+ / - 5 metres, the map may place that feature (visually) in the wrong location.  The end user has to be 
aware of these potential limitations to avoid errors. 

6.3.3 Image Viewing (Videolog) 

This display option is available when videolog / photolog data has been collected (but not GPS data).  
Many systems provide the data in a Super VHS format but more recently the images are provided in 
digital format.  The data can be provided continuously or at a fixed frame count / distance per kilometre.  
To view the analogue images a playback device is required.  The digital images can be viewed with the 
software bundled with the Microsoft© operating system.  To provide some “intelligence” to the analogue 
tapes a header is normally included that displays some inventory information (road name etc.) and 
sometimes software is available to locate specific sections of road.   
 
These systems were designed to capture a visual record of the road or Right-of-Way at a given point in 
time for reference purposes.  A database of features was not developed but a query could be made on 
demand by accessing a series of frames to determine what existed at the time of the data collection.  
These are excellent tools for risk management but expensive to maintain.  They have a limited 
application for developing RFI inventories. 

6.3.4 Image Viewing & Feature Extraction 

Following on from the above, and provided the images are recorded in a digital format and GPS has been 
captured, then these images can be used, with the appropriate software, to extract required features, 
attributes and their respective locations.  The resulting files can then be imported into an infrastructure or 
asset management program.  It is important to note that only those features and attributes that are 
VISIBLE will be recorded.  These same images also form the visual record at a given point in time and 
can be accessed using a personal computer.   

6.3.5 Single PC 

This is likely one of the simplest presentation options that will only suit very small agencies.  The data 
resides on a single computer and data management and integrity is in the hands of one individual.  The 
exposure is very limited and as departments within an agency become more sophisticated, future data 
integration could be a problem without data standards.  Presentation options are limited to the tools 
available on a single computer. 

6.3.6 Multiple PCs / Network 

This option assumes that the agency has a computer network that connects not only departments within 
the same building but also buildings remote from the central location.  This option allows maximum 
exposure of the data but requires data standards and a managed database.  Presentation reports can be 
developed with whatever tools available over the enterprise. 
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6.3.7 Internet / Intranet 

The Internet is an emerging technology for the presentation of roadway data.  The use of Internets and 
Intranets within transportation agencies has been increasing over the past few years.  Many software 
applications are being or have been developed to run over the “web” (such as GIS) thus providing more 
opportunity for a wider use.  This means that far more people have access to the data.  The Internet has 
the benefit that it is widely deployed amongst agencies and therefore the incremental cost to provide or 
offer this medium for transportation data is relatively low.  Using the Internet or Intranet the database can 
either be centralized or distributed as shown in the Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2 - Data Storage Options 

 
When a database is centralized all of the respective departments store all data in one centralized database 
that all departments can access.  For a distributed database each department maintains and updates their 
own subset of data for which they are responsible.  They can also share their data with other divisions.  
Each of these has advantages and disadvantages.  A big advantage of the centralized database is that 
metadata standards are uniform across all departments.  This then results in a disadvantage in that the 
process of managing simultaneous database access becomes complex.  For the distributed scenario a big 
advantage is that each department becomes responsible for maintaining their data (a subset of the entire 
dataset), which is simpler to manage.  A disadvantage is the required standardization across the various 
departments. 
 
Using these approaches provides the opportunity for all potential users to view the information.  In 
addition, if data is available remotely, the process of maintenance and updating of data is simpler, as the 
field maintenance personnel, during the course of their normal routine, can correct / update data locally.  
When they return to the office those updates can be uploaded to the main database (with appropriate 
protocols).   
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6.4 Photo / Digital Images 

Photo, video and digital images are excellent methods for viewing roadway data.  These images provide 
a permanent (date stamped) record of the inventory and can be viewed with the appropriate application.  
Normally digital images are geo-referenced and analogue tape is tagged (typically in a header on the 
image) to show time and date of collection and a linear reference. 
 
Digital images take up a lot of storage.  For comparison purposes, if it is assumed that if each image is 
100KB, a 1 MB image would require 10 times the storage capacity.  Note that the storage requirements 
are based on .jpg format, other formats can require additional storage.  The following chart illustrates the 
storage requirements at different intervals i.e., one image every 10m or 20m for different network 
lengths.   
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Figure 6.2 - Image Storage Requirements 
 
Numerous digital file formats are in use today, yet many have several things in common: 

 Header - contains information about the picture  
o Picture format (i.e., what fields occur where, and what they mean) 
o Resolution and quantization 
o Title, date, creation software, other annotations 
o Colour lookup table 

 Data - the picture itself  
o ASCII data - large, but moves readily between systems  
o Binary data  

 Footer - supplements the header  
 
A description of some of the digital file formats follow: 
 
AI  
Adobe Illustrator's metafile format; which is similar to Encapsulated Postscript. 
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BMP 
The Bitmap file format is used for bitmap graphics on the Windows platform only.  Unlike other file 
formats, which store image data from top to bottom and pixels in red / green / blue order, the BMP 
format stores image data from bottom to top and pixels in blue / green / red order.  This means that if 
memory is tight, BMP graphics will sometimes appear drawn from bottom to top.  Compression of BMP 
files is not supported, so they are usually very large. 
 
CGM 
Computer Graphics Metafile, an American National Standards Institute / International Standards 
Organization metafile format for images of any kind.   
 
EPS 
Encapsulated Postscript.  The Encapsulated PostScript file (EPS) format is supported by most illustration 
and page layout programs, and in most cases is the preferred format for these applications.  Note that this 
is also the only file format that supports transparent whites in Bitmap mode. 
The Encapsulated PostScript file format is a metafile format; it can be used for vector images or bitmap 
images.  The EPS file format can be used on a variety of platforms, including Macintosh and Windows.  
When you place an EPS image into a document, you can scale it up or down without information loss.  
This format contains PostScript information and should be used when printing to a PostScript output 
device.  The PostScript language, which was developed by Adobe, is the industry standard for desktop 
publishing software and hardware.  EPS files can be graphics or images of whole pages that include text, 
font, graphic, and page layout information.   
 
GIF 
Graphics Interchange Format.  The Graphics Interchange Format was originally developed by 
CompuServe in 1987.  There are two "flavours" of GIF, the GIF87 and the newer 89a.  89a adds several 
extra features like transparency and animation.  GIF pictures can only have 256 colours, or 256 shades of 
grey.  GIF images can also be interlaced.  The CompuServe GIF was created to upload documents to the 
CompuServe Information Service and to pass documents between other types of computers.  The idea 
behind designing GIF files was to create the smallest possible image file for uploading and downloading 
from electronic Bulletin Board Systems (BBS), thus producing a highly compressed format that 
minimizes file transfer time over phone lines.  The compression is accomplished by using the LZW 
method for indexed color tables. 
 
Both versions may use an encoding method referred to as interlacing.  When an image is saved by using 
four passes instead of just one, it is called interlacing.  On each pass, certain lines of the image are saved 
to the file.  If the program decoding a GIF file displays the image as it is decoded, the user will be able to 
see the four passes of the decoding cycle.  This will allow the user to get a good idea of what the image 
will look like before even half of the image is decoded. 
 
JFIF (JPEG) 
The Joint Photographic Experts Group File Interchange Format.  JFIF can store up to 24 bit color, so it's 
suitable for professional use, and it can do interlaced display like GIF (called "progressive" JFIF), which 
along with its small file sizes makes it the standard format for Web graphics.  Like GIF, JFIF is a data-
stream format - you can view images before you've got all of the data.  Also like GIF, JFIF supports 
interlacing.  The JFIF format also supports CMYK (process colour - Cyan, Magenta, Yellow) and black 
in a subtractive colour model images, which makes it suitable for use in publishing applications. 
 
JPEG compression economizes on the way data is stored and also identifies and discards extra data, that 
is, information beyond what the human eye can see.  Because it discards data, the JPEG algorithm is 
referred to as "lossy".  This means that once an image has been compressed and then decompressed, it 
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will not be identical to the original image.  In most cases, the difference between the original and 
compressed version of the image is indistinguishable.  In general, compressed JPEG images have 
compression ratios of between 5:1 and 15:1.  A trade-off does exist between the image quality and the 
amount of compression.  You do not need to decompress images saved in the JPEG format.  They are 
automatically decompressed when they are opened.   
 
A recent development called JPEG 2000 is a new image coding system that uses state-of-the-art 
compression techniques based on wavelet technology.  (www.jpeg.org / jpeg2000 / index.html ) This 
standard while not in wide use promises additional file compression. 
 
PICT 
Pict is the all-in-one Apple Quickdraw metaformat.  It can include bitmapped or vector images, and can 
use different compression schemes.  The Picture file format is for use primarily on the Macintosh 
platform; it is the default format for Macintosh image files.  The PICT format is "lossless," meaning it 
does not remove information from the original image during the file format conversion process.  Because 
the PICT format supports only limited compression on Macintoshes with QuickTime installed, PICT files 
are usually large.  Use the PICT format for images used in video editing, animation, desktop computer 
presentations, and multimedia authoring.   
 
PNG 
The Portable Network Graphics format.  Supports alpha channels for masking, gamma for colour 
correction, and storing 48-bit colour images.  It is platform independent and should be used for single 
images only (not animation).  Compared with GIF, PNG offers greater colour support and better 
compression, gamma correction for brightness control across platforms, better support for transparency, 
and a better method for displaying progressive images. 
 
PNG was intended to be the replacement for GIF due to LZW patent problems, and due to GIF being 
limited to only 256 colours.  However, being designed later, PNG also supports 24 and 48 bit colour and 
a set of technical specifications and features.  The PNG basic compression is called the ZIP method, and 
is like the “deflate” method in PKZIP, but PNG also incorporates special pre-processing filters that 
improve the compression efficiency, especially for gradient data often found in photographs. 
 
PS 
Adobe Systems' Postscript.  Page description language, originally conceived so computers could send 
very accurate page descriptions to the then-new high resolution laser printers. 
 
PSD 
Adobe Photoshop's native format, which stores all of its layer and selection and miscellaneous other 
image data. 
 
TIF 
Tagged-Image File Format (TIFF) is used mainly for exchanging documents between different 
applications and different computer platforms.  The Tagged Image File Format was primarily designed to 
become the standard format.  In order to become the standard, the format was designed to handle just 
about any possibility.  The result of this design provided the flexibility of an infinite number of 
possibilities of how a TIFF image can be saved.  As a result, no application at all can claim to support all 
TIFF variations.  Some professional applications support many TIFF variations, but there will always be 
an obscure variation that will cause a problem for some application.   
 
The above is only a small sample of the literally hundreds of formats presently in use.  A search of the 
internet using the following three phrases will demonstrate the range of formats currently available 
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Vector Data (i.e., DLG’s shapefiles dxf etc.), Raster Data (i.e., DRG’s DOG’s etc.), Elevation Data (i.e., 
DEM’s etc.). 

6.5 Guidelines & Best Practices 

 The options available for presentation reflect the data that has been collected i.e., to show features 
on a map using a GIS requires collecting coordinates of that feature 

 Consider the use of the Internet to show (as well as update) the data 
 The file size of each image can vary between 50 KB to 1.5 MB depending on format – ensure that 

the technology (software and hardware) exists to store and access the images.  Depending on the 
number of images a dedicated server may be required.  (Example from Alberta: almost three 
terabytes of image data will be collected in one year, which equates to about eight million jpeg 
images) 
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CHAPTER 7 DATA MAINTENANCE & UPDATES 

7.1 Background 

The final step of the program is to ensure that the methodology has been determined and documented for 
the maintenance of the data.  This part of the RFI is considered critical to the long-term success of the 
initiative.  The technique for updating the data in the field may or may not be the same as the initial 
undertaking and will depend to some extent on the initial number of features collected.  It is often 
different, as by definition the data is being updated by adding new features and confirming / revising 
existing ones and therefore the exercise is less onerous.  It is interesting to note that the majority of 
survey respondents indicated that they used as-built records to update their data. 
 
The maintenance process not only involves fieldwork but also database maintenance.  This means that 
after the data has been updated and checked the new and / or revised data must be loaded or imported 
into the existing database.  Adding new feature data is sometimes a simple process but often it becomes 
more complex when existing records need to be purged and / or revised.  The database maintenance is 
further complicated if the original alignment of the road or highway was modified, therefore, impacting 
on the location and length.  
 
Again, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, the question of data compatibility needs to be considered, 
especially if the method of data collection used is different from the original method.  Importing data 
using two methods of data collection can cause serious problems to the database. 
 

7.2 Data Updates / Maintenance 

The frequency of data updates relates to how much the feature is expected to change over time.  In the 
case of pavement data, it is a function of a number of characteristics such as: traffic volumes, the 
environment and the expected location / condition change over time.   
 
For physical features, the frequency of change is more related to events and the environment.  For 
example, traffic signs can last a number of years before needing replacement but cars can knock down 
signs, therefore, creating a need to update the database.  The location of a sidewalk rarely changes over 
time unless it is replaced or moved for a road widening.  Therefore, the frequency of change is variable 
and one set of rules cannot be applied to all features.   
 
The results from the survey did not indicate any consistent response in data maintenance frequency.  
Most agencies had not decided on a schedule.  The exception to this was pavement condition data where 
most provincial agencies update a portion of their network every year so that the entire network is 
retested on a three or four year cycle. 
 
It is important to realize that data maintenance must be carried out using a documented plan.  The survey 
respondents indicated that the data owner or data steward is typically responsible for data maintenance 
i.e., responsible for new data collection, verifications and corrections, while the group responsible for the 
data integrity (e.g., Transportation IT or Public Works IT) typically loads and performs data validity 
checks and back-ups. 
 
For the verification and update process it is very important that (previous) data be available in the field.  
This makes the process simple, more acceptable to the field staff and over the long term, increases the 
reliability and integrity of the database.  If a multi phase data collection plan is developed, then take the 
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opportunity to complete the quality check with each subsequent data collection effort (see Chapter 9 
Project Examples – New Brunswick and Florida Turnpike). 

7.3 Need for Data Updates and maintenance 

The events like new construction, feature maintenance activities, ice storms, heavy rain etc. may create 
inconsistency between the database and the real world with regards to road feature inventories.  In such 
cases the database loses its reliability and the users cannot fully exploit the system.  With the rapid and 
continuous changes in the specification / standard of road features there comes a need for updating the 
modified feature(s) and attribute(s). 
 
A preliminary estimate of a road activity based on outdated data, for example road-width from RFI 
database, may lead to a costly operational error.  Generally, the cost of outdated data-related information 
may sometime surpass the cost associated with data update and maintenance.  Thus, in order to uphold 
the primary objective of maximizing the operational efficiency, accurate and reliable information must be 
available across the network (database system). 
 
Typically there are three kinds of data updating operations: 
 

 Data addition: will occur when a new feature or attribute is identified, and most likely the data has 
to go through all or some of the steps / processes mentioned in Chapter 5 (Data Processing 
Considerations) 

 Data deletion / archived: when an existing feature or attribute is physically removed, the data 
needs to be deleted or archived.  However, if only attribute(s) of an existing feature is changed / 
modified it has to be archived 

 Data extension: involves additional data related to new attribute(s) to an existing feature 
 
Archiving of data needs to be addressed in a responsible manner.  Even though storage is becoming 
cheaper as time passes, an agency needs to evaluate whether any historical data should be archived.  It 
can be too easy to simply say “let’s save it all” without understanding the consequences of storage, 
retrieval and use.  As with the initial selection of the feature and attribute list, the “need” should be 
justified. 

7.4 Update and Maintenance Strategy 

For coordinated update and maintenance activities, and to estimate annual budgets to accomplish the 
same, every agency with RFI capability should have an ‘update and maintenance strategy’.  The points of 
consideration are: 
 

 Sustainability and consistency: Data maintenance must be viewed as a sustainable priority.  The 
update and maintenance program must be supported from all aspects to provide consistent updated 
information.  The long-term nature of the associated costs with ‘data update and maintenance’ 
operation distinguishes it from RFI’s one-time initial cost 

 Timeliness: How often the data needs to be maintained in order to keep information accurate and 
up-to-date? Time gap between two consecutive periodic updates and maintenance of different 
features will not be the same 

 Level of accuracy: What is the acceptable tolerance limit feature / attribute-wise?  Before 
deciding the limit one must consider the acceptable accuracy level for both individual data and 
derived data (end result) 
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During the update process a number of issues relating to accuracy occur that were not present during the 
initial data capture.  They are as follows: 
 

 Reproducibility of a point 
 Duplication of points 

 
To address these concerns it is necessary to go back to the metadata and the required level of accuracy 
and tolerances of the data.  Without knowing these characteristics of the data it may be difficult to detect 
when a feature, collected during the data maintenance exercise, has been recorded twice.  For example, if 
the tolerance for the location of a feature is + / - 2 metres, and two signs occur within 2 metres of each 
other, how is it “tested” for duplication? Much of this problem can be overcome by using the data 
stewards or owners to update and maintain their data.  However, this may not always be the case and 
therefore the maintenance strategy must include a method to deal with this potential problem.   
 
To illustrate the various steps to accomplish the maintenance and update of the data please refer to 
Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1 - Data Updates and Maintenance 
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7.5 Approaches for Accomplishment 

As with the initial data collection program, the approaches for accomplishing continuous data update and 
maintenance operation can either be in-house or outsourcing.  Whatever approach is adopted, the agency 
/ user must keep in mind that the primary objective should not be just to control the costs, but to optimize 
the use of resources to continue data update and maintenance as a priority. 
 

1. In-House Resources: Owned and operated by the agency, this section / department is structured 
to be dedicated to updating and maintaining the data.  However, there is always a danger of these 
resources being diverted away to other activities.  As a result backlog grows and the database is 
soon outdated 
 

2. Outsourcing – External Resources: The responsibility for data update and maintenance is 
given to a third party, besides agency / owner and the user.  The outside company agency will 
develop, maintain, and support the agency’s databases.  The company will be responsible for all 
data, as well as the processes required to support all asset inventory.  Through the outsourcing 
approach of data maintenance, an agency can achieve a level of assurance that the points of 
consideration such as timeliness, accuracy etc. (discussed under ‘Update and Maintenance 
Strategy’) will be consistently met 
 

3. Combination of In-House & Outsourcing: Can be any of the following: 
 Extraction method: In this, changes are made by outside company on the extracted copy - a 

portion of the system database records that needs to be updated.  The updated copy is sent 
back to the agency’s database for posting.  The agency then follows the same process used 
under data processing considerations 

 Remote Technology: This involves the use of remote terminal technology.  This approach 
allows real-time backlog posting directly on agency’s database.  Through the use of tools 
such as Citrix™ Winframe™ (included in Microsoft Windows 2000 (NT 5.0) as “Terminal 
Server”) and a high-speed connection, the agency’s database can directly be updated 

 Duplication Technology: In this process, the outsource agency sets up a duplicate system 
where all changes are directly made in real time into the database system.  The system 
automatically lock-in the section that is under update and maintenance operation 
 

4. Training: As discussed in Chapters 2 & 4, training on maintenance data collection activities is 
as important as for the initial collection.  This is especially important as the staff and technology 
may have changed.  Consistency in identifying the features and attributes and in the use of the 
technology is essential to the use and acceptance of the data 
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7.6 Frequency of Updates 

This is an area where individual agencies have “a what is right for them” may not be “right for 
everybody else” situation.  There can be no hard and fast rules because each agency has a unique set of 
features in a varying state of repair and ageing.   
 
The following therefore needs to be taken into account in preparing a schedule for updating of features: 
 
Policy 

 Commitments detailed in the Business Plan 
 Legal obligations and significance of feature 
 Development growth rate (new requirements versus budget balance for replacement) 
 What political commitments have been made 

 
Content 

 When was the last Update or when was the RFI created? 
 What features have been maintained and replaced? 
 What was included at the time, number, location, condition, etc.? 

 
Deterioration Profile 

 Age spectrum of each of the existing features 
 Condition spectrum of each of the existing features 
 Deterioration spectrum of each of the existing features 
 Deterioration spectrum of replacement materials / rehabilitation actions 
 Orientation and exposure of feature relative to predominant ageing factor 

 
Costing 

 Budget and budget projections, past current and future 
 Maintenance department budget and long term plan 
 New Works department budget and long term plan 

 
Specification 

 Rural and urban mix, residential, commercial and industrial location 
 Durability, durability-cost factors, and budget and tendering process 

 
Operations 

 Maintenance management strategy for the feature (replacement only after failure /  ad hoc 
replacement based on use / preventative maintenance approach ) 

 Budget allocation (single pot –accident replacement, new works, routine, periodic etc.) 
 Staff and equipment availability (in-house / outsourced) for field work / processing information /  

data verification / data entry and integration 
 IT / geomatic department commitments and RFI budget for integration 

 
The above list translates into a series of questions:  
 

 What did we intend to do?  
 Does it take account of our legal obligations?  
 How many new items are being added, and are we keeping up?  
 Can we predict the ageing of our features?  
 Is anybody else going to replace what we might count? 
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 Do we have the resources we expected to have to undertake the work? 
 
The answers provide the agency with the frequency that should be observed for the updates, how and 
where updated should be done, and whether assistance is needed in this exercise. 

7.7 Guidelines & Best Practices 

Policy 
 Develop a long-term update and maintenance strategy as part of the initial data collection plan 

program  
 Obtain budget approval for data maintenance updates 
 The data steward or owner is the best person / department to perform the updates and maintenance 

 
Operations 

 The technique for updating the data may differ from the initial undertaking 
 The initial data should be available in the field for verification and updating (such as being loaded 

into a PDA or laptop) 
 If various data sets are being integrated, be prepared for additional data verification in the field to 

“correct” the data 
 When integrating new or additional data sets, metadata and separate metadata referencing is 

critical 
 Consider the need to retain history and/or archive updated data where required 
 Develop a strategy to deal with features that may be duplicated in the update 
 Consider having the data available over the Internet either via a wireless connection or from a 

“local” desktop. 
 Create a duplicate of the real or master dataset for testing revised data prior to operational release  

 
Archiving 

 Consider the need to retain history and/or archive updated data  
 Archiving policies need to be established 
 Different metadata may be required to be associated with updated records 
 Ensure that archive data is documented to facilitate recovery if required for deterioration analysis 

and statistics. 
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CHAPTER 8 SURVEY OF RFI USERS 

8.1 Introduction 
 
The function of a survey is either to obtain information concerning a subject about which collectively 
little is known or formally documented, or to test the strength of opinion amongst those surveyed as to a 
particular hypothesis, inferred result or trend. 
 
To assist in the preparation of this Report it was considered appropriate to undertake a survey of the 
existing Canadian RFI users among the TAC membership. 
 
The surveys objectives being, with regard to information to: 
 

 confirm the type and function of RFI end users 
 document the generic systems being used 
 examine the evolution of these RFI 
 establish the range of features and attributes being collected 

 
With regards to hypothesis, inferred results and trends: 
 

 determine levels of satisfaction with existing systems 
 identify the direction these systems were going in and why 
 test the level of independence of the RFI users in today’s environment 

8.2 Detailed Questionnaire  

The questionnaire invited respondents to provide information in seven categories: 
 

1. Institutional Structure 
2. Development History 
3. Content of (their) RFI 
4. Operation 
5. Hardware & Software Environment 
6. Future Profile 
7. IT/GIS/RFI Organization 

8.3 Questionnaire Responses  

The results from question categories 1 and 3 were used to group the responses.  Since the intention was 
to look for patterns and trends it was appropriate therefore to compare the results from similar entities, 
collecting, what proved to be, similar road feature items.  The following groupings were then established: 
 
Group 1 Provincial and Very Large Municipalities 
Group 2 Large Cities and Regional Organizations 
Group 3 Others 
 
The survey results from the seven question categories were then available for comparison within each 
group. 
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8.4 Discussion of Survey Results  

Discussion and analyses of Survey Results are contained in Appendix V.   
 
The Results were in many cases incorporated into the body of the report or were used to support details 
contained therein.  The following are some examples: 
 

 Range of data collected - there were very clear separations in the type of data being collected and 
stored in the respective Groups’ RFI 

 Relationship between GIS and RFI - all respondents’ organizations had GIS capabilities but only 
50% had their GIS and RFI linked 

 Direction of development – all were moving to integrated systems 
 All used an array of data collection methodologies in the first instance to populate the RFI, 

however for updating and maintenance only a few methods were retained 
 Surveys and presentation of information using GPS capabilities was only one of a number of 

methods being used 
 Recording, documenting and presenting information in a Linear Referenced System were common 

across all Groups 
 The use of “As Built” Drawings was common for initial population, and represented the main 

method used in updates and maintenance operations   
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CHAPTER 9 – RFI PROJECT EXAMPLES 

9.1 Current Examples 

In the course of conducting this project the authors either visited a large number of RFI websites or were 
in contact with groups of RFI users who provided examples and details of their RFI, and also identified 
from their own experiences issues or topics requiring careful treatment.   
 
The authors therefore have compiled Appendix VI, which contains a synopsis of the most appropriate 
references for those in the early stages of RFI development who are looking for additional examples.  
The intention being that: new developers can benefit from the experience of others; or may wish to seek 
some further insight into available options.   
 
Appendix VI – RFI Project Examples provides a range of insight and catalogues a diversity of experience 
of current RFI developers and users. 

9.2 Other References 

The Table of References at the end of the Report is included to provide a starting point for topics referred 
to in the text or taken as a starting point for further development by the reader. 
 
In the Executive Summary we have identified a number of areas in which we recommend that more time 
and resources be invested. One of these areas of concern is the development of a common referencing 
system, which permits interoperability and integration of data across all RFI.   
 
At the time of starting the report one of the main industry groups OGC (Open GIS Consortium) had 
decided that a name change to (Open Geospatial Consortium) was more appropriate given the direction 
that technology was leading the industry.   

9.3 Technology Considerations 

GIS had been one of the cornerstones of the last decade of the 20th Century for spatially based graphic 
interfaced reference systems, and has since been overtaken by a number of competing technologies.  
These new technologies, while still spatially based, used the expanding power of databases to provide 
their outputs.  A new feature in these databases is the ability to automatically integrate metadata into the 
analysis.  By including metadata the transfer of attributes associated with features, and the features 
themselves can be expressed in any format –compatibility and interoperability therefore become 
automatic functions of the flexible database environment. 

9.4 Other Systems 

With the possibility of other means of referencing information, the opportunity arises to use new 
developments in technology to assist the new developer.  Chapter 10 looks at some of these 
opportunities, but it is necessary to caution that this represents a leap into the unknown and at best the 
first step into a new area. 

9.5 Enterprise Wide Systems 

It must also be borne in mind that certain organizations may be constrained by Enterprise Wide policies 
in that only the information technology compatible systems may be supported.  Many of the above 
established RFIs have grown from legacy systems that pre-dated widespread computer based access. As 
a result there may be a certain bias towards Linear Referenced Systems, and the Spatially Referenced 
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System may appear to have a lower presence.  Where an Enterprise does not have a strong IT influence 
then the adoption of either system is feasible.  Where many parties may contribute to one centralised data 
silo then the use of spatially referenced data is the preferred route. 
 
Further, many of today’s software platforms, and certainly all of the new generation of databases that use 
metadata, will be able to transform seamlessly between data in spatially referenced formats and linear 
referenced formats and vice versa.  For such transfer the only required feature is a detailed alignment for 
each road in the network. 
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CHAPTER 10 THE FUTURE 

10.1 Background 

To address the issue of what direction the future of RFIs will take, it is necessary to re-examine the 
function and relationship of RFI and Maintenance / Asset Management Systems, as well as developments 
in parallel fields.  When it comes to technology and technology applications, RFI represents only a 
fraction of the Inventory market. Furthermore, an RFI is only one building block in a much wider system 
of blocks that are collectively called Maintenance and Operations Management tools. 
 
In the past, these tools have been independent entities and RFI aspects have only represented a small 
element in each.  However, the Questionnaire (Chapter 8) identified that all agencies and organizations 
(that responded) were actively pursuing the integration of their many diverse but related existing 
maintenance and operations systems.  Thus while these respondents currently have many historically 
developed and separate systems they are all looking to bring these disparate systems together.  Current 
hardware and software technology is providing a medium in which the assembly, storage, manipulation 
and management of large quantities of information is now perfectly feasible. 
 
The integration of these maintenance and operation systems raises the question of whether the technical 
ability and sophistication is one that suits the end users and can be implemented and used efficiently by 
them, or whether the reality of the situation is being driven by the “high tech” of other non-highway 
market sectors.   
 

 Would we have GPS if the US Department of Defence had not been prepared to spend US$ 12 
billion in the 1980’s to provide a guidance system for their intercontinental ballistic missiles? 

 Would we have GIS if the computer industry had not developed personal computers? 
 Would we have Internet e-mail if CERN laboratories didn’t have telephone bills? 
 Would we have the Worldwide Web if the military didn’t have a requirement to communicate 

after a nuclear world war? 
 
All of the above, used in our daily lives would not have been invented if not for some other entities’ 
“interests”.  
 
The development and form of an RFI in the future will follow one or a number of paths. The path that a 
particular RFI will follow depends upon the costs and benefits associated with either augmenting an 
existing system or changing to a new system.   
 

10.2 The Current Systems 

10.2.1 Linear Reference Systems (LRS) 

LRSs are the longest surviving of the systems currently in use; they have retained their position by being 
applicable to both inputting of information and the ability to provide that information in a form familiar 
to the maintenance and operations end users.  Because the majority of the information they contain is 
relative to the centerline (control line) they are easily upgraded.  Subsequent road alignment 
improvements and surveys require only the chainage be amended while leaving the relationship between 
the feature and the centerline unaltered.  ((NCHRP #506, 3.2.3 Points 4 & 5).   
 
These systems are an extension of the previous “legacy” systems established by maintenance and 
operations staff, and since customized by computer technology into graphic interfaces and simple 
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relational databases. With more emphasis on producing “true” As-built records, it is highly unlikely that 
we will see LRS disappear.  From the computing platform aspect, the move into enterprise databases 
with silo storage as opposed to GIS storage structures also guarantees the retention of the LRS. 

10.2.2 Spatial Reference Systems 

Spatial Reference Systems have two champions, Geographical Position Systems and Geographical 
Information System.  Neither one is likely to disappear and can only become more prevalent as money 
and expertise are poured into them for external reasons. 
 

 Global Position Systems: The US Department of Defence continues to improve the satellite 
system GPS II-R (2005) that GPS relies on and introduce further signal improvements to refine 
accuracy (GPS III system).  However, these refinements below the already 0.3m resolution may 
provide little benefit to end users of RFI.  Further GPS only provides the coordinates for a point 
and provides nothing else to the RFI user. 

 Geographical Information System have come far in a very short time; the GIS “wars” of the 
1990’s saw a concept developed for the military take root in the civilian domain.  Because of 
GIS’s compatibility with personal computer graphics capabilities the system mushroomed into a 
full blown technology, finding applications in most corners of governments and local government 
organizations. 

 
GIS developments may come, but through applications spawned and nourished by the catchword 
“Interoperability”. Interoperability as envisioned by OGC president David Schell: 
 
“But here where I sit on the front lines of “interoperability” it becomes more obvious by the day that 
what is truly more relevant than such dreams is the need to help technology providers working at the 
most basic levels of civil infrastructure to make society and our institutions work better and cost less.  
And that if anything constitutes going to the next level of OGC, it is developing the capacity to transfer 
the consortium’s experience and technical know how to this channel, and to bring these companies en-
masse into the consortium process and create a requirements dialogue that results in extending the 
benefits of interoperability more generally and more rapidly throughout society” 
 
It must also be borne in mind that GIS is currently the prerogative of the IT and Geomatics departments 
and that, as shown in the Questionnaire, RFI and related engineering occupy less than 25% of the current 
workload of these departments.  It therefore should be expected that with increasing concerns for 
security, pan-epidemic tracking, and the realization that environmental degradation is more easily 
mapped using GIS, that time and effort on processing, augmenting and developing RFI data may well 
take second place.  
 
While the technology may continue to improve, the application to increase the access for RFI may not. 
How many maintenance and operations entities will be able to lay claim to their own independent GIS – 
which will include hardware, dedicated staff and budget? 
 
As the Needs Analysis in the section on Methodology identified, not only is it necessary to budget and 
obtain the “buy-in” for the establishment of the system but also for the future maintenance and operation 
of the computer operating platform. 
 
GIS is indeed a very powerful tool, but also one for which competition for access to limited resources 
must be considered. 
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Taking the two compatible technologies together, GPS and GIS, data upgrades as a result of 
improvements and changes in the road alignment, incorporation of more accurate data, and addition of 
information require that all data both in the work affected area and beyond require to be recomputed on a 
regular basis. The maintenance of metadata therefore becomes of primary importance.  (NCHRP #506 
3.2.2 Point 4). 
 
GPS error correction has been recognized in the NCHRP Report 506 -Quality and Accuracy of Positional 
Data in Transportation.  The error comes in two forms, repeatability of the position on separate 
observations using different combinations of satellites, and differences in relative positions between 
objects surveyed under different survey conditions.  For the latter the recording of metadata may provide 
sufficient information to permit differentiation between the two surveys as to which has the higher 
probability of being correct.  Currently however, this assessment must be done using manual inputs.  In 
the future with metadata becoming part of the GIS assessment process, it will be possible to 
automatically allow for the differences in the GPS surveys. 
 
Both Linear Reference Systems and Spatial Reference Systems represent the cornerstones of current 
RFIs.  However, this is not to say that these are the only systems that new RFI users might review.  The 
following paragraphs examine some of the technologies which have the capability to be incorporated in 
the future of RFIs. 

10.3 The Potential Systems 

10.3.1 Inventory Systems 

These systems have been traditionally used for non-road features since users are coming primarily from 
manufacturing and retailing sectors.  With the increased use of cell phone technology and the mass 
production and miniaturization of chips, then the opportunity to employ alternative technologies in a new 
market have arisen, or will arise.  These would include Radio Frequency Identity tags (RFID) and 
Location Based Services (LBS) technologies.   
 
Part of the impetus for the widespread use of GIS and RFI systems south of the border can be related to 
GASB 34, in which financing of maintenance authorities (as part of federal budget payments) is tied to 
the ability to confirm by auditing that road features are in fact sited at the location and in the condition 
claimed.  Therefore, if that audit can be conducted by using more economic means than Linear Reference 
Systems and Spatial Reference Systems, this can accelerate the abandonment of these two referencing 
systems for RFID and LBS, as alternate systems aiming to confirm the existence of a known feature and 
its location. 

10.3.1.1 RFID Tags 
RFID tags are an already established technology used in the retail industry for inventory control of 
merchandise; with the mass production and miniaturization of computer chips, including the integration 
of aerials into these chips, the price of the RFID tag has become such that both wholesale and retail ends 
of the market are now contemplating their use.  Wal-Mart, one of the retail giants (years 2003/4) is 
requiring that its suppliers fit RFIDs to every product and individual items that a supplier provides, so 
that shipments into warehouses and sales at the supermarket counter can be coordinated and tracked. 
 
How many items does it take to have $250 billion turnover?  With mass production of these devices unit 
costs will dramatically decrease.  With more information being encoded the element of trackability 
becomes a significant marketing advantage.  Before long, other retailers will decide that the market 
advantage is too great and the number of devices increase exponentially.  The unit costs become cents 
instead of dollars. 
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RFIDs require no power connection and rely on converting and modifying the signal from an RFID 
scanner to energize them and transmit their characteristics.  The common bar code will very soon also 
contain an RFID which will automatically identify the item, relay a host of spatial information, and 
announce that the product has left the store through a series of strategically placed scanners. 
 
What has started off as a simple identification device now has the capability of being installed in the 
factory or manufacturing process all the time providing information on its position, condition and 
characteristics. 
 
Further, if sensors containing feature environmental degradation condition could be integrated into the 
same chip, then an inspector driving along a road could download the location of the scanner, the 
condition of the feature, and a note for possible remedial action and replacement.  Thus the ability to 
audit the presence of the feature on the road would be satisfied as well as a series of other instructions if 
required without the need to leave the vehicle.   

10.3.1.2 Location Based System 
Location Based Systems technology has already come into play in the automotive and the cello-phone 
sectors with car tracking, vehicle navigation systems, automatic warning systems and the ability to pin 
point 911 calls from cell phones.  With continuing growth of the micro chip, the cost of communicating 
with a feature may become as important as knowing where it is in space, especially if the only reason to 
communicate is to assess its current condition and verify its approximate position. 
 
With a telecom industry geared to mass production and an automotive sector keen to bring 
communications on board in an ever decreasing size of module, then major investors are poised to 
produce very cheap but highly capable trackable devices. 
 
Further if vehicle guidance by the driver were to become obsolete, then the need for many of the items of 
street features that we require today would be eliminated.  With intelligent traffic systems (ITS) and 
roadside beacons, the need for road signs, direction signs, traffic signals, guide rails, road markings etc. 
might all be relegated to virtual onboard computer technology.  The “deep pockets” of the automotive 
sector and the computer hardware and software industry are more than capable of making this happen, 
and to a certain extent are already doing so through internet mapping and guidance, in-car 
communication systems, and congestion tolling.  Thus the link between automobile and cell phone 
tracking is already here. 
 
Two possibilities would then exist.  Would we need an RFI as we now know it, since with automatic 
guidance virtual features would be all that was required?  Or will we install an RFID or LBS device on 
each feature and leave the feature to communicate with the Inventory Manager when the RFID / LBS 
detects a problem?  Current technology allows the UK taxi-cab company Zingo to use the potential 
riders’ cell phone to target their nearest taxi-cab to the caller, often physically matching the two before 
the call is ended.   
 
Similarly, why drive to a feature which is perfectly fine just to verify that this is the case when by sitting 
in the office you can dial it up and confirm its location and possibly its condition, or, better still, have it 
call you when it senses a change in circumstances that you should be aware. 
 
Not an improbable scenario when one considers that on Ontario’s only electronically tolled highway, 
winter maintenance activities (position of snow plows, rate of spread and ambient conditions) is 
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monitored on a real time basis through GPS tracking.  This is done not because of a desire to control 
everything but to take care of the liability aspects in the event of an accident. 
 
If an accident occurs, this agency will be in position to say “yes” on both counts if asked: “Was the road 
salted? Can you prove it?” 
 
With a cell phone manufacturing industry fast approaching saturation it is likely that alternative uses of 
the chips will be forthcoming. 
 
For more information on RFID and LBS technology refer www.directionsmag.com  

10.4 Database Orientated Systems 

This is the domain of Oracle, SAP Microsoft and IBM etc. database technology, running on dedicated 
servers and with multiple interface access.  With computer power doubling every 18 months, by 2034 
computers will be working 1 million times faster than they do today.  Further, with internet band width 
increasing by 50% per year, then again by 2034 the internet will have a band width 200,000 times what it 
is today.  Not only will today’s Oracle 10g be able to compute faster and store more information it will 
be able to transmit the same between server and end user through the web. 
 
What does this translate into for an end user in 2034 having a single PC?  This PC will be operating 
3PHz CPU speed, with a pentabyte (a thousand tetrabytes of memory), half an exabyte (a billion 
gigabytes) of hard disk equivalent storage and connected to the internet with a band width of a quarter 
terabit (a trillion binary digits) per second. 
 
Clearly with such computing capacity, holding a road features inventory on a server connected to the 
internet is equivalent of having direct access to an enormous database in real time.  With such computing 
capability all aspects of today’s RFI would be done in real time and on line.  Possibly automatically 
using one or several of the alternatives above. 

10.5 Optical Capture 

Pattern recognition technology is a technique currently under development and requires the interpretation 
of digital photography using already established patterns.  The primary benefit is that it uses computer 
power to identify and determine the objects presence from the photography.  Presently the system is 
centered on Sign face recognition using colour, RGB colour cues, Fourier transforms for edge extraction 
and region aggregation, neural networks, models and matching pursuit filters.  This technology is likely 
to be extended into other features provided the following parameters are met: 
 

 high detection accuracy 
 low fake alarm rate 
 robust operation 
 high data bandwidth 
 easy interaction with operator 

 
More information on this can be found in several research papers, Automatic Detection and 
Interpretation of Road Signs Mukal V Shirvakar Elect.  Eng.  Dept, University of Texas at Tyler 
(http://ee.uttyler.edu/Mukul_Shirvaikar/PUBLICATIONS/SignsSSST04.pdf) being one. 
 
Extending this technology to cover other features in the road might have proved difficult and gone 
largely unrealized, however considerable money and resources have been placed by US Homeland 
Security in using similar techniques for recognizing people’s facial features.  This situation can be 
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compared to the development of GPS, where one need (military) provided the hardware and software for 
another need (civilian). 

10.6 Data Silos – Enterprise Database Technology Applications  

These are more commonly called Spatial Information Management (SIM) and between 2003 and 2004 
have consumed considerable virtual column inches of text in an excellent GIS / GPS / OGC / WIFI 
internet magazine called Directions (www.directionsmag.com) 
 
We list a few excerpts from these articles authored by David Sonnen and encourage those interested to 
review them directly. 
 
In Spatial Information Management, using International Data Corporation’s (IDC) software taxonomy 
results in the grouping of seven aspects, which are used to cover the spectrum of tomorrows’ broad 
business environment: 
 

 Analytical applications / data warehousing will take today’s GIS data and analyze it using analytic 
applications.  MapInfo, for example, is busy building a strong presence in this field 

 Vertical Applications, which include industry specific applications such as tracking and 
processing information on items 

 ERM applications (Enterprise Resource Management) including material management, resource 
management, and facilities management.  This sector includes many traditional GIS applications.  
ESRI, Autodesk and Smallworld are strong in this field 

 CRM applications (Customer Relationship Management) MapInfo, Object FX, QMSoft and 
Formida are the main players 

 Commerce applications, including order processing, fulfillment and delivery 
 Collaborative applications, these include groupware, email and conferencing applications leaders 

in this are Mapguide from Autodesk and GeoMedia from Intergraph 
 Personal productivity applications, these include office suites such as Microsoft Office and others.  

MapPoint 2000 from Microsoft being the primary exponent 
 
If the above is considered the y-axis of a graph, then in conjunction with each of these must be taken the 
range of applications within an organization, which would be considered along the x-axis. 
 
In essence the SIM require that the whole process across an organization be considered and that the 
demands and uses will govern which systems are to be integrated into the corporate environment.   
 
Individual entities such as RFI are reduced to a single entry among many, and the overall requirements 
dictate the suitability of a system, with end users having to conform to the available interfaces.  The fate 
of the few, individual departments, are being sacrificed to the corporate efficiency of the SIM database. 
 

“For the field in general, it’s worth remembering the downsides to centralized computing.  We 
must take steps to keep users in control, as we grow the power of the network.  It’s essential that 
we keep a strong front end to balance out improved back-end features.” 
 
Jakob Nielsen, Neilson Norman Group, “Thirty years with computers” MSN Tech & Gadgets. 

 
Regardless of the technology either being used or may be used, the most important question that these 
systems must also answer is: how the information is abstracted in a form that is appropriate and 
applicable to the work environment for which it is now being applied?  With the exception of DGPS 
none of these technologies are currently widely used or practiced in the current RFI. 
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10.7 Satellite Images 

Satellite images have not in the past been extensively used in RFI although the ability to collect satellite 
images for other fields is now common.  The primary reasons for not using satellite images have been:  
 

 the resolution of images has been low 
 images cover wide swathes of land while road corridors tend to be narrow bands 
 computer CPU to hold images to permit processing has been limited 

 
For satellite image processing, whether it be Landsat imagery or digital elevation models, flat file storage 
was the only selection possible.  Algorithms were then used to manipulate an image and the result was 
captured as a separate image layer, this layer was then subject to further analysis and so on; during the 
course of all of these analysis, information contained in the original image was lost or a significant 
demand was placed on available memory to retain information through extensive metadata inputs. 
 
However, in the near future such problems may be of historical interest given that Raster Data can now 
be more effectively interpreted by the latest generation of database programs, such as Oracles 10g’s 
GeoRaster feature. 
 

“So, although some issues remain, the ability to read, manage, and manipulate raster data has 
taken a quantum leap forward.  With the volume of satellite data that is being captured, the higher 
the pixel resolution, and the demand for accurate, near real time data, the need to process and 
store raster information will only grow.” 
 
Joe Francica, Editor in Chief, Directions Magazine. 

 
Given this potential change, updating and verification of feature locations may well become feasible 
especially in remote locations where the costs of dispatching a survey crew to record a few scattered 
features may well be greater than the cost to obtain and interpret a satellite image.  Equally where traffic 
volumes are high and the opportunity for surveys is limited then again remote data acquisition becomes 
an effective alternative. 
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10.8 The Big Future Questions 

The most complex questions for future RFI developers will be:  
 
Which technology will do everything that I want to do? 
 

 LRS 
 GPS 
 RFID 
 Optical Capture 

 
How do I store my data? 
 

 Simple database 
 GIS 
 Inventory System 
 SIM 

 
Do I store my data or does it contact me? 
 

 LBS / RFID 
 Virtual Guidance 

 
How much freedom do I have to choose within my organization? 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS / DEFINITIONS 
The definitions of some terms are taken from work by Guptill (1988) and the Federal Geographic Data Committee 
(1994).  Other reference sources include The International GIS Dictionary (McDonnell and Kemp 1995) and work 
by professional associations (ASCE et al.  1994). 
 
Accuracy  
The closeness of observations to true values or values accepted to be true.  Accuracy relates to the quality of a result 
and is distinguished from precision, which relates to the quality of the operation by which the result is obtained.  In 
common GIS practice, accuracy frequently refers to positional accuracy ("plus or minus X meters"). 
 
Attribute  
A defined characteristic of an entity type.  They are characteristics of features in a RFI or Geographic Information 
System (GIS).  Every identifiable feature has attributes.  One potential common attribute of all survey features is 
geographic position.  Other attributes depend on the type of feature.  For example, a road has a name or designation 
number, surface type, etc.  Each attribute has a range of possible values. 
 
Attribute value  
A specific quality or quantity assigned to an attribute, for a specific entity instance. 
 
Cadastral information  
The geographic extent of the past, current, and future rights and interests in real property, including the spatial data 
necessary to describe that geographic extent.  A cadastre is an official register of the location, quantity, value, and 
ownership of land. 
 
Cadastral reference system  
In general, surveys carried out for establishing the boundaries and subdivisions of public lands or for establishing 
land tenure systems. 
 
Centerline  
A line, imaginary or real, delineating the center of a linear feature.  The centerline may be measured or derived 
from the real boundaries of the feature. 
 
Control Point 
A point at a node along a given traversal with a known liner measure.  Control points are generally used to calibrate 
the linear measures along transversals.  The term is sometimes used synonymously with reference point. 
 
Control Section 
A general (and ambiguous) term for a section or roadway, with well-defined end points and a known length.  
Control sections may be established based on consistent linear attributes (pavement type, number of lanes, etc.), but 
this is not required. 
 
Coordinate referencing system  
A set of points, lines, and / or surfaces and a set of rules whereby each point in a given space can be identified 
uniquely by a set of numbers. 
 
Coordinates  
A set of numeric quantities that describe the location of a point in a geographic reference system.  A coordinate pair 
describes the location of a point or node in two dimensions (usually x-y), and a coordinate triplet describes a point 
in three dimensions (x-y-z).  A series of points (two or more) is used to describe the locations of chains and the 
edges of areas. 
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Data dictionary 
Information that describes features located in the field is the data dictionary.  This description includes data type 
classification (point, line, or area), attribute names, attribute types, and a list of valid attribute values. 
 
Data model  
In a database, the user's logical view of the data structure, entities, and relationships (in contrast to the physically 
stored data or file storage structure).  A description of the organization of data in a manner that reflects the 
information structure of an enterprise or a theme. 
 
Database  
A collection of information related by a common fact or purpose. 
 
Data scrubbing 
The cleansing of data through the process of amending or removing data in a database that is incorrect, incomplete, 
improperly formatted or duplicated. 
 
Data Scrubbing 
Data scrubbing, also referred to as data cleansing, is the process of amending or removing data in a database that is 
incorrect, incomplete, improperly formatted or duplicated. 
 
Datum  
Any quantity or set of such quantities which may serve as a reference or basis for calculation of other quantities.  In 
framework and GIS discussions, "datum" usually refers to a set of quantities that serve as a reference for the 
calculation of positions.  A horizontal datum is the set of constants specifying the coordinate system to which 
horizontal coordinates are referred.  A vertical datum is a set of constants specifying the coordinate system to which 
elevations are referred.  In a linear referencing system, the datum serves as the basis for locating the linear 
referencing system in the real world and consists of a connected set of anchor sections that have anchor points at 
their junctions and terminal. 
 
Differential GPS (DGPS) 
The term "differential" is generally used with pseudorange methods, which resolve the errors in a single position.  
One of these methods is real-time DGPS, which resolve the errors in real time, in contrast to the approach of 
relative GPS.  This is achieved by clear acquisition (C / A) code-phase (pseudo-range) error measurements at one or 
more stations and transmitting the data to the remote station(s). 
 
Digital orthoimage  
A digital representation (raster format) of an orthoimage.  The digital image is composed of pixels whose 
dimensions define the minimum unit of resolution (expressed in distance on the ground). 
 
Entity  
A real world phenomenon of a given type.  An entity instance is an occurrence of an entity.  An entity type is the 
definition and description of a set into which similar entity instances are classified. 
 
Epoch 
The measurement interval of a GPS receiver. 
 
Feature  
A defined entity and its object representation.  A real world feature is used in framework discussions to emphasize 
the goal that framework data should be based on the original encoding of an observation, or be removed from an 
observation by the fewest possible generations or interpretations. 
 
Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC)  
See Appendix IV for a full description. 
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Functional class  
The characterization of a certain portion of a highway system based on its purpose.  The framework employs the 
classification published by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), 
which is used widely in the transportation community. 
 
Geocode  
A location identifier.  Geocode also denotes the process of assigning a geocode.  In common GIS practice 
geocoding frequently refers to assigning an x-y location to an address (also called address matching). 
 
Geodetic control  
A network of geodetic control points, or a set of known reference positions, used as a basis for obtaining positions 
of other features.  A geodetic control point has precisely determined coordinates from which the location of other 
features or points can be spatially referenced.  Geodetic control points are frequently called benchmarks - especially 
when they have a known elevation. 
 
Geographic information system (GIS)  
A computer system for the input, editing, storage, maintenance, management, retrieval, analysis, synthesis, and 
output of geographic, or location-based, information.  In the most restrictive usage, GIS refers only to hardware and 
software.  In common usage, it includes hardware, software, and data.  When organizations refer to their GIS, this 
latter usage is usually what they mean.  For some, GIS also implies the people and procedures involved in GIS 
operation.  In this guide, the common usage - hardware, software, and data - is intended unless specifically stated as 
GIS hardware and software. 
 
Geomatics 
Geomatics is the science and technology of gathering, analyzing, interpreting, distributing and using geographic 
information.  Geomatics encompasses a broad range of disciplines that can be brought together to create a detailed 
but understandable picture of the physical world and our place in it.  These disciplines include:  

 surveying  
 mapping  
 remote sensing  
 geographic information systems (GIS)  
 global positioning system (GPS) 

 
Geospatial data  
Information that identifies the geographic location and characteristics of natural or constructed features and 
boundaries on the earth.  The information may be derived from - among other things - remote sensing, mapping, 
and surveying technologies. 
 
Global Positioning System (GPS)  
Positioning System based on a constellation of 24-28 satellites orbiting the earth at very high altitude.  GPS devices 
can be taken into the field to record data while driving, flying, or hiking.  Ground locations are calculated by signals 
from satellites orbiting the earth. 
 
Integration  
A framework term referring to the processes required to compile a consistent set of data from different sources. 
 
Linear referencing method  
A mechanism for finding and stating the location of any point along a network by referencing it to a known point.  
There are many kinds of linear referencing methods (e.g., mile point, reference post, and engineering stationing).  
All linear referencing methods consist of traversals and associated traversal reference points that together provide a 
set of known points, a metric, and a direction for referencing the locations of unknown points. 
 
Linear referencing system  
A set of datums, networks, and linear referencing methods, whereby each point along a network can be identified 
uniquely by specifying the direction and distance from any known point on the network. 
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Map projection  
A systematic method of representing the whole or part of the curved surface of the earth on another, usually flat, 
surface.  The latitude / longitude values of framework data can be converted to any map projection. 
 
Metadata  
Data about the content, quality, condition, and other characteristics of data. 
 
Node  
A zero-dimensional object that is the topological junction of two or more chains or an end point of a chain. 
 
Orthoimage  
An aerial photograph or satellite image from which displacements caused by terrain relief and sensor tilt have been 
removed.  The result combines the image characteristics of a photograph with the geometric qualities of a map. 
 
Permanent feature identification code  
A unique identification code that is assigned to a feature and does not change unless the existence of the feature 
does. 
 
Photogrammetry  
The science and art of deducing the physical dimensions of objects from measurements on photographs.  For 
framework purposes, the principal application is aerial photogrammetry, in which the photographs are taken of the 
earth from aircraft or satellites. 
 
Point  
A zero-dimensional object that specifies geometric location.  One coordinate pair or triplet specifies the location. 
 
Precision  
A measure of the quality of the method by which measurements are made.  The ability to place an entity in the 
same location on two separate data collection activities – i.e., repeatability. 
 
Raster data model  
A spatial data model in which the locations of entities are represented using an array of cells or points that hold 
values for attributes. 
 
Referencing system  
A set of datums and rules by which the location of each point can be identified uniquely. 
 
Resolution  
A measure of the finest detail distinguished in an object or phenomenon.  For images, resolution also refers to the 
pixel size. 
 
Selective availability 
Artificial degradation of the satellite signal by the United States of America Department of Defence. 
 
Spatial data transfer standard (SDTS)  
A standard format for transferring spatial data. 
 
State Plane Coordinate System  
The plane-rectangular coordinate systems established by the National Geodetic Survey for defining positions in 
terms of plane-rectangular (x-y) coordinates.  There is one system for each state in the United States; however, 
some states have more than one projection zone. 
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Topology  
A branch of geometrical mathematics concerned with order, contiguity, and relative position rather than actual 
linear dimensions.  Topology is used to establish and describe spatial relationships among geographic entities. 
 
Transportation  
Features used to move people and goods from place to place, including roads, trails, railroads, ports, airports, 
waterways, and related features such as bridges and tunnels. 
 
Vector data model  
A spatial data model in which the location of entities is represented using points, nodes, chains and areas. 
 
 
Specific Terms for GPS (from www.trimble.com) 
 
Anywhere fix 
The ability of a receiver to start position calculations without being given an approximate location and approximate 
time.  
 
Bandwidth 
The range of frequencies in a signal.   
 
C / A code 
The standard (Course / Acquisition) GPS code.  A sequence of 1023 pseudo-random, binary, biphase modulations 
on the GPS carrier at a chip rate of 1.023 MHz.  Also known as the "civilian code."  
 
Carrier 
A signal that can be varied from a known reference by modulation.   
 
Carrier-aided tracking 
A signal processing strategy that uses the GPS carrier signal to achieve an exact lock on the pseudo random code.   
 
Carrier frequency 
The frequency of the unmodulated fundamental output of a radio transmitter.   
 
Carrier phase GPS 
GPS measurements based on the L1 or L2 carrier signal.   
 
Channel 
A channel of a GPS receiver consists of the circuitry necessary to receive the signal from a single GPS satellite.   
 
Chip 
The transition time for individual bits in the pseudo-random sequence.  Also, an integrated circuit.  
 
Clock bias 
The difference between the clock's indicated time and true universal time.   
 
Code phase GPS 
GPS measurements based on the pseudo random code (C / A or P) as opposed to the carrier of that code.   
 
Control segment 
A world-wide network of GPS monitor and control stations that ensure the accuracy of satellite positions and their 
clocks.   
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Cycle slip 
A discontinuity in the measured carrier beat phase resulting from a temporary loss of lock in the carrier tracking 
loop of a GPS receiver.   
 
Data message 
A message included in the GPS signal which reports the satellite's location, clock corrections and health.  Included 
is rough information on the other satellites in the constellation.   
 
Differential positioning 
Accurate measurement of the relative positions of two receivers tracking the same GPS signals.   
 
Dilution of Precision 
The multiplicative factor that modifies ranging error.  It is caused solely by the geometry between the user and his 
set of satellites.  Known as DOP or GDOP  
 
Dithering 
The introduction of digital noise.  This is the process the DOD uses to add inaccuracy to GPS signals to induce 
Selective Availability.   
 
Doppler-aiding 
A signal processing strategy that uses a measured Doppler shift to help the receiver smoothly track the GPS signal.  
Allows more precise velocity and position measurement.   
 
Doppler shift 
The apparent change in the frequency of a signal caused by the relative motion of the transmitter and receiver.   
 
Ephemeris 
The predictions of current satellite position that are transmitted to the user in the data message.   
 
Fast switching channel 
A single channel which rapidly samples a number of satellite ranges.  "Fast" means that the switching time is 
sufficiently fast (2 to 5 milliseconds) to recover the data message.   
 
Frequency band 
A particular range of frequencies.   
 
Frequency spectrum 
The distribution of signal amplitudes as a function of frequency.   
 
Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP) 
See Dilution of Precision.   
 
Hardover word 
The word in the GPS message that contains synchronization information for the transfer of tracking from the C / A 
to P code.   
 
Ionosphere 
The band of charged particles 80 to 120 miles above the Earth's surface.   
 
Ionospheric refraction 
The change in the propagation speed of a signal as it passes through the ionosphere.   
 
L-band 
The group of radio frequencies extending from 390 MHz to 1550 MHz.  The GPS carrier frequencies (1227.6 MHz 
and 1575.42 MHz) are in the L band.   
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Multipath error 
Errors caused by the interference of a signal that has reached the receiver antenna by two or more different paths.  
Usually caused by one path being bounced or reflected.   
 
Multi-channel receiver 
A GPS receiver that can simultaneously track more than one satellite signal.   
 
Multiplexing channel 
A channel of a GPS receiver that can be sequenced through a number of satellite signals.   
 
P-code 
The Precise code.  A very long sequence of pseudo random binary biphase modulations on the GPS carrier at a chip 
rate of 10.23 MHz which repeats about every 267 days.  Each one week segment of this code is unique to one GPS 
satellite and is reset each week.   
 
Precise Positioning Service (PPS) 
The most accurate dynamic positioning possible with standard GPS, based on the dual frequency P-code and no 
SA.   
 
Pseudolite 
A ground-based differential GPS receiver which transmits a signal like that of an actual GPS satellite, and can be 
used for ranging.   
 
Pseudo random code 
A signal with random noise-like properties.  It is a very complicated but repeating pattern of 1's and O's.   
 
Pseudorange 
A distance measurement based on the correlation of a satellite transmitted code and the local receiver's reference 
code, that has not been corrected for errors in synchronization between the transmitter's clock and the receiver's 
clock.   
 
Satellite constellation 
The arrangement in space of a set of satellites.   
 
Selective Availability (SA) 
A policy adopted by the Department of Defence to introduce some intentional clock noise into the GPS satellite 
signals thereby degrading their accuracy for civilian users.  This policy was discontinued as of May 1, 2000 and 
now SA is turned off  
 
Slow switching channel 
A sequencing GPS receiver channel that switches too slowly to allow the continuous recovery of the data message.   
 
Space segment 
The part of the whole GPS system that is in space, i.e., the satellites.   
 
Spread spectrum 
A system in which the transmitted signal is spread over a frequency band much wider than the minimum bandwidth 
needed to transmit the information being sent.  This is done by modulating with a pseudo random code, for GPS.   
 
Standard Positioning Service (SPS) 
The normal civilian positioning accuracy obtained by using the single frequency C / A code.   
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Static positioning 
Location determination when the receiver's antenna is presumed to be stationary on the Earth.  This allows the use 
of various averaging techniques that improve accuracy by factors of over 1000.   
 
User interface 
The way a receiver conveys information to the person using it.  The controls and displays.   
 
User segment 
The part of the whole GPS system that includes the receivers of GPS signals. 
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of professionals using Geographic Information 
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technologies to solve challenges in all state and 
local government agencies and departments.  
URISA promotes the effective and ethical use 
of spatial information and information 
technologies for the understanding and 
management of urban and regional systems. 
http://www.urisa.org/ 
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for Topographic Information, Natural Resources 
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NSDI Framework Transportation  Identification 
Standard - Public Review Draft – Ground 
Transportation Committee FGDC Dec 2000 
 
National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI),  
http://www.fgdc.gov/index.html 
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Open GIS Consortium (OGC).  The OpenGIS 
guide introduction to interoperable 
geoprocessing and the OpenGIS specification.  
3rd ed.  (OGC).  Available from 
http://www.opengis.org/ 
techno/guide.htm 
 
Updated Road Network 
(URN) Data Dictionary Édition 1.0 
Centre for Topographic Information 
Customer Support Group 
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Sherbrooke (Quebec) J1J 2E8 
1-800-661-2638 (Canada and USA) 
October 2000 
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Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) 
– Location Referencing for 
Geographic Databases 

ISO / TC204 / WG3 ISO / TC 204 N805 30-11-2001 

National Road Network, Canada, 
Level 1, LRS Feature Catalogue 

GeoBase www.geobase.ca 10-01-2003 

National Road Network, Canada, 
Level 1, Product Specifications 

GeoBase www.geobase.ca  10-01-2003 

National Road Network, Canada, 
Level 1, Segmented Feature 
Catalogue 

GeoBase www.geobase.ca  10-01-2003 

National Road Network, Canada, 
Level 1, Data Models 

GeoBase www.geobase.ca  10-01-2003 

National Vector Data Change 
Management 

GeoBase www.geobase.ca  10-01-2003 

National Vector Data External 
Databases 

GeoBase www.geobase.ca  10-01-2003 

National Vector Data Metadata 
Specifications 

GeoBase www.geobase.ca  10-01-2003 

National Vector Data Geometric 
Representation and Integrity 
Constraints 

GeoBase www.geobase.ca  13-01-2003 

TAG Source Index Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics 

www.bts.gov/programs/btsprod/ 
tag/tagsource.html  

23-9-2003 

About TAG Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics 

www.bts.gov/programs/btsprod/ 
tag/tagintro.html  

23-09-2003 

Sources of In formation in 
Transportation 
General Transportation 

National Transportation 
Library 

http://ntl.bts.gov/ref/biblio/ 
general/general_dictionaries.html 

23-09-2003 

Overview of the SDTS Document USGS http://mcmcweb.er.usgs.gov/ 
sdts.standard.html 

23-09-2003 

Spatial Data Transfer Standard 
(SDTS) – Part 1, Logical 
Specifications 

American National 
Standard for Information 
Systems 

FGDC-STD-002.1-1997 20-11-1997 

Spatial Data Transfer Standard 
(SDTS) – Part 2, Spatial Features 

American National 
Standard for Information 
Systems 

FGDC-STD-002.2-1997 10-11-1997 

Spatial Data Transfer Standard 
(SDTS) – Part 3, ISO 8211 
Encoding 

American National 
Standard for Information 
Systems 

FGDC-STD-002.3-1997 20-10-1997 

Spatial Data Transfer Standard 
(SDTS) – Part 4, Topological 
Vector Profile 

American National 
Standard for Information 
Systems 

FGDC-STD-002.4-1997 10-10-1997 

Spatial Data Transfer Standard 
(SDTS) – Part 5: Raster Profile and 
Extensions 

American National 
Standard for Information 
Systems 

FGDC-STD-002.5-1999 xx-02-1999 

Spatial Data Transfer Standard 
(SDTS) – Part 7: CADD Profile 

American National 
Standard for Information 
Systems 

FGDC-STD-002.7-2000 xx-03-2000 

Transportation for the Next Decade 
and Beyond: Defining the 
Challenges 

Transport Canada TP13786 2001 

Transport Minister Call for 
Proposals for Research and 
Development of Intelligent 
Transport Systems 
 

Transport Canada www.tc.gc.ca/mediaroom/releases/ 
nat/2003/03-h075e.htm  

14-07-2003 
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Technical Note 11 – Requirements 
for UKPMS Item Inventory 

Chris Britton Consultancy  19-09-1997 

TRP 99-32 GIS Implementation 
Strategy for WVDOT 

Dr.  Michael Robinson  12-2002 

Analysis and Exploitation of 
Geographic Information Systems 

Marshall University 
College of Information 
Technology and 
Engineering 

 08-2002 

Geographic Information Services Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics 

www.bts.gov/gis/reference/ 
report.html  

23-09-2003 

Federal Geographic Data 
Committee Ground Transportation 
Subcommittee 

Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics 

www.bts.gov/gis/fgdc/ 
ref_docs.html  

23-09-2003 

NSDI Framework Transportation 
Identification Standard – Public 
Review Draft 

Federal Geographic Data 
Committee 

FGDC-STD-999.1_2000  

Federal Geographic Data 
Committee Ground Transportation 
Subcommittee 

Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics 

www.bts.gov/gis/fgdc/ 
web_intr.html  

23-09-2003 

Geographic Information Services 
Geospatial One-Stop 

Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics 

www.bts.gov/gis/fgdc/ 
geospatial_onestop/standard.html  

23-09-2003 

Geographic Information Services 
Geospatial One-Stop 

Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics 

www.bts.gov/gis/fgdc/ 
geospatial_onestop  

23-09-2003 

Geographic Information Services 
Geospatial Data 

Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics 

www.bts.gov/gis/ntatlas/index.html  23-09-2003 

Programs Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics 

www.bts.gov/programs /   23-09-2003 

About Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics 

www.bts.gov / about  23-09-2003 

Laws and Regulations Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics 

www.bts.gov/ 
laws_and_regulations/ 

23-09-2003 

Federal Geographic Data 
Committee Ground Transportation 
Subcommittee 

Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics 

www.bts.gov/gis/fgdc/pubs/ 
tsdd.html  

23-09-2003 

Federal Geographic Data 
Committee Ground Transportation 
Subcommittee 

Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics 

www.bts.gov/gis/fgdc/ 23-09-2003 

NSDI Framework Transportation 
Identification Standard – Public 
Review Draft 

Federal Geographic Data 
Committee 

FGDC-STD-999.1-2000  

Choosing a Low-Cost GPS for 
Road Centerline Survey 

National Consortium on 
Remote Sensing in 
Transportation 

www.ncgia.ucsb.edu/ncrst/ 
resources/easyread/GPS/first.html  

04-10-2003 

Grade and Cross Slope from 
LIDAR Data 

U.S.  Department of 
Transportation Research 
and Special Programs 
Administration 

  

Roadway Feature Inventory Using 
Remotely Sensed Images 

U.S.  Department of 
Transportation Research 
and Special Programs 
Administration 

  

UNETRANS: Essential Data 
Model for Transportation 

National Consortium on 
Remote Sensing in 
Transportation 

http://ncgia.ucsb.edu/ncrst/ 
research/unetrans/first.html 

04-10-2003 
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Road Centerline from 
Hyperspectral Data 

National Consortium on 
Remote Sensing in 
Transportation 

http://ncgia.ucsb.edu/ncrst/ 
resources/easyread/ 
HyperCenterlines/first.html 

04-10-2003 

Evaluating LIDAR Accuracy for 
Highway Engineering Design 

National Consortium on 
Remote Sensing in 
Transportation 

http://ncgia.ucsb.edu/ncrst/ 
research/lidaraccuracy/first.html 

04-10-2003 

BridgeView National Consortium on 
Remote Sensing in 
Transportation 

http://ncgia.ucsb.edu/ncrst/ 
resources/easyread/cookbooks/ 
BridgeView/first.html 

04-10-2003 

Converting Shape Files for use 
with Paramics 

National Consortium on 
Remote Sensing in 
Transportation 

http://ncgia.ucsb.edu/ncrst/ 
research/microsimulation/first.html 

04-10-2003 

Alaska Highway Data Highway 
Database Section Division of State-
wide Planning 

About Alaska Highway 
Data, ADOT & PF 

www.dot.state.ak.us/stwdplng/ 
highwaydata/intro.html  

01-10-2003 

About INDOT – Systems 
Technology Division 

Indiana Department of 
Transportation 

www.in.gov/dot/about/systems/ 
index.html  

03-10-2003 

About INDOT – Program 
Development Division 

Indiana Department of 
Transportation 

www.in.gov/dot/about/program/  03-10-2003 

The National Highway System – 
What is the National Highway 
System 

U.S.  Department of 
Transportation 
Federal Highway 
Administration 

www.fhwa.dot.gov/hep10/ 
index.html  

03-10-2003 

Site Map Indiana Department of 
Transportation 

www.in.gov/dot/sitemap/   03-10-2003 

Federal Geographic Data 
Committee Ground Transportation 
Subcommittee 

Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics 

www.bts.gov/gis/fgdc/pubs/ 
tsdd.html  

18-12-2003 

Announcement Of Opportunity for 
Canadian Organizations Enabling 
Applications for Communities of 
Practice using the Canadian 
Geospatial Data Infrastructure 

GeoConnections http://geoconnections.org/ 
CGDI.cfm/fuseaction/ 
accessRfpsEafcop2.home/gcs.cfm 

30-12-2003 

NSDI Framework Transportation 
Identification Standard – Public 
Review Draft 

National Spatial Data 
Infrastructure 

FGDC-STD-999.1-2000 xx-12-2000 

A guide for Local Agency 
Pavement Managers 

The Pavement 
Management System 
Guidebook Review Team 

 xx-12-2000 

Standards for Road Data Collection 
Using Global Positioning System 
Techniques 

Kentucky Transportation 
Cabinet Department of 
Highways Division of 
Planning 

 15-10-2002 

The Roadway INFOstructure 
What? Why? How? 

Transportation Research 
Board of The National 
Academies 

E-C057 xx-11-2003 

Next step in Differential GPS 
Evolution: 10 Centimetre Accuracy 

Research and Technology 
Transporter 

www.tfhrc.gov/trnsptr/june02.htm  29-12-2003 

Roadsoft GIS MichiganTech 
Technology Development 
Group 

  

Feature object detection on the 
Urban Road Surface by The 
Application of Three Line Scanner 
Imagery 

Sompoch Pantavungkour 
– Centre of Spatial 
Information Science, 
University of Tokyo 

  

Sharing Transportation GIS Data Centre for Urban Studies,  xx-06-2000 
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Title Author / Source Reference Date of Publication 

Portland State University 
 

Mobile Mapping Technology for 
Road Network Data Acquisition 

C.  Vincent Tao   

Choosing an Inventory Data 
Collection System 

Joseph E.  Hummer, Craig 
R.  Shuffler, Aemal J.  
Kuattak and  
Hassan A.  Karimi 

99-1195 Transportation Record 
1690 

 

Atlantic Provinces Intelligent 
Transportation Systems Strategic 
Planning Study – Final Report 

IBI Group  xx-11-2002 

A Summary of State DOT GIS 
Activities Presented at The 2002 
AASHTO GIS-T Symposium 
Atlanta, GA 

 http://216.109.117.135/search/ 
cache?p=%22Road+Feature+ 
Inventory%22&ei=UTF-8&url… 

01-07-2003 

Consulting – ESRI Professional 
Services 

ESRI Transportation and 
Logistics Services 

http://esri.com/consulting/ 
transportation.html 

01-072003 

Geography Matters to 
Transportation 

GIS for Transportation http://esri.com/industries/ 
transport/index.html 

01-07-2003 

GIS Takes A Bite Out Of Big 
Apple Traffic 

Geospatial Solutions www.geospatial-online.com   

Pennsylvania Turnpike Maintains 
Roadway and Driver Safety with 
GIS 

ArcNews online http://esri.com/news/arcnews/ 
spring01articles/pennturnpike.html 

01-07-2003 

Maryland Sate Highway 
Administration GIS Team Reaps 
Honours 

ESRI Press Release http://esri.com/news/releases/ 
00_4qtr/marylandsha.html 

01-07-2003 

Streets Department Integrates GIS 
with SAP / ERP 

ArcNews online http://esri.com/news/arcnews/ 
spring99articles / 03-
streetsdept.html 

01-07-2003 

GIS Powers New Brunswick DOT 
into the Fast Lane 

ArcNews online http://esri.com/news/arcnews/ 
spring00articles/gispowers.html 

01-07-2003 

GIS for Utilities in Europe ESRI – The World Leader 
in GIS 

  

Shredding the Map: Building an 
Enterprise Geographic Information 
System for Utilities 

ESRI – The World Leader 
in GIS 

 xx-02-2003 

ESRI and Oracle – Solutions for 
GIS and Spatial Data Management 

ESRI – The World Leader 
in GIS 

 xx-08-2000 

Utility GIS – More than Just AM / 
FM 

ESRI – The World Leader 
in GIS 

 xx-04-2003 

Transportation Needs Drive 
Diverse Usage of GIS 

ESRI – The World Leader 
in GIS 

http://esri.com/industries/ 
transport/transdrives.html 

01-07-2003 

Spatial Enabling Your Data 
Warehouse 

Intelligent Enterprise http://intelligent enterprise.com/ 
010101/webhouse1_1.shtml 

01-07-2003 

Canada Transportation Act Transport Canada www.tc.gc.ca/acts-regulations/ 
GENERAL/C/ct/act/ct_a.htm  

01-07-2003 

Canada Transportation Act 
Review: List of Recommendations 

Canada www.reviewcta-
examenltc.gc.ca/english/pages/ 
ctar-recommendations.htm  

01-07-2003 
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Appendix I - Feature Table 

Suggested Content of Metadata for RFI 
 
• Identification Information 

Originator:  The name of the organization or individual that developed the data set 
Title: The name by which the data set is known 
Abstract: A summary of what is in the data set 
Purpose: Why the data set was developed 
Time Period of Content Date: A single date for which the data set corresponds to the ground or for which the user can be confident of accuracy 
and completeness.  If multiple dates or a range of dates apply to the data set, use "Currentness Reference" to list them and to explain further 
Currentness Reference:  The basis on which the Time Period of Content Date is determined. List what the date is referring to (e.g. ground 
condition, date of quad map that was digitized, etc.).  If multiple dates or a range of dates apply, list and explain 
Progress: Development status as reflected in domain choices 
Maintenance and Update Frequency: The frequency with which changes and additions are made to the data set after the initial data set is 
completed 
Spatial Extent of Data: Describe the geographic area covered by the data set 
Bounding Coordinates:    
Western-most coordinate of the limit of coverage expressed in longitude, in decimal degree units 
Eastern-most coordinate of the limit of coverage expressed in longitude, in decimal degree units 
Northern-most coordinate of the limit of coverage expressed in latitude, in decimal degree units 
Southern-most coordinate of the limit of coverage expressed in latitude, in decimal degree units 
Place Keywords: Words or phrases summarizing an aspect of the place of the data set 
Theme Keywords: Words or phrases summarizing an aspect of the theme of the data set 
Theme Keyword Thesaurus: Reference to a formally registered thesaurus or a similar authoritative source of theme keywords 
Access Constraints: Restrictions and legal prerequisites for accessing the data set.  These include any access constraints applied to assure the 
protection of privacy or intellectual property, and any special restriction or limitation on obtaining the data set 
Use Constraints: Restrictions and legal prerequisites for using the data set after access is granted (ex. transferring to others) 
Contact Person Information: A person within the development or managing group who can receive inquiries regarding the content or 
development of the data set.  This may not be the same as the distributor 
Browse Graphic: A "Browse Graphic" is any type of graphic file that provides an illustration of the data set. If a browse graphic is available on 
the internet, provide the file name Uniform Resource Locator (URL), including the "http://" 
Browse Graphic File Description: A text description of the illustration 
Associated Data Sets: Information about other, related data sets those are likely to be of interest (e.g. derived from common sources, similar 
theme, etc.) 
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• Data Quality Information 
Attribute Accuracy:   An explanation of how accurately the entities have been identified or how accurately values have been assigned in the 
data set.  This can be the result of quantitative analysis, steps taken to ensure accuracy during development, or known deficiencies 
Logical Consistency: An indication of topological problems such as overshoots, undershoots, unwanted intersections, unclosed polygons, 
missing or duplicate labels, etc. 
Completeness:   Information about omissions, selection criteria, generalization, definitions used, and other rules used to derive the data set that 
may affect the completeness of content of the data 
Horizontal Positional Accuracy:   An explanation of the accuracy of the horizontal positions (coordinates) of spatial objects and a description 
of the tests or line of reasoning used to arrive at the estimate 
Vertical Positional Accuracy:  An explanation of the accuracy of the vertical positions (coordinates) of spatial objects and a description of the 
tests or line of reasoning used to arrive at the estimate 
Lineage:   Information about the sources of data used to construct the data set and steps used to process the data. For each processing step 
provide, where possible, the following: source data name, source data scale, source data date, description of processing steps performed, 
scanning or digitizing specifications, hardware and software used, processing tolerances, etc. 
Source Scale Denominator:   The denominator of the representative fraction of source map(s).  Example: on a 1:24000 scale map, the Source 
Scale Denominator is 24000; on a “100 scale” map (1 inch = 100 feet) the Source Scale Denominator is 1200.  If no source maps were used, 
enter zero (e.g. GPS data). If multiple source map scales were used, enter the Source Scale Denominator of the smallest scale map (largest 
denominator) 

 
• Spatial Data Organization Information 

Native Data Set Environment:   A description of the data set in the producer's processing environment including the software name and 
version number. The user may also enter the computer operating system, file name and data set size if desired 
Geographic Reference for Tabular Data:   Description of the types of geographic features, addressing schemes, geocodes or other means 
through which locations are referenced in the data set 
Spatial Object Type: The system of objects used to represent space in the data set 
Vendor Specific Object Types: The spatial objects used in terms used by the software.  Counts of these objects may also be entered (e.g., 
columns = 100, rows = 200, lines = 300, points = 400, etc.)  Additional values may be used if the domain choices are not complete for a data 
set 
Tiling Scheme: Description of the physical partitioning/layering of the data set 

 
• Spatial Reference Information 

Horizontal Coordinate Scheme:   The scheme used to define horizontal coordinates as depicted by the domain choices 
Ellipsoid:  Identification given to establish representation of the Earth's shape 
Horizontal Datum:  The datum used in the horizontal coordinate system. "NAD83 (96)" represents the 1996 adjustment based on the High 
Accuracy Reference Network (HARN) 
Horizontal Units: The horizontal distance units. User may specify additional units not listed in domain 
Distance Resolution:   The minimum distance measurable between two points, expressed in distance units of measure (e.g., the minimum 
allowable distance between two vertices) 
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Coordinate System's Definition:   Explain the reference frame or system from which linear or angular quantities are measured and assigned to 
the position that a point occupies 
Coordinate Offsets or Adjustments: An explanation of the magnitude, direction, etc. of any coordinate shifts or adjustments 

 
• Entity and Attribute Information 

Entity and Attribute Overview: A summary of the information contained within the data set 
Entity and Attribute Detailed Citation: A reference to one or more detailed sources of information on the content of the data set; for example, 
a digital or hardcopy data dictionary. (See FGDC Standard for data dictionary format information.)  The user may attach or link to a detailed 
data dictionary 

 
• Distribution Information 

Publisher:   The name of the organization or individual that made the data set publicly available. This will often be the same as the originator 
Publication Date: The date when the data set is published or otherwise made publicly available 
Contact Person Information: A person who can receive inquiries regarding the distribution of the data set 
Distributor's Data Set Identifier: The identifier by which the distributor knows the data set 
Distribution Liability: Statement of the liability assumed by the distributor 
Transfer Format Name: The name of the format(s) in which the distributor will make the data available. The user may list as many formats as 
desired and may use additional formats not listed in the domain 
Transfer Format Version Number: Vendor version number of the data format within which the data may be transferred.  
Transfer Size:  An estimate of the size of a transfer file is in megabytes (zip or unzip) 
Ordering Instructions:  Instructions for obtaining the data set.  Include instructions for obtaining custom orders. If applicable, also include 
instructions for acquiring data through the "Online Linkage" element below 
Online Linkage: The name of an Internet site or other online resource that contains the data set. Entries should follow the Uniform Resource 
Locator (URL) convention of the Internet. Include "http://" or "ftp://”, etc. in URLs 
 

• Metadata Reference Information 
Metadata Date: The date that the metadata were created or last updated 
Contact Person Information: The name of the person responsible for the metadata information 
Metadata Standard Name:  The name of the metadata standard or guidelines used to document the data set 
Metadata Standard Version: Identification of the version of the metadata standard or guidelines used to document the data set 
Metadata Standard Online Linkage: The name of an Internet site or other online resource that contains a description of the metadata standard 
or guidelines. Entries should follow the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) convention of the Internet. Include "http://" in URLs 
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Notes on the following feature table:  
 
The list and attributes are presented in a reference format. Each (type of) agency will have some but not all of the features listed. The respective 
attributes for each feature are also listed with a tick mark to illustrate whether it is considered required or optional. 
 
i. Road Numbering, a convention to include (where relevant): 

o Route number identifier – unique (be aware of a road that has the same number but a different classification) 
o County  
o Ward 
o District 
o Patrol 
o Division 
o Direction /Positive or Negative 

 
ii. Master Feature Descriptions 

o After agreement has been reached as to which features and attributes to collect it is essential that a “master feature list” be created and 
documented which describes at a minimum: 
- A physical description of the feature and its associated attributes 
- Photographs to illustrate the descriptions (critical if data collection is outsourced) 
- Data Type  
- Format 
- Accuracy of data – where the system is used in conjunction with a GIS, it is important to know the relative accuracy of the various types of 

data. This includes the base mapping data and subsequent updates 
- If condition is also being assessed then a rating scheme needs to be documented to ensure consistency in assessment 
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Description of Data 
Element - Entity 

FEATURE 

Point (P) 
or Linear 

(L) 
Attributes Format of 

Data element Required Optional Comments 

       
Road Reference       
  Route Prefix 

Route Number 
County 
District 
Patrol 
Lane Designation 
Control Section 
Direction 
Start Coordinates/Distance 
End Coordinates/Distance 
Start Name 
End Name 

Number R 
Number R 
Var Char1 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 
Var Char 
Number R 
Number R 
Var Char 
Var Char 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Information is generally only available from 
Office held records. 

Features       
Pavement 
Road Section 

L ID 
Classification 
Type 
Surface Material 
Length 
Road Width 
ROW  Width 
No of lanes 
Extra Lane 
Structure 
Bike Route 
Bus Route 
School Route 
Truck Route 
Traffic Data 
Date stamp 
Start Coordinates/Distance 
End Coordinates/Distance 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 
Number R 
Number R 
Number 
Logical 
Var Char 
Logical 
Logical 
Logical 
Logical 
Number 
Number  
Number R 
Number R  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Physical features and attributes: Length, Road 
Width, No. of Lanes, Extra Lanes are 
confirmed from field surveys. 
Remaining information derived from separate 
investigations and office derived information. 

                                                        
1 Var Char – Variable Character 
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Description of Data 
Element - Entity 

FEATURE 

Point (P) 
or Linear 

(L) 
Attributes Format of 

Data element Required Optional Comments 

Curb / Gutter  L ID 
Present 
Type  
Material 
Location (Offset) 
Length 
Handicap Elements 
Date stamp 
Start Coordinates/Distance 
End Coordinates/Distance 

Var Char 
Logical 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 
Logical 
Number 
Number R 
Number R 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Data generally collected from specific field 
surveys. 

Road geometrics 
(grade, curvature) 

L ID  
Date stamp 
Start Coordinates/Distance 
End Coordinates/Distance 

Var Char 
Number 
Number R 
Number R 

  
 
 
 

Data may be collected from Office As Built 
Information. 

Surface water drains 
(catch-basin) 

P ID 
Structure Type 
Grate Type 
Material 
Invert Depth 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 
Number R 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Data generally collected from specific field 
surveys. 

Ditches L ID  
Type/Shape  
Material 
Height 
Width 
Length 
Design Flow  
Location (Offset) 
Flow Direction 
Date stamp 
Start Coordinates/Distance 
End Coordinates/Distance 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number 
Number R 
Number R 
Number R 
Number R 
Var Char 
 
Number R 
Number R 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Data generally collected from specific field 
surveys. 
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Description of Data 
Element - Entity 

FEATURE 

Point (P) 
or Linear 

(L) 
Attributes Format of 

Data element Required Optional Comments 

Culverts L ID  
Type/Shape 
Material 
Height 
Width 
Length 
Design Flow 
Slope 
Flow Direction 
Location (Parallel, Crossing) 
Offset 
Date stamp 
Start Coordinates/Distance 
End Coordinates/Distance 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 
Number R 
Number R 
Number R 
Number 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 
 
Number R 
Number R 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Detail generally collected from specific field 
surveys.  Most details are obscured from a 
road survey. 

Street lighting P ID 
Pole Type 
Bracket Type 
Luminaire Type/Source 
Mount Height 
Set Back Dist 
Date stamp 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char  
Number R 
Number R 
 
Number R 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Detail generally collected from specific field 
surveys.  Requires coordination of orthogonal 
views. 

Traffic signals P ID 
Signal Head Type 
Pole Type 
Lamp Type 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 Detail generally collected using two 
directional surveys (one in each direction of 
travel). 

Signal Cabinets P ID 
Intersection ID 
Type 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Number 
Var Char 
Number R 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Detail generally collected from specific field 
survey and office held data. 

Cameras P ID 
Pole Type 
Mount Type 
Camera type 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 Detail generally collected from specific field 
survey and office held data. 
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Description of Data 
Element - Entity 

FEATURE 

Point (P) 
or Linear 

(L) 
Attributes Format of 

Data element Required Optional Comments 

Detector Loops P ID 
Type 
Date stamp 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 

Var Char 
Var Char 
 
Number 

 
 
 

 Specific field surveys. 

Traffic Islands P ID 
Type 
Surface Type 
Area 
Date stamp 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
 
Number R 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Collected with other surface features. 

Traffic signs P ID 
MUTCD  
Type (Regulatory – Directional ++) 
Extruded 
Size 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 
Text 
Illumination 
Reflectivity 
Warranty 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
 
Logical 
Number R 
Number R 
Var Char 
Logical 
Number 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Collected with other surface features.  
Requires survey in direction of travel. 

Side walks L ID 
Material 
Width 
Length 
Location (Offset) – Coordinates 
Handicap Elements 
Date stamp 
Start Coordinates/Distance 
End Coordinates/Distance 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R  
Number R 
Number R 
Logical 
Number R 
Number R 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Collect with other surface features.  Remote 
sidewalks will require separate field survey. 

Utilities P ID 
Type 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 

 
 
 
 

 Specific field survey. 
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Description of Data 
Element - Entity 

FEATURE 

Point (P) 
or Linear 

(L) 
Attributes Format of 

Data element Required Optional Comments 

Pole P ID 
Pole Type 
Material 
Base Type 
Height 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 
Number R 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Collect with other surface features.  
Ownership may be difficult to assess. 

Hydrant P ID 
Type 
Colour 
Make 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Collect with other surface features. 

Pavement Road 
markings 
 

L ID 
Type 
Colour 
Length 
Width 
Material 
Date stamp 
Start Coordinates/Distance 
End Coordinates/Distance 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 
Number R 
Var Char 
 
Number R 
Number R 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Optional -- difficult to get accurate data 
except from a slow moving van or on foot  

Shoulders L ID 
Type 
Width 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 
Start Coordinates/Distance 
End Coordinates/Distance 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 
Number R 
 
Number R 
Number R 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Collect with other surface features. 

Boulevard L ID 
Type 
Side 
Width 
Length  
Material 
Date stamp 
Start Coordinates/Distance 
End Coordinates/Distance 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 
Number R 
Var Char 
 
Number R 
Number R 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Collect with other surface features. 
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Description of Data 
Element - Entity 

FEATURE 

Point (P) 
or Linear 

(L) 
Attributes Format of 

Data element Required Optional Comments 

Crash barriers, 
guardrails and safety 
fences 

L ID 
Type 
Height 
Length 
Location (Offset) 
Material 
Mount Type 
Date stamp 
Start Coordinates/Distance 
End Coordinates/Distance 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 
Number R 
Number R 
Var Char 
Var Char 
 
Number R 
Number R 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Collect with other surface features. 

Fences L ID 
Type 
Material 
Length 
Start Coordinates/Distance 
End Coordinates/Distance 
Purpose 
By Law No 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 
Number R 
Number R 
Var Char 
Number 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Collect with other surface features. 
Offset may require separate field survey. 

Gates P ID 
Type 
Material 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Detail generally collected from separate field 
survey. 

Cattle guard P ID 
Type 
Material 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Detail generally collected from separate field 
survey. 
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Description of Data 
Element - Entity 

FEATURE 

Point (P) 
or Linear 

(L) 
Attributes Format of 

Data element Required Optional Comments 

Bridge L ID 
Name  
Deck Type 
Bridge Type 
Grade Separated 
Boundary 
Provincial No 
Old No 
Span 
Number of lanes 
Design Load 
Bridge High Clearance 
Road High Clearance 
Water High Clearance 
Maintenance Group 
Date stamp 
Start Coordinates/Distance 
End Coordinates/Distance 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Logical 
Var Char 
Number 
Number 
Number R 
Number 
Number  
Number R 
Number R 
Number R 
Var Char 
 
Number R 
Number R  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Requires separate field survey. 

Railroad crossing P ID 
Rail Subdivision 
Seniority 
Protected/Barrier 
Illuminated 
Ownership 
Date stamp 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Logical 
Logical 
Var Char 
 
Number R 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Collect with other surface features. 

Interchanges P ID 
Intersecting Route No 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Number 
Number R 

 
 
 
 

 Collect with other surface features. 

At grade 
intersections/junctions 

P ID 
Intersecting Route No 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Number 
Number R 
 

 
 
 
 

 Collect with other surface features. 

Overhead crossing 
(e.g. power lines) 

P ID 
Type 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 

 
 
 
 

 Requires separate field survey. 
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Description of Data 
Element - Entity 

FEATURE 

Point (P) 
or Linear 

(L) 
Attributes Format of 

Data element Required Optional Comments 

Rock slopes L ID 
Date stamp 
Start Coordinates/Distance 
End Coordinates/Distance 

Var Char 
 
Number R 
Number R 

 
 
 
 

 Requires separate field survey. 

Retaining walls L ID  
Type 
Date stamp 
Start Coordinates/Distance 
End Coordinates/Distance 

Var Char 
Var Char 
 
Number R 
Number R 

 
 
 
 
 

 Requires separate field survey. 

Facilities P ID  
Name 
Type 
Size 
Floors 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number 
Number 
Number R 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Collect with other surface features.  May 
require separate field survey for some details. 

Agency infrastructure 
(e.g. patrol yards, salt 
sheds) 

P ID  
Type 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 

 
 
 
 

 Requires separate field survey. 

Quarries and Pits P ID  
Type 
Ownership 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 

 
 

 
 
 

 Requires separate field survey. 

Stockpiles P ID  
Type 
Ownership 
Location (Offset) - Coordinates 
Date stamp 

Var Char 
Var Char 
Var Char 
Number R 

 
 

 
 
 

 Requires separate survey. 

Maintenance Data 
(Activity based) 

 ID  
Date stamp 

Var Char    
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Appendix II Data Collection Techniques vs. Features 

General Considerations  
 
The table lists the type of feature being collected against which type of data collection technique (Basic, Videolog, Mobile Mapping and Multi-
functional – for definitions refer to Chapter 4 - Table 4.1) is able to collect the data. Note that in most cases common sense provides the answer, as many 
of the features are clearly visible from the roadway. 
 

Technology Group Applicability 
Description of Data 

Element - Entity 
FEATURE 

Point (P) 
or Linear 

(L) 
Attributes 1 

Basic Direct 
Data Entry 

2 
Videolog 
/Photolog 

3 
Mobile 

Mapping 

4 
Multi 

Functional 

Comments 

Road Reference         
  Route Prefix  

Route Number 
County 
District 
Patrol 
Lane Designation 
Control Section 

    Normally all of this data is 
available in an inventory and 
either pre-loaded or entered, as 
data is collected. 

Features:        
Pavement 
Road Section 

L ID 
Classification 
Surface Material 
Length 
Road Width 
ROW  Width 
No of lanes 
Extra Lane 
Structure 
Bike Route 
Bus Route 
School Route 
Truck Route 

2 
 
 
 

M 
M 

 
 

x3 
x 
x 
x 
x 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

 
 
 
 
 
* 
 
 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

 
 
 
 
 
* 
 
 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

Notes: 
M - Where measurements are 
involved Group 1 need a wheel, 
tape or DMI to complete these 
tasks.  
* -  For groups 3 & 4 the end 
points need to be visible  
 
The data shown in Italics is 
normally available in a related 
database – a sign has to be 
visible for all other methods 
 
 

                                                        
 Attributes that are in ITALICS are considered “supplied” as part of the inventory data  

2  infers feature/attribute can be collected by this group 
3 x infers feature/attribute cannot be collected by this group 
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Technology Group Applicability 
Description of Data 

Element - Entity 
FEATURE 

Point (P) 
or Linear 

(L) 
Attributes 1 

Basic Direct 
Data Entry 

2 
Videolog 
/Photolog 

3 
Mobile 

Mapping 

4 
Multi 

Functional 

Comments 

Traffic Data 
Date Stamp 
Start Distance 
End Distance 

x 
x 

 
 

x 
x 

 
 

x 
x 

 
 

x 
x 

 
 

 
 

Curb / Gutter  L ID 
Present 
Type  
Material 
Location (Offset) 
Length 
Handicap Elements  
Date stamp 
Start Distance 
End Distance 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Road geometrics 
(grade, curvature) 

L ID 
Date stamp 
Start Distance 
End Distance 

x x * * * Can be obtained form inertial 
navigation and GPS data or 
gyroscopes 

Surface water drains 
(catch-basin) 

P ID 
Structure Type 
Grate Type 
Material 
Invert Depth 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 

 
 
 
 
 
 

If visible If visible If visible  

Ditches L ID  
Type/Shape  
Material 
Height 
Width 
Length 
Design Flow  
Location (Offset) 
Flow Direction 

 
 
 
 
 
 

x 
 
 

If visible If visible If visible  
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Technology Group Applicability 
Description of Data 

Element - Entity 
FEATURE 

Point (P) 
or Linear 

(L) 
Attributes 1 

Basic Direct 
Data Entry 

2 
Videolog 
/Photolog 

3 
Mobile 

Mapping 

4 
Multi 

Functional 

Comments 

Date stamp 
Start Distance 
End Distance 

 
 
 

Culverts L ID  
Type/Shape 
Material 
Height 
Width 
Length 
Design Flow 
Slope 
Flow Direction 
Location (Parallel, Crossing) 
Offset 
Date stamp 
Start Distance 
End Distance 

 
 
 
 
 
 

x 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

If visible If visible If visible Note Most culverts are not 
visible from a moving vehicle 

Street lighting P ID 
Pole Type 
Bracket Type 
Luminaire Type/Source 
Mount Height 
Set Back Dist 
Date stamp 
Location (Offset) 

 
 
 

x 
x 

 
 
 

 
 
 

x 
x 
x 
 
x 

 
 
 

x 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

x 
x 

 
 
 

 

Traffic signals P ID 
Signal Head Type 
Pole Type 
Lamp Type 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

x 
x 

 
 
 

x 
 

 
 
 

x 
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Technology Group Applicability 
Description of Data 

Element - Entity 
FEATURE 

Point (P) 
or Linear 

(L) 
Attributes 1 

Basic Direct 
Data Entry 

2 
Videolog 
/Photolog 

3 
Mobile 

Mapping 

4 
Multi 

Functional 

Comments 

Signal Cabinets P ID 
Intersection ID 
Type 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

x 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

For groups 2-4 cabinet needs to 
be visible 

Cameras  
(Freeway /Red Light) 

P ID 
Pole Type 
Mount Type 
Camera type 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 

 
 
 

x 
 

 
 
 
 

x 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

For the cameras to be classified 
they need to be visible on the 
video – for freeways camera that 
is unlikely 

Detector Loops P ID 
Type 
Intersection ID 
Street 
Date stamp 
Location (Offset) 

 
x 

 
 

 
 

 
x 

 
 

 
 

 
x 

 
 

 
 

 
x 

 
 

 
 

Can be collected if visible 

Traffic Islands P ID 
Type 
Surface Type 
Area 
Date stamp 
Location (Offset) 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

x 
 
x 

 
 
 

x 
 
 

 
 
 

x 
 
 

 

Traffic signs P ID 
MUTCD  
Type (Regulatory – Directional 
++) 
Extruded 
Size 
Location (Offset) 
Text 
Commercial 
Illumination 
Reflectivity 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

** 

 
 
 
 

x 
x 

 
 
 
 

x 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

** 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

** 

** Note for accurate 
measurements of reflectivity a 
special piece of equipment is 
required and is considered a 
manual exercise 
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Technology Group Applicability 
Description of Data 

Element - Entity 
FEATURE 

Point (P) 
or Linear 

(L) 
Attributes 1 

Basic Direct 
Data Entry 

2 
Videolog 
/Photolog 

3 
Mobile 

Mapping 

4 
Multi 

Functional 

Comments 

Warranty  
Date stamp 

Side walks L ID 
Material 
Width 
Length 
Location (Offset) 
Handicap Elements 
Date stamp 
Start Distance 
End Distance 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
* 
* 
* 
* 
 

 
x 
x 

 
* 
* 
* 
* 
 

 
 
 

 
* 
* 
* 
* 
 

 
 
 

Note some sidewalks may be 
visible from vehicle mounted 
cameras but as the majority are 
in urban areas many will not  

Utilities P ID 
Type 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 

 
 
 

 
 

x 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Pole P ID 
Pole Type 
Material 
Base Type 
Height 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 

 
 
 
 

x 
 

 
 
 
 

x 
x 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Hydrant P ID 
Type 
Colour 
Make 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

x 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

For Groups 2, 3 & 4 feature has 
to be visible 

Pavement Road 
markings 
 

L ID 
Type 
Colour 
Length 
Width 
Material 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

x 
x 
x 

 
 
 
 
 

x 

 
 
 
 
 

x 

For Groups 2, 3 & 4 feature has 
to be visible 
Difficult to get accurate data 
except from a slow moving van 
or on foot 
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Technology Group Applicability 
Description of Data 

Element - Entity 
FEATURE 

Point (P) 
or Linear 

(L) 
Attributes 1 

Basic Direct 
Data Entry 

2 
Videolog 
/Photolog 

3 
Mobile 

Mapping 

4 
Multi 

Functional 

Comments 

Date stamp 
Start Distance 
End Distance 

 
 
 

 
x 
x 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Shoulders L ID 
Type 
Width 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 
Start Distance 
End Distance 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

x 
 
x 
x 

  For Groups 2, 3 & 4 feature has 
to be visible 

Boulevard L ID 
Type 
Side 
Width 
Length  
Material 
Date stamp 
Start Distance 
End Distance 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

x 
 

 
x 
x 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

For Groups 2, 3 & 4 feature has 
to be visible 

Crash barriers, 
guardrails and safety 
fences 

L ID 
Type 
Height 
Length 
Location (Offset) 
Material 
Mount Type 
Date stamp 
Start Distance 
End Distance 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

x 
x 

 
 

 
x 
x 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Fences L ID 
Type 
Material 
Length 
Start Distance 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

x 
x 

 
 
 
 
 

 For Groups 2, 3 & 4 feature has 
to be visible 
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Technology Group Applicability 
Description of Data 

Element - Entity 
FEATURE 

Point (P) 
or Linear 

(L) 
Attributes 1 

Basic Direct 
Data Entry 

2 
Videolog 
/Photolog 

3 
Mobile 

Mapping 

4 
Multi 

Functional 

Comments 

End Distance 
Purpose 
By Law No 
Date stamp 

 
 

 
 

x 
x 
 

 
x 
 

Gates P ID 
Type 
Material 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

x 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

For Groups 2, 3 & 4 feature has 
to be visible 

Cattle guard P ID 
Type 
Material 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

x 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

For Groups 2, 3 & 4 feature has 
to be visible 

Bridge L ID 
Name  
Deck Type 
Bridge Type 
Grade Separated 
Boundary 
Provincial No 
Span 
Number of lanes 
Design Load 
Bridge High Clearance 
Road High Clearance 
Water High Clearance 
Maintenance Group 
Date stamp 
Start Distance 
End Distance 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
x 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
x 

 
 
x 
x 
 
 
 
x 
x 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
x 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
x 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Railroad crossing P ID 
Rail Subdivision 
Seniority 
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Technology Group Applicability 
Description of Data 

Element - Entity 
FEATURE 

Point (P) 
or Linear 

(L) 
Attributes 1 

Basic Direct 
Data Entry 

2 
Videolog 
/Photolog 

3 
Mobile 

Mapping 

4 
Multi 

Functional 

Comments 

Protected/Barrier 
Illuminated 
Ownership 
Date stamp 
Location (Offset) 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
x 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Interchanges P ID 
Intersecting Route No 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 

 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 

Route number can be collected 
if a sign exists to denote same 
and is visible 

At grade 
intersections/junctions 

P ID 
Intersecting Route No 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 

 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 

Route number can be collected 
if a sign exists to denote same 
and is visible 

Overhead crossing 
(e.g. power lines) 

P ID 
Type 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 

 
 
 

 
 

x 

 
 
 

 
 
 

If visible 

Rock slopes L ID 
Date stamp 

     

Retaining walls L ID  
Type 
Date stamp 
Start Distance 
End Distance 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
x 
x 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

For Groups 2, 3 & 4 feature has 
to be visible 

Facilities P ID  
Name 
Type 
Size 
Floors 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
x 
x 
 
 
x 

 
x 
x 
 
 
 

 
x 
x 
 
 
 

For Groups 2, 3 & 4 feature has 
to be visible 

Agency infrastructure 
(e.g. patrol yards, salt 
sheds) 

P ID  
Type 

 
 
 

 
x 

 
x 

 

 
x 

 

For Groups 2, 3 & 4 feature has 
to be visible 
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Technology Group Applicability 
Description of Data 

Element - Entity 
FEATURE 

Point (P) 
or Linear 

(L) 
Attributes 1 

Basic Direct 
Data Entry 

2 
Videolog 
/Photolog 

3 
Mobile 

Mapping 

4 
Multi 

Functional 

Comments 

Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 

x 

Quarries and Pits P ID  
Type 
Ownership 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 

 
 

 
 

 
x 
 
x 

 
x 
 
 

 
x 
 
 

For Groups 2, 3 & 4 feature has 
to be visible 

Stockpiles P ID  
Type 
Ownership 
Location (Offset) 
Date stamp 

 
 

 
 

 
x 
 
 

 
x 
 
 

 
x 
 
 

For Groups 2, 3 & 4 feature has 
to be visible 

Maintenance Data 
(Activity based) 

 ID  
Date stamp 

x x x x  

 
The table, which examines features and technologies, does not differentiate between in-house capabilities and vendor/service provider.  An additional 
table follows which, illustrates vendor capability. 
 
Equipment Providers and Data Collection Vendors 
 
The information summarized below is included to provide a starting point for agencies looking to purchase GPS enabled data collection equipment or 
contract out their data collection needs. The authors nor TAC-ATC endorse nor support any of these companies. The list may not be complete but 
contains those companies that were contacted or mentioned during the research for these guidelines.  The technology and the services providers continue 
to evolve at a fast pace and therefore the reader is encouraged to be knowledgeable of the current status of the industry.  
  

Vendor Name Group Website Comments 

Applanix  4 www.applanix.com Equipment supplier for Inertial navigation and position for land vehicles. Company now owned by Trimble 

Datria 1 www.datria.com  Voice Activated data capture application 

EBA 4 www.eba.ca  Provides highway speed pavement and configurable digital image capture uses Trident feature capture software 

Garmin 1 www.garmin.com  Equipment Supplier of a variety of hand held GPS devices 
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Genivar N/A www.genivar.com  Using aerial imagery XEOS technology includes image capture, processing and integration in Geographic 
Information Systems 

GEO-3D  www.geo3d.com  Provides application for feature extraction (Trident) 

GIE 2 www.gietech.com  Provides high speed pavement condition data - IMU used for geometric data only 
 

IMS  4 www.ims-rst.com  Provides highway speed pavement condition data and configurable digital image capture uses Trident feature 
capture software 

Lambda Tech International 
 

3 www.lambdatech.com Collects digital images using a configurable camera set up. Uses in-house feature extraction software  

Leica Ggeosyatems 1 www.leica-
geosystems.com 

Equipment Supplier for airborne sensors and digital scanning work stations 

(Thales Navigation) 
Magellan® GPS products 

1 www.magellangps.co
m 

Equipment Supplier of a variety of hand held GPS devices 

Roadware 4 www.roadware.com Provides highway speed pavement condition data and configurable digital image capture uses Trident feature 
capture software 

Stantec 4 www.stantec.com  Provides highway speed pavement condition data and configurable digital image capture uses Trident feature 
capture software 

TransMap 3 www.transmap.com   

Trimble 1 www.trimble.com Equipment Supplier of a variety of hand held GPS devices 

 
For example, an in-house organization might be sufficiently large that the expenditure on a specially equipped and dedicated van fitted with multiple 
cameras, DGPS, data-loggers, DMI backup, air conditioning/space heater (capital cost) and driver, along with a specialist, trained operator, vehicle 
maintenance, running costs and per diem expenses (operation costs) can be justified in the first instance 
 
However, the business case must also examine the subsequent year use of the vehicle.  By the very nature of the equipment on board and the 
customization of the vehicle it is impractical to use the vehicle for any other purpose. 
 
Where major capital purchases are contemplated then a business case must be made for the duration of the use, otherwise consideration must be given to 
either service providers or sharing a resource between other entities. 
 
This then in turn may limit the choice that can be made of the survey technique to be used for a particular organization depending upon the decision of 
who will collect the feature. 
 
Aerial photography or low level aerial data capture is clearly an area where a vendor/service provider is going to be more cost effective than doing 
something in-house.  The taking of the photograph is only one of a large number of costs before a result is obtained. 
 
Having decided on what equipment it is feasible to purchase, for the type and quantity of items to be collected, then it becomes necessary to look at 
whether a single item is to be recorded or multiple items, and whether condition data is collected along with the location and feature data.  This decision 
will govern the number of passes required, the number of persons required for the survey, and the range of data collected in each pass. 
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i. Population of RFI 
Collection of one Feature and its Attributes at one time 
Advantages: 
• Effort is centered on only one feature and its attributes, and possibly condition of these items 
• Staff training is limited to only identifying location and field information on specific feature and attributes 
• Limited number of staff required 
• Limited number of survey units have to be purchased 
• Survey technique will be chosen to be compatible with RFI reference system (LRS/Spatial) 
• Survey detail, features and attributes to be collected can be planned ahead and resourced 
Disadvantages: 
• RFI contains only limited information 
• Time taken to collect all features and attributes is extended 
• Travel and referencing costs are very high 
• Relationship between adjacent features may be impacted by location errors 

 
Collection of many Features and Attributes at one time 
Advantages: 
• Survey costs are lowered per item 
• May permit one vehicle with required combination of techniques to collect all features and attributes and conditions together 
• Travel time for survey crews reduced 
• Transport costs for survey crews reduced 
• Data collection time for RFI features greatly speeded up 
• Selective abstraction of features may be made from data capture 
• Abstraction priority can be given to particular features in particular areas of the network 
• Relationship between adjacent features may be easily verified, even if location is in error 
 
Disadvantages: 
• Use of one technique may be ideal for one feature and highly unsuitable for another 
• Will require higher initial capital investment in equipment 
• Field of view with any technique becomes critical as to usefulness of information 
• Compromising survey detail for one feature may render others totally un-capturable. Capture of sign face by close focus camera is unsuitable 

for street light arm and head 
• Where a vehicle with cameras is fitted then cameras appropriate to each feature must be carried, marginal increase in hardware cost but may be 

significant change in location coordination costs depending upon software 
• In abstracting details there may be no significant advantage in overall time for populating RFI 
• Survey detail, feature and attributes to be collected are more difficult to program for, either larger teams are required or extra equipment is 

carried that may not be used in an efficient fashion 
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Collection of point and linear features together 
Advantages (Linear Referenced System): 
• Survey reference line need be set out only once 
• Offset of point and ends points of linear features consistent and relative 
• Location errors likely to cancel out (relatively) 
 
Advantages (Spatial systems): 
• Survey control needs to be set up only once 
• Location errors likely to cancel out (relatively) 

 
Disadvantages: 
• Electronic field codes that go along with the points need to be rigorously enforced and applied 
• Field staff need to be acutely aware of all the data to be gathered and to correctly document and log this information 
• Training of field staff needs to be more comprehensive and detailed, higher skill levels required 
• Additional equipment may have to be carried to cater for the surveying of different features and their attributes, which may be very little used. 

Poor utilization of capital 
 
ii. Updating and Augmentation Surveys 
 

Because there is less pressure on completing this work, collecting information with relatively simple equipment, or readily available equipment 
becomes feasible. Survey work can be planned ahead, as the detail and features to be recorded are in general already established. Documenting the 
information in terms of metadata is critical, as the likelihood of differences arising between location and assessed details over what is already 
recorded are possible. The metadata will then provide the level of confidence to select the value to be held in the RFI. 

 
Having a field in the RFI display which shows the level of confidence in the quality of the data, related to metadata, is really an essential. Date 
stamping only may in fact lead to degradation of data, particularly when the latter data has been collected with a less accurate and precise method, 
or by a less experienced observer. 
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Appendix III Outsourcing Information 

Outsourcing: Terms of Reference/Contract Guidelines 
 
The Client invariably in seeking to appoint a Vendor or Service Provider develops two documents, the first, 
the Terms of Reference for the Service, and the second, the contract document by which both parties are to 
be bound. 
 
Both documents should be read together and it is essential that the Client and or his Stakeholders appreciate 
the impact of the structure of the combined document may have on the bidders 

 
The following represent a typical checklist that might accompany the above points of consideration and 
should be the backbone of the Terms of Reference for service providers. 
 
a) A Detailed List of Features 
 

• Where a database is already established 
 The client should make this available along with any comments or observations already ־

experienced by the Client 
 Failure to make such a disclosure will result in padding of a bid or the omission of service ־

tailored to the intended database 
• Where a database is being established 

 It is important to make this known to Service Providers ־
 Further a list of the elements to be included in a descriptive form should be made ־
 Elements with similar characteristics but not to be included should be identified and described ־
 A physical description of each feature and attribute including a picture ־

 
b) Level of detail 
 

• Not only the element to be collected but also any particular component of that element should be 
listed 

• A statement should be made as to whether “condition” is important to, or required by the Client 
• Other important features such as date of construction or installation, manufacture / standard, 

proximity of other features, etc. 
• Already established Reference system or systems 
• Information on features and or other data to be made available such as coordinate system, linear 

reference, units of measurement 
• Data field types 
• Accuracy required – and how is it measured 

 
c) Range and nature of feature items 
 

• Where a database already exists 
 The range will generally reflect the values or fields already established ־
 Where an earlier omission is identified then the impact of collecting this additional feature or ־

attribute should be highlighted and separately evaluated; ideally the Client should be able to 
identify the general number of items in the database which will require to be modified 

• Where a new database is being created 
 Clearly neither the Client nor the Service Provider is in position to identify the nature and ־

range 
 The service provider will generally be able to identify the likely range of features and ־

attributes however the quantum of the work may be difficult to evaluate and a system of 
documenting and separately paying for major variations should be examined.  Vendor inputs 
in such cases should be sought where appropriate 
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d) Number of units and condition 
 

• The process of collecting numbers of features and their attributes can be achieved by a 
considerable number of different techniques. However, the end result will generally be the same 
namely a feature and its location by a reference system 

• The process of collecting number of units and condition will require a different approach and level 
of expertise to be involved.  The level of sophistication of the condition rating system will dictate 
the level of expertise required.  The collection of condition data must be addressed by the Client if 
the intention is to progress into a Maintenance System.  Provision therefore of fields and the 
population of these fields needs to be outlined and an equitable remuneration schedule agreed 

 
e) Accurately identify number of units to be inventoried 
 

• Where the data collection related to the updating of an established database then the Client should 
be able to provide reasonable estimates of yearly developments since the last update 

• Where reliable numbers are not available then clearly a process must be applied that will provide 
an equitable outcome for the vendor and the client 

 
f) Provide a clear form and quantify results to be achieved 
 

• It is in the Service Provider’s interest to spell out what they will collect, what level of detail it will 
contain and whether condition data will be included 

• Where existing databases are being upgraded this is relatively simple as the Client should have 
already provided schedules of the fields to be filled 

• Where no database exists then both the Service Provider and the Client will be in a difficult 
position with regards to what is to be provided, especially at the bidding stage.  Post bid the reality 
of what has been bid and what the Client expected may lead to widely differing interpretations.  
The principle of “contra proferentum” (construing ambiguities against the drafter) should be 
applied unless the Client has afforded the opportunity to bid on an item-by-item basis 

• Clients with regard to the above should pay particular attention to the bid process and the 
possibilities of alternative bids for differing levels of form and detail 

• How the data will be verified 
 
g) Flexible pricing structure 
 

Client pricing structures invariably seek to provide a simple transparent method of selecting Service 
Providers.  While such transparency is an essential component of the competitive bid process, it can in 
extreme cases create considerable challenges on bids from Service Providers. 
 
For example Client’s often seek “lump sum” prices for the execution of data collection services, this is 
an acceptable approach where the quantity/scope of the work is easily identified and numbers are 
accurately stated.  Thus for updating and adding to an already established database the lump sum 
approach is an appropriate one.  Where no database exists or the intention is to develop a new 
population, then lump sum contracts have their problems for both Client and Service Providers. 
 
A more equitable approach where the quantity/scope is unknown is to use “unit rates” for each type of 
data collection.  The Client is not going to receive a cheaper or more expensive bid than he would have 
received before, but he will be in a position to adjust and control the Contract value or content to meet 
any latent budget requirements. If a final budget total is to be met then a capped approach to the 
aggregate of the unit prices should be adopted.  While this may not generate a complete, fully 
populated database, it means that the Client receives the work for which he was willing to pay.  Service 
Providers are commercial enterprises and to “subsidize” a Client by being tied to a lump sum figure 
with an unknown quantum of work to be done can only lead to a reduction in the number of skilled 
service providers, or lack of responsive bids from the top end service providers. 
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This is a lesser problem for Vendors as they are much more in control of the product they are going to 
deliver at the end of the day.  However again, where a fully populated database is required then the 
provision of “lump sum” for the product and “unit rate” for the population is likely to generate a more 
satisfactory end user product. 
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Appendix IV – Related Standards 

There is considerable work and research being undertaken at this time into standards that apply to the field 
of Geomatics.  The information in this section is provided as background reading so that the reader is aware 
of some of the related initiatives being undertaken. 
 
What are Standards? 
 
Throughout this report there have been references to standards. Standards come into play for virtually every 
aspect of the RFI process. ISO (www.iso.org) defines standards as "documented agreements containing 
technical specifications or other precise criteria to be used consistently as rules, guidelines, or definitions of 
characteristics, to ensure that materials, products, procedures, and services are fit for their purpose." 
Further, "standards contribute to making life simpler, and to increasing the reliability and effectiveness of 
the goods and services we use." 
 
GIS Standards 
 
Geographic Information Systems is a distinct class of information systems because of its unique 
requirements for collecting, converting, sorting, retrieving, processing, analyzing, creating, and displaying 
geographic data. The purpose of geospatial standards is to facilitate data sharing and increase 
interoperability among automated geospatial information systems. 
 
Need for Geospatial Standards in Today’s World 
 
With Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers in the hands of the average person, there has been an 
explosion of interest in and utilization of geographic information. Use ranges from hand held GPS receivers 
to automated location-based mobile systems in automobiles and emergency vehicles to tracking our 
complex transportation, communications, and utilities networks to mapping, modeling, and simulating the 
world.  At the same time, there has been an exponential increase in the number of public and private 
decisions involving some form of geographic information. It is estimated that 80% of all data has a 
locational component. Linking this data together through relevant geospatial standards should now be 
considered a priority goal.  
 
The OpenGIS Consortium (OGC, www.opengis.org) is aimed at growing interoperability for technologies 
involving spatial information and location through the development of interface specifications. Other 
organizations that are involved in activities that support geospatial interoperability include the Object 
Management Group (OMG, www.omg.org) for the Unified Modeling Language (UML) and the World 
Wide Web Consortium (www.w3c.org) for eXtensible Markup Language (XML). 
 
International Standards 
 
ISO Technical Committee 211, Geographic information/Geomatics ISO Technical Committee 211, 
Geographic information/Geomatics support development of Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs) around the 
world through international standardization in geographic information. 
 
International standardization promotes data sharing at the global, continental, regional, national, and local 
levels. ISO/TC211 aims to establish a structured set of standards for information concerning objects or 
phenomena that are directly or indirectly associated with a location relative to the Earth. These standards 
may specify methods, tools and services for data management of geographic information (including 
definition and description) and acquiring, processing, analyzing, accessing, presenting and transferring such 
data in digital/electronic form among different users, systems and locations. These standards will link to 
appropriate standards for information technology and data where possible, and provide a framework for the 
development of sector-specific applications using geographic data. 
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ISO/TC 211 has been developing the ISO 19100 series of geographic information standards. There are over 
forty standards projects listed in the ISO/TC 211 program of work. Many of the standards being developed 
by ISO/TC 211 are in advanced stages in development, and work is underway to implement these standards 
in the SDIs of various countries. Many of these standards were approved as International Standards by the 
end 2003. 
 
Currently, 29 nations are participating members (P-members) of ISO/TC 211, with voting privileges on 
standards documents produced through ISO/TC 211. Twenty-seven other nations are observing members 
(O-members) that can access ISO/TC 211 standards documents and participate in technical development, 
but do not have voting privileges. 
 
The work of INCITS/L1 consists of adopting or adapting information technology standards and developing 
standards used in creating, defining, describing, and processing digital geographic data. INCITS/L1 
represents the US as the US Technical Advisory Group (TAG) for ISO Technical Committee 211 (ISO/TC 
211), Geographic information/Geomatics. INCITS/L1 has supported work on 40 ISO/TC211 projects: most 
of the standards generated by those projects will eventually be adopted as American National Standards 
(ANSs) through INCITS. 
 
GeoBase 
 
GeoBase (www.geobase.ca)  is a Canadian federal, provincial and territorial government initiative that is 
overseen by the Canadian Council on Geomatics (CCOG). It is undertaken to ensure the provision of, and 
access to, a common, up-to-date and maintained base of quality geospatial data for all of Canada. Through 
the GeoBase portal, users with an interest in the field of geomatics have access to quality geospatial 
information at no cost and with unrestricted use. 
 
It is built on partnerships and innovative technology. By working together, multiple levels of government 
are increasing their efficiency in collecting and maintaining geospatial data. This also reduces duplication 
of efforts among agencies. 
 
By creating the GeoBase portal, the partners are also improving Canadians' access to:  
 
• Administrative Boundaries  
• Canadian Digital Elevation Data (CDED)  
• Canadian Geodetic Network  
• Geographical Names of Canada (toponymy)  
• Landsat-7 Orthoimage  
• National Road Network (NRN)  
 
GeoBase data has been produced and is available in accordance with established national standards and 
includes explicit metadata to facilitate its use. GeoBase data provides reference, context and underpinning 
to a wide variety of thematic data for government, business and individual applications. Canadians will not 
only benefit from access to data, but also from ongoing geospatial data updates, that will be delivered 
through the GeoBase portal. 
 
The resolutions of available GeoBase data are: 
 
• Between 1:10,000 to 1:250 000 scales for the Regional themes 
• Between 1:1,000,000 and smaller for the National resolution themes, available in the near future 
 
GeoBase is a key component of the Canadian Geospatial Data Infrastructure that has been promoted and 
facilitated through GeoConnections. The GeoConnections program has provided significant funding for the 
preparation of, and accessibility to, GeoBase data and the GeoBase portal complies with GeoConnections' 
vision and principles. 
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Canada’s National Road Network  
 
In the Canadian context, work is being undertaken by Natural Resources Canada and a number of 
provincial agencies to develop a standard set of data relating to the country’s road network. 
 
Context: 
• A Shared Responsibility  
• Federal, Provincial, Municipal & Private  
• A lot of good data already exist  
 
Objectives: 
• “THE” CGDI framework data “Road Layer”  
• Quality data  
• A common base for Interoperability & Collaboration  
• Not an imposed Product Specification  
 
Principles: 
• A collaborative endeavour  
• A little is better than nothing 
• One size never fits all 
 
Mapping Standards 
 
• National Research Council (NRC) Linear Referencing Pilot Project 2002 – Updated Road 

Network (URN) project  
• NRC /Geomantics Canada – National Road Network 2003 GeoBase 
• National Cooperative Research Program (NCHRP) 20-27 Generic Data Model for Linear 

Referencing Systems (http://www4.trb.org/trb/crp.nsf/)  
• ISO/TC 204 Transportation Information and Control Systems Geographic Data File v4 – GDF 

(Geographic Data File) Standard 
• Open GIS Consortium Standards 
 
FGDC Standards 
 
Introduction to FGDC Standards The (US) Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) is tasked to 
develop geospatial data standards that enable the sharing of spatial data among producers and users and 
support the National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI). Acting under the Office and Management Budget 
(OMB) Circular A-16 and Executive Order 12906, FGDC subcommittees and working groups develop 
standards for the content, quality, and transferability of geospatial data, in consultation and cooperation 
with state, local, tribal, private, academic, and international communities. FGDC standards are developed 
through a structured, open consensus process; integrated with one another and with voluntary consensus 
standards, as defined by OMB Circular A-119, to the extent possible; are supportable by the current vendor 
community but are independent of specific technologies so they may evolve as technology and institutional 
requirements change; and they are publicly available. 
 
To date, the FGDC has formally endorsed twenty geospatial data standards. They include the Spatial Data 
Transfer Standard (SDTS), Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata, Cadastral Data Content 
Standard, Content Standard for Digital Orthoimagery, and Geospatial Positioning Accuracy Standards. 
Another eighteen standards are in various stages of development. 
FGDC Standards Reference Model 
 
The FGDC Standards Reference Model provides the guiding principles for the FGDC standards program. It 
defines the expectations of FGDC standards, describes the different types of geospatial standards, and 
documents the FGDC standards process, including the role of the SWG. Additional guidelines are given 
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through a set of Directives that document specific procedures within the many areas of standards 
development. 
 
For more information:  
 
• ISO Technical Committee 211, www.isotc21.org  
• American National Standards Institute (ANSI), www.ansi.org  
• InterNational Committee on Information Technology Standards (INCITS), www.incits.org  
• INCITS Technical Committee L1, Geographic Information Systems, www.incits-l1.org  
• FGDC, www.fgdc.gov  
 
[URISA News September /October 2003 – Norman Anderson Chair INCITS L1, Julie Maltra Vice Chair, 
INCITS L1 Coordinator FGDC Standards Working Group] 
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Appendix V DISCUSSION OF SURVEY RESULTS 

1. Approach 
 
To assist in establishing the Best Practices and Guidelines for the Road Feature Inventory it was considered 
appropriate to request existing TAC members who were supporters of RFI’s to participate in providing 
details on their experience and current use of their RFI systems. 
 
This was a two-stage process:  
 
• To identify parties who were interested in responding to a questionnaire  
• To forward a Detailed Questionnaire to those identifying an interest 
 
To the TAC appeal for interest in responding to a detailed questionnaire 64 responses were received. 
 
The Detailed Questionnaire was then sent to those 64 contacts for them to complete.   
 
Contacts who failed to respond to the initial notification were subsequently contacted through e-mail and 
telephone and requested to return a completed questionnaire. 
 
19 Contacts eventually responded by completing the Detailed Questionnaire and a further two parties were 
contacted by telephone and provided information of a general nature verbally pertaining to their system.   
 
This is estimated to represent approximately 8-10% of the Canadian RFI user community. 
 
2. Detailed Questionnaire Content 
 
The Detailed Questionnaire comprised of seven sections that were structured to provide a profile of the 
respondents and their experience and current practice in the use of their RFI. 
 
The seven sections comprised: 
 
Section 1 – Institutional Structure 
Section 2 – Development History 
Section 3 – Content of RFI 
Section 4 – Operation 
Section 5 – Hardware and Software 
Section 6 – Future Profile 
Section 7 – IT / GIS / RFI Organization 
 
The reason for selecting these seven sections was to:  
 
• Permit or allow a build up of the profile of the respondent, so that agencies in similar fields might 

be grouped together for comparison and analysis purposes 
• Develop a picture of the evolution of the Agencies RFI systems, and whether there was a 

commonality in the development with time and or technology 
• Examine the content of the information collected in the RFI and to assess in the widest field the 

range and level of information stored and more importantly used 
• Identify the End Users, the Stakeholders, and any Other Party engaged in the use of the RFI and 

the relationship of these Parties to Other Systems 
• Analyze the influence of Proprietary Systems on the Users RFI and determine levels of 

satisfaction with the final /  transitional product 
• Predict the direction that the current users envisioned their systems would develop in and assess 

the reasons for that development 
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• Assess the impact of Stakeholders, who were not end users, on the final product, the constraints 
and hidden factors associated with these Stakeholders, and the influence of the Stakeholders on 
future developments 

 
3. Detailed Questionnaire Analysis and Results 
 
The Responses received to the detailed questionnaire have been grouped together in the following three 
bands. 
 
• Provincial and Very Large Municipalities 
• Large Cities and Regional Organizations 
• Others 
 
The rationale for the first two groupings was the commonality of the responses within the respective groups 
and the direction that each group might take.   
 
The Others group comprising those for whom a representative base could not be made e.g., Federal, 
Foreign Respondent, and Private Operator and for which the number of documented responses was 
insufficient for any meaningful comparative analysis to be made.   
 
The following represents the abstraction of key points relevant to each Section of the Questionnaire and the 
conclusions and results drawn from these responses.   
 
Section 1 – Institutional Structure - Respondent Profile  
 
Questionnaires were sent to all levels of Canadian Government as well as to a limited number of private 
sector companies and international organizations.   
 
The response to Questions 1.1 through 1.4 were used to generally classify the agencies into groups, the 
response to Section 2 questions were used to confirm the placing of the respondents within the groups for 
comparative purposes.  Table 1 identified the type of Organization, while Table 2 and Section 3 identified 
the respondent’s internal organization 

Table 1 Composition of Respondents’ Organizations 

Agencies # Of responses 
Provincial Ministry 6 
Regional Authority 4 
Municipalities / Cities 6 
Towns 0 
Private Sector 1 
Other 2 

 
Table 2 Respondents’ Internal Structure 

 
Department 10 
Division 3 
Region 2 
District 2 
Unit 0 
Other 2 
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Table 3 RFI Ownership Level 
 

Transportation Services 3 
Department 2 
Branch of a Department 5 
Division 6 
Private Sector 3 

 
Question 1.4 – Examined the designation of the RFI Branch or Division with the parent body.  Table 4 

records the response (more than one answer could be responded). 
 

Table 4 – Designation 
 

Transportation Services 03 
Department 12 
Branch of a Department 09 
Division 06 
Private Sector 10 

 
Questions 1.5 to 1.8 sought to establish and examined the interrelationship between the Owner Department 

and Other Stakeholders, primarily Information Technology IT and or Geomatic Department 
 
Question 1.5 –Established Relationship 

• With the exception of the private sector all acknowledged that a separate IT or Geomatics 
entity existed within their organization. 

 
Question 1.6 – Tested Independence 

• The independence that so many of the respondents identified in response to this question was 
found to be only partly true when examined in terms of the subsequent answers in this section 
and in Section 7. 

 
Question 1.7 – Funding and Question 1.8 - Relationship  

• The Respondents indicated that IT / Geomatics were separately funded and that a diverse 
range of services in addition to technical support was provided. 

 
Conclusions on Respondent’s answers to Section 1  
 

• The Respondents were not unsurprisingly nearly all government or local authority entities 
• The Respondents in nearly all cases operated within their own organization structure at a high 

level 
• Separate IT or Geomatics organization existed within the respondents organizations 
• The IT Geomatics group exerted varying levels of control on direction of the end use 
• Funding of the IT Geomatics group were generally independent of actual respondent users 
• In addition to technical support, IT and Geomatics groups provided a number of service 

integral to the use of the RFI 
 
These responses were obtained from the RFI Owners; see also responses to Section 7 of the Questionnaire 
in which the Stakeholders responded independently from the Owners. 
 
Section 2 – Development History  
 
The objective of this Section was to: develop an historical footprint of the Respondent’s road feature 
inventory; examine the various stages of development; leverage this experience to assist new developers to 
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progress rapidly to the same or greater level of development; facilitate the development without the need 
for multiple iterations. 
 
Question 2.1 – was set to examine whether the Respondents were developing a new road feature inventory 

on an earlier record (legacy) system or were taking advantage of new technology to document 
and record road features. 

• The response to the questionnaire indicated a 50 / 50 split 
 
Questions 2.2 to 2.5 – were intended for the 50% who had - 

• upgraded from a legacy system to a computer based system 
• and to examine their method and approach to this change 

 
Question 2.2 - 2.4 – the transition mechanism 

• two thirds of the organizations who did switch, based their current system on the earlier 
version 

• all added new features 
• on the issue of  had respondents considered a then available proprietary system: 
 - all 6 respondents confirmed that this had been considered  

 
Question 2.5 – examined who developed the system? 
 
Analysis of Respondent’s answers to Questions 2.2 - 2.5 

• all had examined a proprietary system but still opted to develop a legacy system 
• of those who followed this course in general either their engineers or their in-house IT staff 

developed the system 
• the organizations were either regional or large city municipalities 

 
Question 2.6 was of a more general nature seeking to identify the use of proprietary systems. 
 
While question 2.7 sought to identify whether there had been changes made and by whom. 
 
Analysis of Respondent’s answers to Questions 2.6- 2.7 

• The responses showed that nearly all organizations who had an RFI had some module or 
component from a proprietary system 

• However, where they have a strong IT element they had customized the system 
• Of the remainder some customization had been made with very few exceptions 

 
Question 2.8 showed that those who opted for a modular system - acquired all the modules at the same time 
 
Question 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11 sought to verify if the Respondent also used an Asset Management system, if 

they did whether the RFI and the Management System were linked and in what form was the 
linkage 

 
Analysis of Respondent’s answers to Questions 2.9 - 2.11 

• Nearly two thirds of respondents (11 No) confirmed they had an Asset Management System 
but only half (7 No) had an already established RFI as well 

• Of these who had an RFI and an Asset Management System (7 No) the systems were linked 
as an original requirement or as a logical development of the RFI 

 
Question 2.12-2.16 - Examined the presence of GIS in the Respondents organization. 

• All respondents used a GIS 
• Not all respondents had an RFI and or an Asset Management System 
• The GIS’s were proprietary systems 
• Effectively all GIS’s were different systems 
• IT staff did 50% of integrated system works in-house 
• On Order of Precedence of the RFI over the GIS -in 50% of cases RFI preceded GIS 
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• Where not initially linked Respondents confirmed that linkage is currently being undertaken 
 
Question 2.17 – 2.18 - sought to establish the age of the RFI in use and whether users thought updating was 

now required. 
• Two third of respondents indicated that their RFI was between 1 and 5 years old 
• About one third were more than 10 year old 
• Nearly all of the 10 year old systems was acknowledged as being in need of updating 
• Surprisingly 50% (5 No.) of the less than 5-year-old category systems were considered to be 

in need of upgrading 
 
Question 2.19 and 2.20 looked at “Drivers”, the original reasons (Q.2.18) for setting up the RFI system and 

if the original reason was still valid (Q.2.19). 
• 60% of respondents identified both original and current reasons being budget requirements 
• only 1 No respondent identified legal requirement as the current driver 
• past and present drivers remained constant in nearly all responses (see comments) 

 
Question 2.21 and 2.22 sought to identify primary and secondary uses, the responses showed: 

• Primary use is identified as Asset Inventory 
• Secondary use almost equally split across operations, maintenance and budget 

 
Question 2.23, 2.24 and 2.25 examined whether respondents had and operated management systems related 

to particular features and how these functioned. 
 
Respondents indicated they had on average 3 or more maintenance systems, 6 identified, 2 maintenance 
systems in use while only 1 indicated a single use maintenance system. 
 
With regard to common inventory data set and same referencing system the split was 50 / 50 to both 
questions 

• The use of several maintenance management systems is common 
• To use a common inventory data set is not universal 
• To use only one referencing system is not universal 
• One third of respondents answered no to both data set and reference system not being 

integrated 
 
Conclusions 
The results from an analysis of the responses do not lead to a single trend, but does show a series of parallel 
paths. 
 
Aggregating the respondents into their respective demographics: 

• Province  (7) 
• Large City  (1) 
• Region  (2) 
• City   (4) 
• International  (2) 
• Private  (1) 
• Other  (2) 
proves the basis for these parallel paths. 

 
Comments 
 
Three questions eventually were used as a simple grouping test: 

• Did your RFI precede your GIS (Provinces generally responded in the affirmative Q.2.15) 
• Secondary use of RFI (maintenance / budget response, Provincial use Q.2.22) 
• Maintenance Management System (Provincial positive response to Q2.23) 

 
It may also be inferred that: 
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• Since these organizations (Provinces & Large Cities) have access to greater budgets then the 
tendency for them to acquire an RFI at an earlier date, and also to develop a greater number of 
management tools justifies their separate grouping 

• Conversely smaller organizations (Regions & Cities) have developed GIS systems first and 
then evolved these into RFI and capital works associated management systems 

 
Analysis of the Group response to the following questions when aggregated and generated the following 
profile: 
 
Responses to Section 2 of the Provincial & Large Cities Group: 
 

• Evolution of RFI from a Legacy System Q2.1.  The response to this question was generally in 
the affirmative 

• Base of current system Q2.2 and application Q2.3.  The responses indicated that advantage 
was taken of the “new” technology to update and enhance the features being used and 
recorded.  The system in effect grew 

• Evaluation of Proprietary system Q.2.4 and development Q2.5.  This group in general did 
examine proprietary systems however; in general they preferred to develop their own RFI.  
This is possibly indicative of earlier proprietary systems being somewhat rigid in their 
structure 

• Use of Asset Management System Q.2.9.  Again in general a positive response was obtained 
from this group to the stated question.  This is possibly indicative of the funding structure 
being applicable to this group 

• Responses within the Group to Q.2.10 through 2.16 were too divergent to establish any trends 
or patterns 

• In response to Q.2.12 all respondents confirmed the use of a GIS network as well as RFI 
• The major difference between this Group and others was that the RFI preceded the GIS 

application 
• Age of current RFI system (Q.2.17), again this group generally had systems that were less 

than 5 years old and 40% were of the opinion that they system required to be upgraded 
(Q.2.18).  A review of response to question 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8 did not reveal any common factor 
applicable to this condition 

• Secondary use of RFI (Q.2.22), the response indicated that this group considered the RFI 
provided inputs to their Maintenance Requirements and to a lesser extent Budget 
Requirement.  It should be noted that this Group primarily responded in the positive to using a 
Maintenance Management System in Q.2.23.  The Maintenance Management System being in 
addition to Pavement Management and Bridge Management systems 

 
The final questions in this Section sought to establish a relationship between the Management Systems and 
the RFI data set and referencing system.  Q.2.24 and 2.25 surprisingly there was little correlation between 
the responses with a 50 / 50 split.  This is all the more surprising given the age of the current RFI systems 
in general being less than 5 year of age. 
 
This leads to a number of questions: 
 

• Are the Management Systems sufficiently robust as to stand alone from the RFI 
• Is the integration of the systems a problem 
• Is an integrated system perceived to offer little benefit 

Section 3 and 4 of the Questionnaire were intended to investigate these possibilities and possibly provide 
some more insight to the answers to the above questions, and more. 
 
Responses to Section 2 of the Regional and City Group 
 
The responses to the questions set in Section 2 were sufficiently similar between the two agencies for these 
to be grouped and aggregated together for analysis purposes. 
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• In response to Question 2.1 as to origin of current RFI the general response was that no 
previous legacy system was used as a base 

• That consideration of proprietary system against an in-house system does not appear to have 
been made (Question.2.4.) 

• Instead, an off the shelf package appears to have been adopted, 50% of the responses.  
(Question.2.6) 

• Either the Vendor or a Consultant prior to implementation, in several responses, customized 
software.  (Question.2.7). 

 
Several of the responses would indicate that no separate RFI has been developed within these 
organizations. 
 
Response to use of Asset Management System Q.2.9 yielded only 2 positive responses and 4 negative 
responses. 
 
Responses to use of GIS (Question.2.12) while initially all positive in the supplementary question (2.13) 
provided a range of methods of application.  These were proprietary with customization and open 
architecture. 
 
Responses to GIS and RFI integration (Question.2.14) revealed a divergent set of response.  These 
responses centred on a proprietary system integrated by IT or Vendor staff with one system being non-
integrated.  However, Question2.16 revealed that integration was currently underway on all systems within 
this group. 
 
This Groups use of the RFI (primary Question 2.21, secondary Question 2.22) shows in general Asset 
Inventory as primary and Budget as secondary. 
 
With regard to use of other Management Systems Question.2.23 the group focus was on Pavement and 
Bridge Management. 
 
Section 3 – Content of RFI  
 
Question 3.1 - The RFI include the following: (Please check one or more) 
 
This section set out to examine which road feature inventories were most widely used and also to examine 
the detail of these popular inventory categories. 
 

Table 5 Popularity of Features within RFI 
 

Pavement 15 
Shoulders 15 
Lane Length 15 
Bridges 15 
Highway Network Length 14 
Culverts 13 
Classification 13 
Interchanges 12 
Naming 11 
Curb 11 
Street Lighting 11 
Traffic Signs 11 
Railroad Crossing 11 
Road geometrics 10 
Sidewalk 10 
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The number of positive responses assessed popularity of the different features within inventories. 
• There was no particular pattern in the results as not all Provinces, Regions, Municipalities or 

Cities consistently kept the same data 
 
Question 3.2 sought to identify how integrated the road feature inventories containing the identified 

features were. 
 

Features # % Of total 
Crash Barrier 10  
Surface Water Drainage 9 50 
Ditches 9 50 
Traffic Signals 9 50 
At Grade Intersection 9 50 
Width & Height Restriction 9 50 
Road Marking-Striping 7 40 
Fences & Gates 7 40 
Accident & Safety 7 40 
Maintenance Activity 7 40 
Field Records 7 40 
Utilities 6 33 
Agency Infrastructure 7 40 
Auxiliary Lanes 6 33 
Snow Clearance 3 16 
Rock Slopes 3 16 
Quarries 3 16 
Stockpiles 3 16 
Cattle Grids 2 11 
Power Lines / Overheads 2 11 
Ward & Community Boundaries 1 6 
Commercial Signs 1 6 
Little Bins 1 6 
Springs 1 6 
Vegetation 1 6 

 
Only 4 respondents (20%) had only a single inventory, 3 number respondents (15%) operated several 
linked inventories while the majority 11 number respondents (65%) used multiple separate inventories. 

• Only 1 Canadian respondent has a single inventory 
• Only 2 Canadian respondents has a multiple linked system 
• Regrettably very few Canadian agencies have what would be termed an integrated system 

 
Question 3.3 sought to examine the nature of the features or attributes being held.  This list was topped by: 

• Physical dimensions    16 responses 
• Maintenance materials specifications  13 responses 
• Age installed     12 responses 
• Seasonal  / maintenance requirements recorded   5 responses each 
• Legal requirements recorded     3 responses 

 
Question 3.5 looked to establish whether inventories only recorded numbers of units (Q.3.1) or whether 

condition information (Q.3.5) was also considered important.  Table 6 records the responses. 
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Table 6 Recording of Condition Data  / Number of Units 
 

Feature Positive 
Responses Q.3.1 Ratio 

Pavement 14 15 1:1 
Culverts 13 13 1:1 
Curb 9 11 1:1 
Side Walks 9 10 1:1 
Bridges 9 15 1:2 
Street Lighting 8 11    1:1½ 
Traffic Signs 8 11    1:1½ 
Road Marking Stripping 8   
Shoulders 8 15 1:2 
Ditches 7 9    1:1½ 
Surface Water Drains 6 9    1:1½ 
Crash barriers 6 10     1: 1½ 
Road Geometrics 5 10 1:2 
Traffic Signals 4 9 1:2 
Utilities 4 6   1:1½ 
Retaining Walls 4   
Fence 1 7 1:7 
Gates 1 7 1:7 
Agency Facilities 1 6 1:6 

 
• The features contained in this question were similar / comparable with Features recorded in 

Question 3.1.  If data collection and condition were viewed equally then it might be expected 
that the responses to each question would be the same 

• For pavement this would appear to be the case 
 
As reflected in Question 3.4 only a limited number of RFI contained conditional data.  In response 
therefore to this question details have been extracted relative to the main road features i.e., Pavement, 
Bridges & Culverts, Signs, Street Lighting. 
 

• Pavements surface condition was collected using manually subjective assessments ratings 
• Pavement roughness is collected using IRI criteria using automatic measuring equipment 
• Bridges and Culverts are generally subjectively rated 
• Signs are subjectively rated with a two or three point scoring classification system and defects 

recorded 
• Street lighting is subjectively assessed for physical condition and measured for illumination 

 
Comments 
 

• The results basically reflect the technology available to assess features and attributes in the 
field 

• Pavement Management having been around for the longest period had a mixture of subjective 
assessment against documented records or used automatic measurement equipment 

• Bridges and culverts (were recorded subjectively primarily) because of access restrictions and 
the irregularity of the structure 

• Signs were subjectively rated on a limited scale, which could be as basic, as good or damaged, 
or a three scale rating of good, fair and poor 

• Street lighting was subjectively assessed for the condition of the pole, arm and luminaire and 
measured for the illumination evaluation 
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• Based on the number of road feature inventories containing condition data the average 
number of positive responses over the 21 referred components was 5.  The largest number of 
responses for any one feature was 14 for Pavement 

 
Question 3.6 sought to identify whether data was screened before being input into the inventory:  

• Two thirds of respondents acknowledge doing this 
 
Question 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 sought details on documentation of features: 

• Two thirds indicated the use of a data dictionary 
 
Section 4 – Operation 
 
Question 4.1 The RFI records component condition details: 
 
Question 4.1 sought to determine if condition details were documented into fields in the inventory and how 

the information is used.  The two most popular responses were for use in Asset Management 
and Maintenance with positive responses of 6 and 5 respectively.  The response to 
Question.3.4 returned an average value of 5 positive responses. 

 
Question 4.2 sought to obtain from current users the procedure and frequency that agencies used to update 

different features. 
 
Question 4.3 Which of the following techniques were used to populate the RFI database? (Please check one 

or more) 
 
Question 4.3 looked at how road feature inventories were originally populated and the techniques used to 

provide the population information.  This is documented in Table 7 
 

Table 7- Origins of RFI’s Population & Techniques 
 

Internal Staff Records 13 
Transfer From Legacy System 10 
Coordinated Data Capture 9 
Video Digital Camera 6 
Aerial Photography 6 
Service Provider (Consultant) 5 
Manual Means 4 
Hand Held Units 3 
Voice Input  3 
Total Station 2 

 
In addition to examining the popularity of various methods being used to collect data, an analysis was done 
on the number of techniques used within a particular agency. 
 
This analysis provided the following statistics: 
 

• 2 agencies collected data using only one system (internal staff, with video camera survey and 
GPS) 

• 7 agencies collected data using 2 or 3 systems 
• 5 agencies collected data using 4 or 5 systems 
• 3 agencies collected data using 6 or more systems 

 
Question 4.5 Tested for quality control of data being entered into the inventory, as expected the majority of 

respondents practiced such options. 
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Question 4.6 Tested for changes in technique between what method had been used to populate the original 
inventory and the practices used to up date the establish system. 

 
As in Question.4.3 the original population: a variety of different techniques were used.   
 
Converting “Legacy Transforms” to “As Constructed Records” also permitted comparison between original 
and current use. 
 

Table 8 Techniques Used (Original Population / New Population) 
 

 Original Current 

As Constructed Record Drawings 10 11 
Topographic Survey 2 3 
Total Station Survey 1 2 
Voice Recorded 2 1 
Coordinate 9 9 
Hand Held GPS 3 5 
Video Camera Survey 6 7 
Aerial Photography 6 6 
Tape 4 4 
Internal Staff 13 12 
External Consultant 5 6 

 
Comments 
 
Numerically therefore there was only minor changes in the number of collecting systems being used 
collectively by the agencies. 
 
However, examining individual agencies original and current methods then the following can be 
concluded: 
 

• 5 agencies made a general shift towards using “as constructed” records to provide sources of 
new information.  While the total number of users of this source between Question 4.3 and 
Question 4.6 was relatively unchanged, the number of other systems used by these particular 
agencies decreased 

• For the remaining agencies there was little shift in the use of multiple technologies with one 
exception 

• The agency exception having increased the method of collection from 2 types to 8 types 
 
 
Question 4.8 sought to examine the extent of quality control being applied to update information.   
 

• Two thirds of respondents indicated that they used quality control techniques 
• Of the one third who recorded that they did not, an analysis of the systems used in responses 

to Question 4.6 showed that 3 out of 5 used internal staff and manual or semi manual 
systems as opposed to a bulk data collection technique 

 
Question 4.9 Which method of storing or referencing the RFI looked at one of the hot topics: referencing 

systems. 
 
Of the agencies responding: 

• 8 identified they used linear referencing 
• 5 identified spatial based systems and 
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• 2 each responded that they used linear transform from spatial and other systems such as road 
section 

 
Question 4.10 examined timing of the collection of condition information relative to the road feature 

inventory creation. 
• 7 respondents confirmed that condition data was collected post the establishment of the 

inventory 
• 4 agencies indicated that this information was collected at the time of and in conjunction with 

the establishment of the inventory 
• 3 agencies identified that they did not retain condition data in their inventory 
• 3 agencies acknowledge that condition data was kept elsewhere 
• 1 agency identified condition transferred from an existing legacy system 

 
Conclusions: 
 

• Three quarters of respondents recorded that condition data was collected at some stage by 
them 

• Half indicated that condition data was collected separately from the collection of inventory 
items 

• Only one quarter of respondents collected condition and location together 
 
Section 5 – Hardware and Software 
 
This section was intended to identify the form of the computer system being used to support the road 
features inventories of the respondents 
 
Question 5.1 looked at operating systems with the majority (8 number) identifying the use of Oracle.  The 

next most popular being SQL (5 number) and Access (3 number).  Three respondents 
indicated that they used a mixture of systems and one identified the use of shape files. 

 
Question 5.2 was included to test the influence of the GIS software on the selection of the RFI software. 
 

• There was not a complete one to one correlation 
• The majority, 11 number, used on Oracle based GIS 
• SQL users did show a one to one correspondence 

 
Question 5.3 further sought to examine this situation by directly linking the software for the GIS and the 

RFI and yielded the following in Table 9: 
 

Table 9 Software Preferences 
 

System RFI & GIS GIS (Q.5.2 ) 
response 

RFI (Q.5.1) 
response 

Oracle 6 users 11 number 8 number 
Access 2 users 2 number 3 number 
SQL 2 users 2 number 5 number 
Shape file 1 user 1 number 1 number 

 
For RFI end users the number who responded that the system used a common architecture showed 
decreasing influence on selection of a common system. 
 
Question 5.4 – Please identify if proprietary GIS application software is in use? 
 
In response to this question, the respondents were being encouraged to identify any preferences for 
proprietary systems for GIS use. 
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• There was no clear leader in the responses 
• The number of users of the various systems available were spread in a narrow band between 2 

and 6 
• The number of respondents may not be statistically significant to the general community of 

GIS users 
 
Question 5.5 and 5.6 and confirmed in 5.7 showed the influence of MS Windows based applications 

through PC interfaces to be the predominant method of data acquisition. 
 
Question 5.6 looked at the development history with part a) testing for changes in operating system 

platforms and part b) endeavouring to track migration through MS Windows applications. 
 

• The results show that as PC based systems became more supportable then migration into the 
later versions of MS Window based programs has become universal 

 
Section 6 – Future Profile 
 
This section looks to develop the direction that current RFI users who responded to the questionnaire intend 
to progress their system.  In that progression we have looked to try and establish trends or common 
patterns. 
 
In response to the Question 6.1 - Which department or entity wrote the original data collection 

specifications? 
• From the detail provided the end user undertook this, however one third of the respondents 

did acknowledge a combine approach with IT staff 
 
Question 6.2 and 6.3 were targeted at levels of user satisfaction with the results of the RFI.  However, the 

main emphasis of this section of the questionnaire was really on the changes that users were 
now pursuing based on extended use.  This aspect was addressed in the following questions. 

 
Question 6.4 – Did you change (or expect to change) any data collection procedures /  techniques? 
 
Question 6.5 – If ""yes"" to 6.4, was it due to: (Please check one or more) 
 
Question 6.6 – Potential areas for improvement (Please check one or more) 
 
Question 6.6 looked at the global change intention and allowed multiple responses.   

• The highest potential areas of change were in integration of the various RFIs held by the 
respondents and in Accessibility of data.  Both these responses recorded nearly unanimous 
concurrence 

• The non-respondents indicating their systems being less developed or were already integrated 
• Other areas of change were in Updating, Common Reference Systems, Data Collection 

Accuracy and Software 
 
Question 6.7 and 6.8 provided the positive respondents in Question 6.6 a further opportunity to classify the 

areas of change into a first and second priority.   
 
From this analysis there was no clear or distinct areas, with respondents almost equally divided over? 

• Data Collection 
• Software 
• Accessibility of Data 
• Data Integration and a  
• Common Referencing System? 

 
However, when it came to a second choice Question.6.8, the response was very consistent in identifying: 

• Data Integration 
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Question 6.9 and Question 6.10 looked at whether the respondents had active plans to meet the problems 
identified earlier.   

 
The top three selections being - 

i. Data Integration  
ii. Accessibility of Data, and  

iii. Equal third place going to Data Collection, Accuracy and Software. 
 
Question 6.11 tested that budget provisions had been made for improvements; further emphasizing the 

desire to address the concerns expressed in Question 6.10. 
 
Section 7 – IT / GIS / RFI Organization 
 
The final section of the Questionnaire was targeted not at the RFI users directly but at the Geomatic / GIS / 
IT interface, that observation of numerous systems indicated existed. 
 
Question 7.1 was included to test whether the RFI and GIS components were being run under the same 

organizational divisional set up.   
 

• 7 Respondents (40% responded that GIS and RFI were engineering functions.) 
• Conversely 12 Respondents identified that the GIS was operated remotely from the 

engineering 
 
Examining question 7.1 and 7.2 together further demonstrated that of the 5 agencies in which the GIS was 
in the engineering area of control, in only 1 case was it 76-100% utilized on engineering (response 7.2c) in 
all other cases it was clearly shared resource. 
 
Examining the responses of the other question 7.1.  Respondents, in terms of percentage utilization in 
question 7.2, showed that planning studies, mapping and surveys, information provision were equally 
heavy users of this resource. 
 
Comments 
 

• GIS is in most jurisdictions a shared resource 
• Where shared, engineering use is generally between 0 – 25% of actual utilization 

 
Questions 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 were included to assess the hidden costs of RFI where use was made of GIS. 
 
Question 7.3 showed that the largest contribution of IT manpower to the RFI was generally in the order of 

1-2 staff members. 
 
For Collection of the information and condition inputs then these numbers dropped in terms of the agencies 
that committed GIS staff to these operations. 
 
Question 7.6 – In the RFI unit, how many staff members are required for operating the system per 

inventory? 
 
Question 7.7 – In the RFI unit, how many staff members are required for collecting and processing 

information per inventory? 
 
Question 7.8 – In the RFI unit, how many staff members are required for collecting and processing 

condition information per inventory? 
 
This group of questions provided the corollary to Questions 7.3 to 7.5 in that the question examined the 
number of staff in the RFI unit required to operate the system, collect and process inventory information 
and collect and process condition data associated with the inventory features.  For operation the number 
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was in the range 1-2, this increased to between 2 and 4, and then levelled off around the 2-3 mark.  
However given the number of agencies collecting condition information this was an increase. 
 
Question 7.9 – How many staff members are in the RFI unit? 
The purpose of this question was to gauge staff requirements associated with the RFI currently in use by 
the respondents.  Two thirds have a staff of the order of 1 to 5 permanent members the remainder have 
between 6 and 10 staff.   
 
Question 7.10 – How many staff members are in the GIS unit? 

A similar question was posed relative to the GIS unit and the number of staff was of a similar 
order and disposition. 

 
Questions 7.11, to 7.15 looked at the skill set possessed by the GIS staff, it should be borne in mind that in 

general RFI work occupies less than 25% of the staff time of the GIS Unit and therefore it 
should be expected that skills in other areas would be present. 

 
Question 7.11 – How many of the GIS staff members interface with engineering discipline? 
 
Question 7.12 – How many of the GIS staff members are qualified / specialist in the field of system / IT 

programming? 
 
Question 7.13 – How many of the GIS staff members is GIS trained? 
 
Question 7.14 – How many of the GIS staff members is trained in planning? 
 
Question 7.15 – How many of the GIS staff members are qualified / specialist in the field of mapping / 

survey? 
• As was postulated above the demographics of the responses to questions 7.11 through 7.15 

reflect the diversity of operational requirements and use of the GIS 
 
Question 7.16 – Does RFI data exist in more than one database? 
 
Question 7.16 was slotted into the end of the section being responded by the IT / GIS entities to test the 

divergence with the response being provided by the RFI staff in Question 3.2.  A one to one 
correlation was generally obtained, verifying the use of multiple databases holding the RFI 
information. 

 
Question 7.17 – Which department owns or is responsible for maintaining the integrity of the data? 
 
Question 7.18 – Which department is responsible for updating the data? 

• The responses to both these questions showed that in all cases the end users were seen by the 
IT / GIS units as the owners of the RFI, yet in Question 1.7 responses showed that one third 
of the respondents considered that the IT / Geomatics / GIS had a shared direction or shared 
control in the development of the RFI system. 

•  
Conclusions on questions 7.3 to 7.17 
 

• IT / GIS / Geomatics are generally required to provide around 2 staff to support the RFI 
• IT / GIS / Geomatics support is generally limited because of the nature of the training of staff 

in this unit 
• Engineering work generally accounts for less than 25% of the work load of the IT / GIS / 

Geomatics staff 
• RFI staffing is generally in the order 5 permanent staff 
• IT / GIS / Geomatics view the ownership of the RFI’s as 100% with the RFI owner 

department 
• The RFI owner department in a number (35%) of instances consider that direction and control 

are shared function with IT / GIS / Geomatics 
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Note  
• Third party observation indicates that IT / GIS / Geomatics can have a significant impact on 

the selection and use of the RFI through the selective availability of staff 
• Engineering represents less than 25% of their overall work load and therefore commands a 

low priority in problem solving 
• The familiarity of IT staff with particular operating systems may preclude the selection of a 

system using a different platform to that to which they normally work 
• The provision of specialist staff in an obtuse system (not widely supported) to a minority user 

(individual RFI unit) does not normally rate a favourable and timely response in any 
organization 

 
4. Conclusions 
 
The Questionnaire provided insight and detail of the current user community, however it should be borne in 
mind that the current structures provided by the respondents have in general been molded from the 
progression from legacy systems and the technology available at the time of development.   
 
As will be seen development and emphasis has been shaped by perceived requirements flowing through 
from Maintenance Management Systems, and that currently Road Features Inventories tend to follow on 
from such initiatives and not to precede them.   
 
This is a function of:  
 

• the research work that was  done on whole life cycle costs for pavements and bridges in the 
past 

• the limitations imposed in the mid term by technology (PC have recently celebrated their 30th 
birthday and GIS architecture it’s 10th birthday) 

• and the shift into Asset Management requirements, whereby funding has become more readily 
available for maintenance and operations 

• nor should we expect a quantum leap away from linear referenced systems and into spatial 
only referenced system, purely because this has become the technology leader in data 
collection 

 
Many factors must be taken into consideration.  The distribution of the questionnaire was intended to 
provide an insight into these factors and assist others to benefit from the experience of the pioneers in the 
RFI field. 
 
4.1 Section 1 – Institutional Structure 

The responses to the questionnaire showed that three user groups were identifiable: 
 
• Provincial and Large Municipalities 
• Districts, Regions, Cities and Large Towns 
• Others  
 
The responses from these groups were similar and permitted their responses to be aggregated and 
used as trend lines. 
 
The Units in which the RFI were situated were high-level groups within their own organization, 
department or division level. 
 
Other Stakeholders were perceived by the Units as sharing in the responsibility for the month-to-
month operations and direction that the RFI took.  This was not a view shared or understood by 
the Stakeholders themselves. 
 
Hence there is a real need for Stakeholder “buy-in” across the organization. 
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4.2 Section 2 – Development History 
Provincial and Large Municipalities had developed their current RFI system, including features 
and attributes, from past legacy systems.  However, this was possibly a function of the fact that 
most of these RFI systems were implemented more than 10 years ago, although they had regularly 
updated their systems and most had a version less than 5 years old. 
 
Districts, Regions etc.  tended to have newer systems and did not have the history of data stored in 
earlier paper based systems. 
 
Further the range of already established Management Systems for this group tended to be less than 
those possessed by the Provincial and large municipality organizations. 
 

4.3 Section 3 – Content of RFI 
The content of the RFI tended to be similar in a few areas, pavement, culverts and to a lesser 
extent Curbs, Sidewalks and Bridges and not widely collected for the rest of the features found in 
road corridors, with traffic signals, retaining walls, fences and gates etc.  being sparsely 
represented. 

 
Currently RFI user organizations have a large number of separate inventories, these have been 
developed from specific management applications.  All organizations have indicated that they are 
either in the process of or intend to integrate their disparate systems into one common inventory. 

 
Most organizations recorded features and attributes in terms of physical dimensions, followed by 
material specifications and age. 
 
Recording of condition information applied mostly to pavement, culverts, curbs and sidewalks, the 
remaining features were generally recorded in terms of presence. 

 
Pavement surface condition was collected manually using visual evidence of distress. 

 
Pavement roughness condition was generally expressed in terms of International Roughness Index 
(IRI) using automatic equipment. 

 
Other features whose condition was recorded were generally assessed in terms of simple condition 
scales or assessment techniques by “in-house” staff. 

 
4.4 Section 4 – Operation 

The population of the original RFI was primarily carried out from As Built / Constructed 
documents or transferred from already existing “Legacy System”. 
 
Where field data was collected it came in a number of forms, ranging from aerial photogrammetry 
and video survey to voice recorded and total station survey.   
 
Generally several different systems were used to collect the data; this reflects the position of the 
features and attributes within the road corridor and the difficulty to get one system to effectively 
collect all the information in one pass. 
 
The updating of inventories generally resulted in organizations and agencies consolidating around 
as constructed records, further the number of systems used generally decreased significantly. 
 
Pilot projects therefore not only have to take account of the initial method of data collection but 
must also take into account the changed methods for updating. 
 
Two third of respondent indicated that they practiced quality checks on the data to be input, of the 
remainder it is felt that that they do practice some form of quality check, whether it be in the field 
or the office. 
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The majority of the respondents used a linear reference system for survey and encoding their data, 
a little over one third indicated the use of spatial databased systems.  This result, we feel, is in part 
skewed by the shift in technology with those possessing legacy systems up graded to new database 
systems transferring the information in the most convenient medium, a linear reference systems. 
 
Recording of condition information has been identified as being practiced by the majority of 
respondents.  However in most cases this was a secondary activity to the population and updating 
of the RFI. 
 

4.5 Section 5 – Hardware and Software 
A relationship between GIS operating systems software and RFI operating systems software was 
not found. 
 
This result pointed to the differences in needs between GIS and RFI, GIS being a visually 
dependent system while RFI required the capabilities of a relational database to provide required 
outputs. 
 
Responses did identify the extensive use of “windows” based programs as front-end support for 
the operation of the system. 
 

4.6 Section 6 – Future Profile 
All respondents indicated the intention to integrate their disparate RFI 
 
All respondents were looking for an integrated solution to access data from their databases. 
Other less important areas of improvement were identified as updating of database, a common 
referencing system, improved data collection accuracy and improvements in software. 
 

4.7 Section 7 – IT / GIS / RFI Organization 
Respondents indicated that generally the GIS system resided with other departments and that 
Engineering use of the system represented less than 25% of system usage. 
 
GIS manpower, as opposed to RFI manpower, generally required between 2 and 4 external 
operators for RFI users applications.  Two persons would appear the most common. 
 
RFI staffing levels were of the order of 5 number staff per organization. 
The potential influence on the Ownership of the RFI, by the Geomatics department, is not widely 
appreciated by the geomatics staff.  This emphasizes the need for an across organization “buy-in” 
by all Stakeholders. 
 
Comparison of Results 
How do the GIS Results shape up with other jurisdictions? During the web search a paper by Fang 
Zhoa, Dept of Civil and Environmental Eng.  Florida International University Applications of 
Geographic Information Systems for Civil and Environmental Engineering yielded some 
interesting details with regards to the US State DOT’s. 
 

Table 10 Location of GIS Unit 
 

Department Location Distribution % 
Planning 26 
Mapping / Survey 2 
Information Services 34 
Multiple Locations 24 
Engineering 6 
No Official GIS Unit 8 
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This is very much in line with the results of the Questionnaire, GIS removed from the Engineering 
environment, the main owners and users of RFI. 
 
Current GIS Software Mix: 

 
Table 11 Software Systems 

 
Department Location Distribution % 

Single Proprietary 16 
2 Vendor Installation 30 
3 Vendor Installation 36 

4+ Vendor Installation 18 
 

The results again show very few agencies tied to a single vendor application and the widespread 
use of multiple vendor providing services to one entity. 
Current GIS Highway Applications 
 

Table 12 Highway Applications in 40 State DOT’s 
 

Road Feature Inventory (10) Road Conditions / Weather (5) 
Highway Asset Management (7) State Highway Map / Atlas (4) 
Safety Management / Crash Analysis (6) Road Construction Detours (4) 
Highway Project Locations (6) Truck Permitting / Routing (4) 
Traffic Incident Monitoring (5) Environmental Impact Analysis (3) 

 
Other GIS Applications 
• Marketing 
• Crime Analysis 
• Demographical Analysis 
• Social Studies 
• Urban Planning 

• Emergency Services 
• Tax Appraisal 
• Land Use Management 
• Natural Resources Management 
• Utility Regulation 

 
The Questionnaire results indicated that GIS Engineering applications occupied less than 25% of the GIS 
Unit work load, similarly in the 40 US DOT’s who formed the 2002 study group Engineer applications 
represented only a fraction of the GIS Units’ work load. 
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Appendix VI RFI Project Examples 

1. Background 
 
This section provides some real examples of those agencies that have started and in some cases completed a RFI.  
They cover a range of organizations from provinces and states to municipal organizations.  Some describe a RFI that 
cover “all” features while some describe specific examples of a program for one feature.   
 
The first couple of pages under the municipal heading describe two approaches in the municipal context (MIDS / 
MIMS) of databases and data structures and while they include road features they exceed the objectives of this 
report by including underground features.   
 
The subsequent information is a case-by-case description of some projects, some in detail while some are 
summarized.  For each project a “type” has been included so that the reader is aware of the context.  The examples 
covered include: referencing, data standards, and data collection.  For each project a contact name has been 
included, where the agency agreed, should additional information be required.  The following table provides a 
reference for each project. 
 

Agency Name Project Type, Keywords 
City of Toronto, ON Data Standards, Data Warehouse 
City of Edmonton, AB Data Collection using a PDA with GPS 
Province of New Brunswick Data Collection (van based) using Voice activated software and 

PDAs with GPS 
Province of Alberta Data Collection using mobile mapping vehicles and feature 

extraction 
Province of British Columbia Integration various referencing methods 
Province of Ontario (Structures Section Data Collection using Tablet PCs 
County of Boulder, CO Data Collection using van based GPS 
Florida Department of Transportation Turnpike 
Enterprise 

Data Collection using digital mapping, mobile mapping vehicles 
and back-pack GPS 

Texas Department of Transportation Integration various referencing methods 
Michigan Department of Transportation Integrated roadway management system  

2. Municipal / City Agencies 
 
For the municipal agencies, two different initiatives (MIDS / MIMS) have been undertaken over the past 5 years or 
so to try and document and standardize the approach to storing asset data.  These are not necessarily applications or 
tools but repositories for the data.  The early approaches encountered problems with lack of standardization in the 
technology industry.  This resulted in the use of proprietary applications or databases, which severely limited their 
initial acceptance and ultimately, success.  More recently progress has been made by a number of groups including: 
 
2.1 Municipal Infrastructure Data Standard (MIDS) - Ontario: Tri-Committee 

MIDS is a platform for a Roads Feature Inventory.  It is comprehensive and its goal is control of the users 
of the standard, not a software vendor.  There is a clear process for reviewing and approving enhancements 
and additions to the standard through the Technical Advisory Group (TAG) and an active user group 
(MUG).  The standard also represents the collective work of private and public sector professionals 
involved in the business of Public Works 

 
The Tri-Committee, representing three parent organizations, the Ontario Good Roads Association (OGRA), 
the Municipal Engineers Association (MEA) and the American Public Works Association (APWA) has 
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created, developed and supported MIDS as an information product that provides municipal authorities with 
a common format for recording information about their infrastructure assets.  This standard has its roots in 
the various information management systems developed by the province in the late 1980’s.  Following the 
Province of Ontario’s exit from road subsidy programs in the mid 90’s, the Tri-Committee foresaw a need 
for the development of a more robust data standard that would better reflect a municipality’s needs and 
assist municipal officials when reviewing data requirements for decision making tools and strategic 
applications.  MIDS was created, developed and is maintained through a unique environment of 
collaboration between the public and private sectors, while ensuring that the business needs of the 
municipalities are achieved.  The objective of the MIDS initiative is to promote and sustain a data standard 
that assists municipalities in achieving their business objectives -obtaining better information to make more 
informed decisions regarding their programs and services.  MIDS is a comprehensive, non-proprietary data 
standard that provides a common template for information collection requirements regarding municipal 
infrastructure.  MIDS also provides a structured framework to maintain and support a province wide 
infrastructure data standard that will not only enable “Data Sharing”, but also provide the platform to: 
• Allow common interpretation of data between organizations and agencies 
• Improve information flow between agencies 
• Minimize data duplication 
• Improve data maintenance 
• Support data collection standards 
• Support inter agency asset valuation 
• Facilitate development of standard tools 

 
All of these together provide tremendous benefit to municipalities, agencies and private sector companies 
and a mechanism to substantially reduce the cost of data management and reporting. 

 
Financial support for improvement and maintenance of the MIDS standard to this date has been derived 
from subscription fees.  A MIDS user group (MUG), MIDS program manager and a Technical Advisory 
Group (TAG) are actively involved in on-going support of the standard.  Numerous municipalities are 
utilizing MIDS across the province and there continues to be considerable interest expressed from both the 
private and public sectors on progress with the standard.  The Tri-Committee is currently enhancing and 
strengthening the standard to further address user need. 

 
The Tri-Committee website (www.tricom.org) contains more detailed information about the standard, the 
list of subscribers to MIDS and the various interest groups associated with MIDS. 
 
Contact:  
Rick Tolkunow, P.Eng., Director of Engineering, City of Guelph, Current Chair of the MIDS Committee 
(519) 837-5604  ext.  2243 rtolkunow@city.guelph.on.ca  

2.2 Municipal Infrastructure Management System (MIMS).   
In Alberta, the government of Alberta in response to the requests and needs of municipalities to gain a 
better understanding of their infrastructure through an initiative called the Municipal Infrastructure 
Management System (www.albertamims.org)   

 
The MIMS vision is to provide affordable, easy-to-use tools that will assist Alberta municipalities in 
managing and ultimately sustaining their infrastructure through solid decision-making.  The MIMS tools 
are targeted to the province's small to medium size municipalities.  The program is voluntary for 
municipalities, and the MIMS tool set will be supplied to (Alberta) municipalities at no cost. 
 
The outcome of the initiative to date is the MIMS tool set that provides numerous tools (nine in total) 
related to municipal infrastructure management.  For example, one tool addresses the question of how 
municipalities start the process of infrastructure management.  The tool allows municipalities to perform a 
self-assessment to determine the amount of information they possess about their infrastructure. 
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Another tool, MIMS Data Lists, defines what information municipalities should collect in order of 
importance.  A related tool, MIMS Specifications, defines how to collect the information.  The data lists 
and specifications function as a dictionary or reference guide to infrastructure data collection.   

 
One of the most beneficial tools is the MIMS Registry, which allows municipalities to put the information 
collected in a centralized digital environment.  A spatial data checklist has been created that recommends 
CAD / GIS best practices to ensure spatial data can be correctly used within the MIMS Registry.  A cost- 
matrix tool is also included that allows municipalities to determine the associated costs they can expect to 
face based on collecting a certain percentage of infrastructure data.  A key benefit of these tools is that they 
can be used independently of each other. 

 
MIMS users have the ability to describe road properties using linear referencing.  Linear referencing means 
a road segment can be further divided into sub-sections, and each can have a different attribute.  This is all 
done without modifying the source spatial data file.  A practical example of this functionality is road 
surface, as surface type may be highly variable along each road segment.  Linear referencing allows users 
to divide a 700- meter road into sections and identify certain characteristics (e.g., the first 200 meters of 
Main Street are an asphalt surface and the remaining 500 meters are a gravel surface). 

 
Another valuable tool is the spatial data import wizard.  Through a series of questions, a user is able to 
import existing GIS data into MIMS, including attribute information.  For example, existing GIS users are 
able to bring all relevant data from their existing GIS files into the MIMS database with the click of a 
button.  This functionality allows users with existing infrastructure information to import it into MIMS. 

 
Users are also able to create thematic maps based on any values stored in the MIMS database using the 
Thematic Mapping Wizard.  In essence, thematic mapping provides users with a graphical reporting and 
analysis tool.  This functionality is especially useful for infrastructure management, as it shows assets 
relative to other assets. 

 
The current release of the MIMS Registry also includes tools for data replication and resynchronization 
(valuable for mobile employees with laptops), enhanced decision support tools, the ability to export data 
out of the MIMS Registry (spatial and tabular format) and much more.  Other areas presently under 
investigation include a mobile version of MIMS for field data verification and updates using personal 
digital assistant devices. 

 
The initiative has focused on cooperation and leveraging existing industry practices.  MIMS demonstrates 
the positive results of various stakeholders, including industry, municipal associations, provincial and 
municipal governments, collaborating and partnering on an infrastructure management solution. 

 
Contacts:  
Gary Sandberg, Division Head for Municipal Policy, Government of Alberta (780) 427-2225 
gary.sandberg@gov.ab.ca  
Barry Huybens, MIMS Project Director, (780) 412-2219 barryhuybens@sierrasystems.com 
 

2.3 City of Toronto, ON 
Type: Data Standards, Data Warehouse 
Background: 
The City is responsible for maintaining, rehabilitating and managing the municipal infrastructure assets that 
are used by all citizens.  Municipal infrastructure includes the assets covered by the road and street network 
and the water and sewer network.  The City currently relies on a multitude of information and data from 
various sources resulting in inconsistent metrics and decisions about the state of infrastructure.  The 
infrastructure data of the seven former municipalities is based upon seven different data standards and asset 
identification schemes.  The various data sets defined in these standards also vary dramatically in quality, 
currency and completeness.  Infrastructure data “amalgamation” is essential to asset management.  
Establishing consistent, standardized and centralized asset information is required to facilitate planning, co-
ordination, maintenance, design and operation of the City’s infrastructure assets. 
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Goals and Objectives 
The objectives of this program can be separated into short and long-term goals.   

 
Short-term: 
• Creation of a standardized data warehouse for infrastructure asset information supporting multiple 

business processes in order to minimize redundant data and data maintenance processes related to 
common assets 

• Data collection and data conversion to populate the data warehouse to an operable level as specified by 
the custodians and users of the data 

• Implementation of middleware or electronic data interchange (EDI) technology to allow for data flow 
between the various data maintenance, operational and analysis applications and the data warehouse 

• Establishment of maintenance agreements defining maintenance and workflow processes needed to 
continually improve and update all data in the data warehouse 

 
Long-term: 
• Establish an administration to manage the data warehouse on an ongoing basis. 
• Maintain and improve the data content to reflect the business needs of participating Divisions 
• Enable ongoing integration of established and new applications to the warehouse 
• Improve the decision-making and cost effectiveness with regards to the City’s infrastructure 

rehabilitation / maintenance and management programs 
• Provide measurable benchmarks, standards and best practices 
 
The purpose of the TIADS (Toronto Infrastructure Data Standard) is to create a standardized data 
warehouse for infrastructure data supporting asset related business processes in the City.  The data 
warehouse will be a central source of current asset information bringing together many of the inconsistent 
and incomplete datasets that existed prior to amalgamation into a harmonized standard against a unique set 
of assets.  As well, TIADS will provide open and standardised access to data from proprietary systems for 
asset and work management.  Data standards and data maintenance processes are an essential part of the 
Program.  This will ensure the data in the warehouse will be clearly defined, current and relevant to the 
business needs of the users of the infrastructure data. 

 
Project Lessons: 
Plan on investing a lot of time in establishing data standards, if you want them to be able to support 
multiple business processes such as system modeling, asset management and work management.  Accept 
that you may not always be able to satisfy all requirements with one view of what an asset is and additional 
views of an asset may need to be constructed from the core data sets to satisfy the business requirements of 
all groups concerned 

 
Contacts:  
Gary Welsh P.Eng., Director Transportation Services District 4, (416) 396-7842 welsh.gary@toronto.ca  
Dan Lymer, P.Eng.,  Data Integration Services Manager (416) 396-4842 Dlymer@toronto.ca  

 
2.4 City of Edmonton 

Type: Data Collection using a PDA with GPS 
Background: 
This project was designed to digitize field data collected during sidewalk condition surveys and import it 
into the City's Spatial Land Inventory Management System (SLIM).  This ongoing project collects distress 
and severity information for each sidewalk panel, weight averages the scores for an entire block and allows 
access to the data through a map interface.  Collection of data is undertaken on an annual basis by six 
temporary staff and involves one quadrant of the City in any given year.  It is planned to eventually extend 
this collection process to include pavement performance parameters as well.   

 
Sidewalk condition data is collected on an iPAC H3900 hand-held PC using IntelliWhere On Demand vers.  
01.01.01.58c .  This data is then uploaded to SLIM using customized commands and is attached to a Linear 
Referencing System based on Intergraph's Transportation Manager / Analyst.  The data is accessed through 
a Geomedia platform.   
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Project Lessons: 
The City suggests that it is imperative to allow for extended user training and product acceptance time or to 
have dedicated staff.  In the Edmonton project, end user staff were fully involved in normal day to day 
duties and found it difficult to find sufficient time to learn and test the new process over a three-month 
window.  The training / acceptance plan should include end user staff becoming directly involved with 
developers as early as the alpha version.   

 
Contact: 
Al Cepas, P.Eng.  (780) 496-4676  e-mail al.cepas@edmonton.ca       
 

3. Provinces, States and Counties 
 
3.1 Province of New Brunswick 

Type: Data Collection (van based) using Voice activated software and PDAs with GPS 
Background: 

The New Brunswick Department of Transportation (NBDOT) has developed an automated highway 
inventory system using electronic data collection managed in a GIS.  The new system incorporates both 
maintenance data and sign data. 

 
The process took approximately two and one half years to collect 75,000 signs, 240,000 culverts and 
174,000 kms of road location, surface type, etc. including all the detail information listed. 

 
The new inventory system allows the Department to keep its inventory of highways and signs up to date.  
Staff can now update or verify the department’s inventory in the field using laptops.  In the event the 
original information was not properly recorded or has been changed, the data can be updated immediately.   

 
The maintenance information is primarily used to assist in determining summer maintenance budgets for 
highway divisions.  Sign information is used to enforce commercial sign regulations and keep other sign 
information easily available.   

 
Access is provided to current information for department staff via the Intranet.  Proactive preventative 
maintenance for both maintenance and sign inventory will soon be realized.   

 
The information in the system is categorized by county, highway district, highway division, route number 
or name, exit number (when applicable) and centreline. 

 
Technology Used:  
The major components of this collection methodology include a van, pentop and / or laptop computers, 
mobile GPS receivers with both Coast Guard and WAAS differential capabilities, digital cameras, laser 
rangers and cellular telephones.  IPAQs have been experimented with and could be used in some situations.  
Laptops have more versatility, memory and generally are better suited for collectors in vehicles. 

 
Information was initially collected from a van using voice-activated software called VoCarta.  
Development for this was done in-house.  This software was chosen over others as it offered the best 
solution to collect the massive amount of data in the shortest time.   

 
Two different collection methodologies using similar processes were developed for maintenance and sign 
data.  Sign information always is point data and maintenance information includes both point and linear 
data.  Sign collection added digital photographs and offset distances measured with a laser ranger to 
calculate coordinates of the signs.   

 
The subsequent updating process required the development of software using ArcPad on laptops to update 
the existing databases.  It was considered important that the databases be taken to the field so a verification 
process could occur with the data.  This was an integrity check for previously collected data. 
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A prototype pilot intranet website was developed to post all the information using ArcIMS.  The pilot 
website was successful with all users having access to information via the web.  Approximately 150 unique 
users visited the site in the first year with 30-40 regular users each month.   

 
A cost comparison was made in March 2002 with two other systems in the USA.  The  USA costs were 
$150 and $500 per kilometre compared with $50 per kilometre for the New Brunswick project. 

 
Project Lessons: 
• Support is required from Senior Management for the duration of the project.  This includes access to 

appropriate funding 
• Strategic planning is very important and should include all stakeholders 
• A comprehensive needs analysis is required for all stakeholders and the enterprise 
• Although it is important to try to include the enterprise, stay focused on the final product to reap the 

best efficiency in cost and inventory collection 
• It is very important that users communicate their requirements.  Users do not always see the benefits of 

an integrated GIS, so the developer has to ask the right questions to draw the relevant information from 
the users 

• This is a good opportunity to bring disparate paper information to the field and integrate spatially and 
digitally with little extra effort 

• Culverts should be pre-marked on the asphalt.  This can expedite maintenance collection by almost 
50%.  Consider pre-marking other assets that are not easily visible 

• Sign position can be determined within a few meters by “guessing” 90 degree angles from the road 
when measuring distance.  Subsequent checks show very good results for the actual sign position 

• Road centerline does not always accurately fit actual the GPS tracklog.  Keeping the GPS track log on 
all the time at one-second intervals is an effective way to determine road track logs and centerlines. 
This background information helps determine spatial discrepancies whenever there are differences 
with the position of data being collected and the existing digital maps 

• Do not overload or overwhelm the data collector with too much information to collect.  This leads to 
errors and “punch-drunk” collectors.  Separate collection process to 2 or 3 components if necessary, 
keeping in mind the final cost 

• A data user (supervisor, etc.) should be present during the collection to assist the data collector with 
collection, especially the initial collection.  His local knowledge is invaluable 

• Data collectors should be full time staff familiar with the data in general 
• The data collector should quality control (QC) their own data immediately i.e., collect data for 3-4 

days and QC for 1 or 2 days.  Having a person QC the data who did not collect it leads to further 
errors.  The data collector can remember situations where data is missing or wrong and this can be 
corrected immediately 

• Retain data collectors for the whole project to keep errors consistent, manageable and repairable 
• Data collectors must have adequate training and updated regularly 
• The collection software should have as much error checking built in as possible to assist QC later.  (i.e.  

a linear event, like a paved surface, was started but was never stopped.) 
• There should be remote access via telephone service to the field computers.  This allows access to the 

field laptop in a “remote assistance” mode so problems can be remedied.  This saves field and driving 
time 

• Data collectors should be as versatile as possible in handling both hardware and software problems. 
(i.e., know how to change fuses, repair connectors, know some DOS to check GPS connections, etc.) 

• After the initial collection is completed there must be a mechanism in place to track any updates or 
changes.  This is very important.  If there is no differentiation between old information and new 
information, there will be a point where it will all have to be recollected.  The cost difference in New 
Brunswick is almost one million dollars between recollection and update collection 

• Ancillary information should be available for error checking.  This would include route names and 
location, administrative boundary polygons like districts, divisions, counties, etc. 

• The more automated error checking the software can provide in the field, the easier the office 
calculations.  After leaving the field, it is difficult to know from the office what is in the field without 
another visit 
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Contact:  
Wayne Walsh P.Eng., Geomatics Advisor / Project Manager (506) 453-5689  wayne.walsh@gnb.ca 

 
3.2 Province of Alberta 

Type: Data Collection using Mobile Mapping vehicle and feature extraction 
Background: 
Alberta Transportation collects spatial, imagery and inventory data to support many engineering functions.  
This data is used to evaluate the performance of the road surfaces and by Consultants to design pavement 
overlays, or to determine when roadways should be rebuilt because they do not meet geometric standards.  
Highway videologs are used to replace field trips when staff needs to conduct visual evaluations of 
highway locations.  Digital georeferenced videologs are being used to collect some of the appurtenances 
along Alberta’s highways.  Many departmental applications such as the Transportation Infrastructure 
Management Systems (TIMS), the Roadway Maintenance and Rehabilitation Application (RoMaRa), and 
the Collision Location Identification System also rely on province wide kinematic collection for source 
data. 

 
The Department has used kinematic data collection since the mid seventies, being one of the first North 
American jurisdictions to design and build a videolog van dedicated to collect highway inventory data and 
to use an Automated Road Analyzer (ARAN) to collect pavement data.  The Department has since out-
sourced data collection, and Consultants continued to collect data using the same technology.  However, in 
more recent years, collection technology has improved as more accurate real time GPS became available, 
and georeferenced digital videologs were developed. 

 
In 2003 the Department tendered for Consultants to provide an integrated platform that will combine digital 
videolog, geometrics and pavement inventory gathering in one vehicle pass.  The contracts included the 
capture of georeferenced International Roughness Index (IRI), rut depth, digital videologs, as well as post-
processing to generate highway geometrics (horizontal and vertical alignments with curve radius and “K” 
value centreline, super-elevation and gradelines).  A component of the post-processing is the collection of 
four major features using digital videologs, including guardrail, signs, lights and signals and painted lines, 
and their fundamental attributes, such as location co-ordinates, type and unique identifiers.   

 
EBA Engineering Consultants (Edmonton) and Roadware Inc.  from Ontario were each awarded a three-
year contract to operate their vehicles and deliver the video, geometric data and appurtenance inventory for 
the 62,000 lane kilometres that make up the Provincial Highway System. 

 
The contracts span three years, with a total data collection in year one, and partial collections and updates 
in each of years two and three. 

 
The data generated from this project will be made available to users in a variety of ways.  Tabular data-sets 
of IRI, Rut, geometrics and crossfall are distributed as comma separated value files (csv) or via ACCESS 
databases.  Digital videologs are being made available from a central multi-terabyte server for users 
connected with sufficient line speed, and on 250 GIGABYTE USB drives for users who can not connect to 
the servers.  Three licenses of Geo-3D’s Trident 3D (feature extraction application) will be shared over the 
Alberta Transportation network, and 20 licenses of Geo-3D’s Vision will be installed on the desktops of 
users who have a critical need to access and view the videologs. 

Technology Used: 
Mobile Mapping, including  
• High-resolution 1300x1030 pixels x 12bit CCD camera captures a picture every eight metres at 95 km 

/ h (almost three terabytes of image data will be collected in one year, which equates to about eight 
million jpeg images) 

• High-precision differential Trimble GPS receivers 
• Applanix POS-LV guidance system that integrates fibre-optic gyroscopes, silicon accelerometers, 

distance measurement indicators (DMI) and GPS measurements to produce accurate computation of 
the geometric data 
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• Multi-laser inertial profiling system (FHWA Class II Road Profiler) with laser sensors to collect IRI 
and ultrasonic or laser sensors to collect rut depth 

• Géo-3D’s Trident-3D Analyst and Vision software to view videologs and perform measurements off 
the images 

 
Project Lessons: 
• Data formats must be rigorously developed and adhered to, especially in view of multiple Consultants 

and large, complex data sets 
• Quality assurance must be performed continuously from the outset of the project 
• Automated quality assurance functions are required to verify the substantial amounts of data generated 
• Projects must be able to react to information technology advancements.  For example, the original 

specification called for delivery of data on DVD, during the course of the project this was changed to 
large capacity portable USB drives 

• User expectation must be set.  Kinematic collection cannot equal survey accuracy, and collection of 
attributes of appurtenances from videologs does not completely replace field surveys 

Contacts: 
Eric Solomonson, Director, Highway Geomatics Section, (780) 415-0773 Eric.Solomonson@gov.ab.ca 
Roy Jurgens, P.Eng., Director Highway Asset Management, (780) 425-0774 Roy.jurgens@gov.ab.ca  
 

3.3 Province of British Colombia 
Type: Integrating various referencing methods 
Background: 
The Road Inventory and Maintenance System (RIMS) initiative is a Ministry of Transportation (BC MoT) 
Highways Department project / program.  The primary purpose of the RIMS project / program is to furnish 
the Ministry with a single database that stores the data required to fully describe Ministry highways / routes 
and the maintained inventory of physical and characteristic features located along these highways / routes.   

 
To accomplish its primary purpose the RIMS also provides the means to translate the location of inventory 
data across the multiple Linear Referencing Systems (LRS) used by the Ministry.   

 
The RIMS is based upon a BC MoT implementation of Highways by Exor road network and asset 
management software.  This “off the shelf” software is used by the Ministry to store, maintain, analyze and 
present the textual, spatial (Map) and document (E.G.  an image) highway / route and / or inventory item 
information needed to fully describe Ministry maintained assets.   

 
RIMS Location Referencing:  
• RIMS Inventory Items (assets) can be located along routes or by geographic coordinates (x, y)   
• All routes in RIMS are uniquely identified (E.G.  H1A uniquely identifies Route 1A) 

 
Linear Referencing Methods:  
A Linear Referencing Method (LRM) consists of one or more routes that share common business usages 
and rules.  The three LRMs in common use within the Ministry and consequently defined in RIMS are: 

 
1.  The Road Features Inventory (RFI) LRM.   
2.  The Landmark Kilometre Inventory (LKI) LRM.   
3.  The Data Sharing Application (DSA) LRM.   

 
The RFI LRM consists of the many RFI Highways the Ministry has defined to describe routes for which the 
Ministry has a maintenance responsibility.  An example of an RFI Highway in RIMS is:  
• 20-A-A-00544 Mountain View Road  

 
The LKI LRM consists of the many LKI Segments that the Ministry has defined to describe routes against 
which accident data and traffic counts are collected.  An example of an LKI Segment in RIMS is:  
• 1580 Dome Creek to Tete Jaune  
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The DSA LRM consists of the many DSA Traversals the Ministry has defined to describe numbered routes 
in the province.  An example of a DSA Traversal in RIMS is:  
• H1 Highway 1 (Trans-Canada Highway) eastbound from Victoria to the Alberta border  

 
RFI Highways, LKI Segments and DSA Traversals are anchored to one or more anchor sections stored in 
RIMS.  Each anchor section has a measure, a shape and a spatial location and can therefore be projected 
onto a digital map.  If all the anchor sections stored in RIMS are connected on this map the result is the BC 
MoT Highway network, which currently looks like the following illustration:  

RFI Highways, LKI Segments and DSA Traversals can over-lap.  When this happens, the RIMS software is 
able to translate coincident points between LRMs.  For example mile-point 125.019 km on LKI segment 
1580 coincides with mile-point 879.136 km on Highway 16.   

 
RIMS Inventory Item Types:  
Inventory item types represent physical objects, characteristics and / or events about which information can 
be stored in RIMS.  Culvert and Guardrail are examples of Inventory Item Types.  Individual inventory 
items (a specific culvert or guardrail section) can be located on a RFI Highway, LKI Segment and / or DSA 
Traversal.  The linear referencing information required to locate an inventory item consists of a route, a 
start and for linear items an end chainage. 

 
In general, inventory item types stored in RIMS are classified as Point or Linear (sometimes referred to as 
Continuous) items.  Point inventory items are located in RIMS by recording the point, in metres, along the 
RFI Highway, LKI Segment or DSA Traversal they occur.  Linear inventory items are located in RIMS by 
recording the point, in metres, along an RFI Highway, LKI Segment or DSA Traversal they start and also 
the point they end.  The following illustration conveys the manner in which inventory items can be located 
on RFI Highways, LKI Segments or DSA Traversals:  
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Geographic coordinate values can also be used to locate inventory items in RIMS.  These values must 
reflect the projection used by the RIMS digital map.  To conform to provincial government standards the 
projection used by RIMS is BC Albers; consequently if for example an x, y coordinate pair was collected as 
longitude and latitude these values must be converted to BC Albers before the data can be used by RIMS to 
locate the object on a map.   

 
Examples of Inventory Item Types about which RIMS is currently configured to collect data are:  
• Maintenance Class   • Highway Profile 
• Sign • Reflectors 
• Guardrail • Culvert 
• Drainage Appliance • Curb & Gutter 
• Roadside Facility • Surface 
• Safety Feature • Landmarks   

 
Currently the BC MoT are implementing Phase 2 of the RIMS Project.  This involves the integration of 
data managed by other applications used by the Ministry such as the Bridge Management Information 
System with the RIMS LRS.   Concurrently the BC MoT are also configuring the RIMS application to store 
and locate data about the Inventory Item Types needed by the following business processes:  
• Right of Way Information.   
• Railway Crossing Information.   
• Speed Zone Information 
• Aggregate / Gravel Source Information. 
 
Contact:  
Not available. 
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3.4 Province of Ontario – Structural Section 
Type: Data Collection using tablet PCs 
Background: 
Ontario’s 2800 highway bridges are inspected every two years using the recently developed Windows 
2000-based Bridge Management System (BMS).  This system records and tracks the condition of dozens of 
components in each bridge and can provide an instantaneous picture of the current state of bridges in the 
province, and facilitates the planning of repairs and replacement.  The volume of data that must be recorded 
and input into the database is enormous.  The data was recorded manually on paper in the field and then 
keyed into the system upon returning to the office, a factor that impedes the BMS, as well as most bridge 
management systems in use throughout North America.  This duplication results in a waste of technical 
resources.   

 
In early 2003, Northwestern Region Structural Section, in collaboration with the Regional IT Office, 
spearheaded a pilot project to automate the field acquisition of data.  Using the Fujitsu Stylistic 4000, pre-
loaded with the BMS (forms and application), initial office trials were extremely encouraging.  Once BMS 
was loaded onto the tablet, bridge data could be easily entered using the touch screen and digital pen.  Also, 
a keyboard could be pulled up on-screen to facilitate data entry; additionally, the system is fully capable of 
recognising and interpreting handwriting.  Sketches could be attached to inspection files, and the whole 
system can be converted into a desktop via a docking station. 

 
In spring 2003, the Fujitsu was run through field trials and used to record data for all inspections carried out 
by the region’s bridge inspectors.  The inspectors have at their disposal not only the blank inspection forms, 
but also previous inspection reports and photographs, in order to track deterioration progress.  The system 
functioned flawlessly.  The tablet was rugged enough for field use, and at a weight of three pounds, was not 
cumbersome to users.  Data entry was as fast, if not faster, than the old pen and paper approach. 

 
Technology Used:  
Tablet PCs 

 
Project Lessons: 
During first survey in 2003 the screen was hard to read in sunlight.  Subsequent models from the same 
vendor have overcome this problem. 

 
Contact: 
Ray Krisciunas (807) 473-2064 Ray.Krisciunas@mto.gov.on.ca  
 

3.5 County of Boulder, CO 
Type: Data Collection using van based GPS 
Background: 
The department collected data on roads, culverts, bridges and signs.  Their inventory comprises of 
approximately 1120 centreline kms (700 miles) of roadway, 7000 signs, 8000 culverts & bridges.  The 
County used in-house staff for data collection activities - started part-time and later full time.  The Team 
was a van based 2-person crew with GPS gear on board vehicle - the driver recorded the information while 
a second person exited the vehicle to place signal receiver on the feature.  They took digital pictures of the 
assets including culverts.  Estimated time to do the data collection (after the learning curve) is about 6-9 
months with one crew.   

 
Technology Used:  
Van based manual data entry using a laptop and or a hand held unit – backpack GPS in-house staff. 

Project Lessons: 
Ensure a good accurate menu driven application with all features and attributes is available. 

 
Contact:  
John Mosher Traffic-GIS Manager (303) 678-6088 jmosher@co.boulder.co.us  
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3.6 Florida Department of Transportation Turnpike Enterprise 
Type: Data Collection using digital mapping, mobile mapping vehicles and back-pack GPS units 
Background 
The Turnpike Enterprise Asset Management System (TEAMS) was developed as part of a comprehensive 
financial planning effort to estimate the Turnpike’s infrastructure needs over the next 20 years.   

 
The 47-year-old Florida Turnpike Enterprise is an integrated network of toll roads spanning much of south 
and central Florida.  Its $3.6 billion in capital assets include 736 centreline kms (460 centreline miles) or 
3,200 lane kms (2,000 lane miles) of pavement and nearly 8,500 signs, 1,200 structures—bridges, toll 
plazas, buildings, overhead signs, high-mast light towers, guardrails, impact attenuators, barrier walls and 
culverts, in addition to landscaped areas, communications equipment and utilities.  In size and diversity, the 
Turnpike’s inventory rivals that of a small municipality.   

 
The system presented a number of challenges: 
• Integrating and expanding upon existing data stored on paper and in a variety of databases  
• Interfacing with nine legacy (existing) systems  
• Creating uniform asset evaluation criteria 
• Gathering precise geopositioning data, digital imagery and condition information for each asset 
• Obtaining buy-in from the 300 Turnpike employees who would use the system  
• Obtaining support from management for developing the system whose success would depend heavily 

on employee buy-in. 
 

An off-the shelf package could not be found that met the needs and a new system was designed and built 
from the ground up.  They began with a concept study that included a series of questionnaires and 
employee interviews that outlined the systems currently in place and how they were being used.  Questions 
were then customized for each asset: current condition, installation date, cost to repair, current maintenance 
schedule and budget.   

 
Given the number of assets and the physical size of the Turnpike Enterprise, system designers decided to 
create a map-driven interface a “Virtual Turnpike” that would allow employees to locate an individual 
asset, such as a sign structure, building or section of pavement, on an interactive desktop map.  By clicking 
on an asset icon and using pull-down menus, users will be able to view still and video images and retrieve 
in-depth information for analyzing an asset’s condition.  For pavement sections, for example, TEAMS will 
display age, crack rate, ride rating, rut rating and several other parameters.  These will generate an overall 
condition rating, which will be displayed on the map using a color code for quick reference: red (replace 
now), yellow (replace soon) and green (good condition). 

 
In-depth information along with TEAMS’ dynamic desktop will allow engineers to bring much of their 
work indoors, reducing field visits and time spent reading over paper maps and records.  Digital video 
images from the FDOT’s Transportation Statistics Office were combined to allow users to “drive” the 
Turnpike without leaving the office.  As the video plays, users can adjust speed, change direction, jump to a 
specific milepost location or jump from asset to asset (sign to sign, bridge to bridge). 

 
Integrating existing data presented one of the toughest challenges because information is stored in a wide 
variety of formats, ranging from Oracle, DB2, Access and SQL databases to spreadsheets, shop drawings, 
CADD files and work-order processing applications.  In some cases, data is converted directly to TEAMS' 
format; in others, TEAMS acts as a viewer, linking the user to the existing software. 

 
Initially, a six-mile pilot program successfully tested TEAMS’ data collection methods, system design and 
user interface from August 1999 through July 2000.  The pilot included all the major asset elements. 

 
Techniques Used: 
The design team devised a three-phase, state-of-the-art approach that includes photogrammetric, video and 
manual data collection. 
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The photogrammetric data comprises digital aerial photographs and highly accurate positional information 
for the visible assets.  The Turnpike already had aerial photos of the entire system that had been translated 
into high-resolution digital (orthophoto) images.  The photographs, showing individual guardrails, 
buildings, barrier walls and other facilities, were used to determine each asset’s initial footprint. 

 
A VISAT (video-inertial-satellite) van was then used to collect video images of the Turnpike.  As the van 
drove the Turnpike and ramps, its array of charge-coupled device cameras captured photographic details 
that were merged into a panoramic image.  The images, combined with the van’s GPS (global positioning 
system) and INS (inertial navigation system) data, produced a geographic reference point for each asset 
accurate to within 0.3m (12 inches).   

 
The photogrammetric data combined with the VISAT images acted as a quality control check.  Additional 
asset information was then collected from the VISAT images, resulting in a digital file for a toll plaza, for 
example, that contains high-resolution images of the facility, x,y,z location coordinates for the toll booth 
and toll lanes, the number of lanes, lane width, booth island width and other physical attributes. 

 
In addition to allowing users to visually identify and differentiate each asset on screen, the VISAT images 
will be used as a future data source for determining how far sign structures are offset from travel lanes, 
identifying all assets located within a specified area or gathering other location-dependent information. 

 
Finally, the photogrammetric data and the VISAT images were loaded into high-powered voice-activated 
computers linked to backpack GPS units and digital cameras.  The data was then verified in the field where, 
again, additional detailed information was collected.  As crews drove the Turnpike, they obtained or 
verified the wording and placement of signage, air conditioner serial numbers, generator capacities, 
guardrail end types and a host of other asset attributes.  The VoCarta voice-activated software allowed the 
crews to obtain information quickly and without the safety risks involved in making frequent stops and 
starts on highway shoulders.  In previous projects, the system has delivered 98 percent accurate results and 
reduced labour costs by 70 percent over using manual surveys and paper maps. 

 
Project Lessons: 
The support of executive / senior management is essential.  Using a proof of concept improved the system 
and acceptance.  Using subsequent levels of data collection to verify and fill-in missing features / attributes 
greatly increased the coverage and accuracy of the data.  This increased the acceptance of the new system 
by staff.  However, the integration and interfacing with legacy systems took more time than anticipated.   
 
Contacts: 
William Thorp – Chief Financial Officer (407) 532-3999 Ext 3141 williamthorp@dot.state.fl.us   
James Sanchez P.E.  Project Manager (407) 532-3999 Ext 3692 james.sanchez@dot.state.fl.us  
 

3.7 Texas Department of Transportation 
Type: Integrating various referencing methods – Dynamic Location 
Background 
The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) is currently in the middle of a GIS Architecture and 
Infrastructure Project, begun in 2002, which focuses on a process called Dynamic Location.  TxDOT has a 
number of linear (Dynamic Segmentation) and geographic based methods to reference their highway 
features with internal departments having their favourite.  To query features using a reference other than the 
original method used during collection required complex equivalency tables to convert between the 
methods.  Whenever a road alignment or road measures changed, these tables had to be rebuilt.  Also, 
features were being collected along with their location information at one moment in time.  Therefore, 
separate road network files had to be maintained for various time periods in order for the distances to be 
accurate. 

 
Solution: 
To address these problems, TxDOT has worked with Terra Genesis, Inc.  to develop a process called 
Dynamic Location.  This process eliminated the need to create the equivalency tables.  Linear reference 
networks are treated as features similar to other transportation features.  Then, by using spatial intersection, 
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the required reference position can be determined when desired.  The Linear Referencing Systems and 
other features are constrained in time by time-stamping each record.  The planned completion date for the 
project was late August 2004. 

 
Contact: 
Jim Patterson jpatters@dot.state.tx.us 
 

3.8 Michigan DOT 
Type: Integrated roadway management system 
Background: 
Road Soft is being developed for the State of Michigan and the Road Agencies within that State as a 
common base for their RFI and Asset Management Systems. 
 
Michigan – Tech has developed for and on behalf of the State Road Agencies the system in conjunction 
with a Technology Development Group drawn from the Road Agencies within the State. 
 
Road Soft is: 
“Graphically designed, integrated roadway management system developed for Michigan’s local agency 
engineers and managers to use in the analysis and reporting of roadway inventory, safety and condition 
data.  Road Soft uses the Michigan Accident Location Index (MALI) as a reference base.  By using GIS – 
Road Soft can create a map based on the information provided by GIS and allow the user to manipulate that 
data.  This means is that the user has a comfortable and easy way to navigate around the different road 
systems while keeping track of it in Road Soft.” 

 
What can I do in Road Soft? 
Road Soft users import road and crash data, edit the data if necessary and generate sorted and filtered 
inventory road surface management, safety evaluation, traffic count and integrated analysis reports.  Users 
can also export Road Soft data to other database programs or spreadsheets and integrate it with other road 
management data. 

 
What comes with Road Soft? 
• GIS Interface 
• Road Inventory 
• Road Surface Management  - PASER Manuals 
• Pavement Strategy Evaluation 
• Pavement Strategy Optimization 
• Traffic Counts 
• Sign Inventory 
• Culvert Inventory 
• Guardrail Inventory 
• Safety Analysis,  
• Laptop Data Collection 

 
Training 
Advanced Road Soft GIS Hands-on Training is held at several locations throughout the state supported by 
Michigan LTAP Website. 
Road Soft Help file 208 pages 
Hands On Workshop 
Release of Road Soft Version Updates 
Release of Laptop Data Collector (LDC) version 
Objective update and correct issues with certain GPS units and communication between the GPS unit and 
the LDC application. 

 
New Features to be incremented in stages 
• Guardrail Inventory 
• Culvert Management System 
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• Pavement Strategy Analysis 
• Pavement Strategy Optimization 
• Improved Network Builds 
• Improved Legend Builder 
• Improved Report Interface 

 
MALI – Crash Location Software: 
Mali Crash location software is an integral component of the rewrite of the Michigan Accident Location 
Index referencing system.  The project involves the creation design and delivery of software system to 
locate over 420,000 annual traffic crashes that occur each year.  Once located they are placed on the 
statewide database for analysis. 

 
Technology Used:  
Projection – Road Soft shapefiles 

 North American NAD83 (US State Plane) 
 Michigan Geo Ref Statewide Mapping System or short version NAD83 Mi Geo Ref. 

Framework basemap accurate to + 20 ft 
MALI layout 
End points ID is unique throughout the entire state 
Roads that share a point ID intersect at that point 

 
Referencing VS-GPS 
GPS at sub-metre accuracy 
Map accuracy (6.1m) 20 ft 
The PR - Point Reference 
 
“You don’t need a completely accurate base map to collect and analyze transportation data.  By using a 
referencing system, you can get your program up and running without having to spend money on centreline 
data collection.  The base map can be corrected at a later time.  All of your referenced data will be 
corrected automatically whenever the base map is corrected”. 

 
Project Lessons: 
• Keep it Simple to Start With 
• Get “Buy-in” from End Users 
• Work with a flexible structure 
• Fit with-in your current budget 
• Do not assume “the end of the rainbow” will never come  
• When it does, know that you have a workable product 

 
Commentary on the System 
The System uses a simple node / link Linear Referencing System in which the features along any link are 
referenced back to the adjacent intersections, the nodes, with intermediate locations being referenced to 
mileposts within the link. 

 
The system uses centreline distance in the form of two tables: 
• MP cumulative  
• Mile distance between intersecting streets or M.S.  (MP) 

 
The Inventory: 
The inventory Stores data associated with each link as a PR number along with Road Name / Type 

 i.e., PR Number 1138408 Road Name State Highway 
MP value stored as mile plus three decimals of a mile 

 
However despite the provision of Miles between intersections shown as mile plus three decimals, details 
are in fact generally stored with all third place decimals given as 0. 
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Link Attributes include – Segment Name and ownership details, geometry type of shoulders curbing etc. 
Road Surface Maintenance (RSM) attributes include: year month, Surface Type, Surface Subtype, Activity, 
Rating for Surface, Base Drainage, Ride, Traffic AADT year, AADT value. 

 
A particular feature of the system is the video links associated with the PASER road maintenance 
assessment module.  These provide detailed assessment criteria supported by “on site” video images of 
actual pavement deterioration conditions.  These images are then used to explain the deterioration detail 
and the assessment rating system, with a commentator talking the viewer through the different types of road 
defects. 

 
Great emphasis has been given to training and developing a “user friendly” interface to the system.  The 
emphasis has been placed on “buy-in” by users and leaving the sophistication of the level of data being 
collected to something workable but still able to be refined at a later date. 

 
Note: Isn’t this the way that all systems should start off?  

 
At least one US State started off at the “top end” and collected their entire inventory to a high level of 
precision, after expending US$24 million on the data collection they were unable, through budget 
constraints, to document all the data collected or to maintain its relevance to current conditions. 

 
Contact:  N/A 

 
4. Other Project Summaries  

Agency Type of Project / Activity Contact 
City of Hamilton, ON Data collection for a fixed number of features using Mobile 

mapping vehicles 
Alan Jazvac 
(905) 546-2424 x 6268 
ajazvac@hamilton.ca  

City of Kitchener, ON Tablet PCs / pen based system: 
Data collection for sidewalks using customized tricycle and 
WAAS-GPS 

Mile Henderson 
(519) 741-2406 

City of Vancouver, BC Tablet PCs / pen based system: 
Data collection for sidewalks, curbs, bridges, retaining walls 
street lighting 

Ted Batty  
(604) 873-7315 
ted_batty@city.vancouver.bc.ca 

Region of Halton, ON Database development incorporating all managed features.  
Data collection for a fixed number of features using VideoGPS 
enabled mobile mapping vehicle and feature extraction 
software 

Gianvito Monaco 
monacog@region.halton.on.ca 

407 ETR, ON Highway 407 ETR is an all-electronic open access toll highway 
connecting The City of Burlington to the Town of Pickering 
through the Municipalities of Oakville and Milton, the Cities of 
Mississauga, Brampton, Toronto and Vaughan and the Town of 
Markham for a total of 108 Km.  On this 948 lane kilometres of 
Electronic Toll road which has been in operation since 1997, all 
the highway facilities data are collected via AutoCAD drawings 
and in field GPS units.  Data includes all managed features not 
only within the Right of Way of Highway 407, but extends 
outside the R.O.W covering the entire Ministry of 
Transportation of Ontario Corridor Control adjacent to 
Highway 407.  Revisions and updates are regularly provided by 
Operations Staff, Specialty Crews and Consultants.  An in-
house database has been developed to manage the data. 

Imad Nassereddine 
(905) 264 5226 

New Jersey DOT Using multiple referencing systems and data collection using 
van based GPS 

Jim Carl 
Jim.carl@dot.state.nj.us  

New Mexico DOT Approximately 21,000 kms of State highway.  Data collected 
using mobile mapping (IMS LLC) for feature data.  A multi-
year project included all highways and all managed features in 
the Right-of-Way.  IMS used Geo3D Trident software used to 
extract features and attributes. 

Not available  

 




